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FOREWORD

The Loita Hills area, although less than a hundred miles from Nairobi, is little
known to the ordinary traveller, though hunters are attracted by the big game there.
The area lies on the western flanks of the Rift Valley west of the soda lakes Magadi
and Natron.

Rock exposures are generally good, and Dr. Saggerson has been able to make a
detailed subdivision of the rock-types, and to suggest a correlation with other parts
of Kenya. In addition he has devoted a considerable lamount of study to the complicated
structures, and postulates two separate periods of folding to account for them. The
Tertiary and Quaternary history of the area is mainly one of faulting and volcanicity
associated with the formation of the Rift Valley.

The economic potential of the area proved disappointing, but this is perhaps offset
by the relative abundance of water, and the author suggests that there are opportunities
for development locally of farming and ranching schemes to replace or augment the
stock-herding of the nomadic Masai.

Nairobi,
22nd December 1964.

B. H. BAKER,
Commissioner of Mines and Geology.
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ABSTRACT

The report describes an area of approximately 1,200 square miles extent in the
Rift Valley Province of Kenya bounded by longitudes 35° 30' and 360 00' E., by latitude
10 30' S. in the north and by the Kenya-Tanzania border in the south. The area has
been bevelled by the sub-Miocene and end-Cretaceous peneplains while Pleistocene to
Recent dissection due to repeated rejuvenation is responsible for the mountainous Loita
Hills that rise to over 8,500 ft.

Most of the area consists of highly folded and faulted Basement System quartzites,
schists and gneisses of Precambrian age. These rocks form part of the Turoka Series
and are characterized by the high-grade index minerals, sillimanite and kyanite.

Overlying the sub-Miocene peneplain rest melanephelinites and basalts and
sediments of late-Tertiary age that in turn are overlain by Pleistocene lavas, tuffs,
ignimbrites and sediments.

The petrography of the rocks and the effects of metamorphism and granitization
on the Basement System rocks is discussed. It is shown that the Archaean rocks have
been subjected to two periods of folding; recumbent folding being associated with the
earlier movements. The volcanic rocks are affected by rift-faulting that commenced in
late-Tertiary times. Small deposits of possible economic minerals are described and the
water supplies of the area discussed.

ABSTRACT

The report describes an area of approximately 1,200 square miles extent in the
Rift Valley Province of Kenya bounded by longitudes 35° 30' and 360 00' E., by latitude
10 30' S. in the north and by the Kenya-Tanzania border in the south. The area has
been bevelled by the sub-Miocene and end-Cretaceous peneplains while Pleistocene to
Recent dissection due to repeated rejuvenation is responsible for the mountainous Loita
Hills that rise to over 8,500 ft.

Most of the area consists of highly folded and faulted Basement System quartzites,
schists and gneisses of Precambrian age. These rocks form part of the Turoka Series
and are characterized by the high-grade index minerals, sillimanite and kyanite.

Overlying the sub-Miocene peneplain rest melanephelinites and basalts and
sediments of late-Tertiary age that in turn are overlain by Pleistocene lavas, tuffs,
ignimbrites and sediments.

The petrography of the rocks and the effects of metamorphism and granitization
on the Basement System rocks is discussed. It is shown that the Archaean rocks have
been subjected to two periods of folding; recumbent folding being associated with the
earlier movements. The volcanic rocks are affected by rift-faulting that commenced in
late-Tertiary times. Small deposits of possible economic minerals are described and the
water supplies of the area discussed.

ABSTRACT

The report describes an area of approximately 1,200 square miles extent in the
Rift Valley Province of Kenya bounded by longitudes 35‘ 30’ and 36° 00' E: by latitude

"’ 30’ S. in the north and by the Kenya—Tanzania border in the south. The area has
been bevelled by the sub-Miocene and end-Cretaceous peneplains while Pleistocene to
Recent dissection due to repeated rejuvenation is responsible for the mountainous Lcita
Hills that rise to over 8,500 ft.

Most of the area consists of highly folded and faulted Basement System quartzites,
schists and gneisses of Precambrian age, These rocks form part of the Turoka Series
and are characterized by the high—grade index minerals, sillimanite and kyanite.

Overlying the sub-Miocene peneplain rest melanephelinites and basalts and
sediments of late—Tertiary age that in turn are overlain by Pleistocene layers, tufts,
ignimbrites and sediments.

The petrography of the rocks and the effects of metamorphism and granitization
on the Basement System rocks is discussed. It is shown that the Archaean rocks have
been subjected to two periods of folding; recumbent folding being associated with the
earlier movements. The volcanic rocks are affected by rift-faulting that commenced in
late~Tertiary times. Small deposits of possible economic minerals are described and the
water supplies of the area discussed.



GEOLOGY OF THE LOITA fiLLS AREA

I-INTRODUCTION

The area described in this report is approximately 80 miles south-west of Nairobi
and comprises those portions of the south-east quarter of degree sheet 50 and the
north-east qualter of degree sheet 57 that lie within Ken)'la. It is bounded by longitudes
35° 30' and 36° 00' E., by latitude 1° 30' S. in the north and by the Kenya-Tanganyika
border in the south and has an area of approximately 1,200 square miles. The area
mapped is covered by sheet No. 159 of Kenya and No. 27 of Tanganyika of the
Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London.

The object of the geological reconnaissance, which was made between the months
of February and July 1958, was to construct a geological map and assess the possibility
of the occurrence of economic mineral deposits.

Maps.-In the preparation of the geological map aerial photograph mosaics, on a
scale of 1 : 50,000 supplied by the Survey of Kenya, were used. The form-lines shown on
the map were based on barometer readings taken lat varying intervals during the survey.
Heights were constantly checked against known altitudes and corrected for diurnal
variation. Topography taken from an early map by C. Uhlig (1909)* was also used.

A number of trigonometrical stations recently established by a Military Survey
Company have been given names known to the local inhabitants of the area, the Survey
name being shown alongside the local name on the map.

Communications.-Communications in the area are poor. The main Narok-
Tanganyika road passes through the area approximately from north to south, though
between Entasekera and 01 Mesutie it is little more than a motorable track. Tracks
from Morijo (on the main road) to Naigara in the north-western part of the area, and
from Naigara to 01 Pusimoro in the area to the west of the present one, are the only
other principal routes of communication.

Population.- The Loita Hills area lies in the Southern Province of Kenya and is
administered from the district headquarters at Narok, situated 40 miles to the north.
The inhabitants are nomadic tribesmen of the Purko and Loita clans of the Masai
tribe who graze their large cattle-herds over the plains and grass-covered hills, the
distribution of settlements depending largely on the presence of surface waters. Unlike
other parts of Kenya water supplies are generally good and Masai manyattas are to
be found scattered throughout most of the area. Only in the south-east corner are the
Masai absent, probably due to lack of suitable water supplies, and to tsetse fly, but the
presence of disused huts indicates an older habitation for this part of the Loita Hills.
Recently a number of schools have been built in the Narok District, two of these being
located at Narosura and Morijo.

For many years big-game hunters have been attracted to the area which has now
become widely known because of its black-maned lions. Birds, game and in particular
the bigger animals such as elephant, buffalo and rhinoceros are also plentiful in the
forests or roaming the plains. Although not seen during the survey, the local inhabitants
stated that hippo thrive in the Olngakualala swamp, at a height of 6,600 ft. In the
south-eastern part animals periodically migrate to Lake Natron to eat salt.

Climate and Vegetation.-Rain falls mainly in the periods August-September and
November-April. No rainfall data is available for the area but the following figures
are quoted for Magadi, to the east, Narok to the north and Loliondo, 16 miles south of
the Kenya-Tanganyika border.

* References are quoted on p. 58.
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administered from the district headquarters at Narok, situated 40 miles to the north.
The inhabitants are nomadic tribesmen of the Purko and Loita clans of the Masai
tribe who graze their large cattle-herds over the plains and grass-covered hills, the
distribution of settlements depending largely on the presence of surface waters. Unlike
other parts of Kenya water supplies are generally good and Masai manyattas are to
be found scattered throughout most of the area. Only in the south-east corner are the
Masai absent, probably due to lack of suitable water supplies, and to tsetse fly, but the
presence of disused huts indicates an older habitation for this part of the Loita Hills.
Recently a number of schools have been built in the Narok District, two of these being
located at Narosura and Morijo.

For many years big-game hunters have been attracted to the area which has now
become widely known because of its black-maned lions. Birds, game and in particular
the bigger animals such as elephant, buffalo and rhinoceros are also plentiful in the
forests or roaming the plains. Although not seen during the survey, the local inhabitants
stated that hippo thrive in the Olngakualala swamp, at a height of 6,600 ft. In the
south-eastern part animals periodically migrate to Lake Natron to eat salt.

Climate and Vegetation.-Rain falls mainly in the periods August-September and
November-April. No rainfall data is available for the area but the following figures
are quoted for Magadi, to the east, Narok to the north and Loliondo, 16 miles south of
the Kenya-Tanganyika border.

* References are quoted on p. 58.

GEOLOGY OF THE LOITA HILLS AREA

I—INTRODUCTION

The area described in this report is approximately 80 miles south—west of Nairobi
and comprises those portions of the south—east quarter of degree sheet 50 and the
north—east quarter of degree sheet 5? that lie within Kenya. It is bounded by longitudes
35" 30’ and 36" 00’ E., by latitude |0 30’ S. in the north and by the Kenya-Tanganyika
border in the south and has an area of approximately 1,200 square miles. The area
mapped is covered by sheet No. 159 of Kenya and No. 27 of Tanganyika of the
Directorate of Overseas Surveys, London.

The object of the geological reconnaissance, which was made between the months
of February and July 1958, was to construct a geological map and assess the possibility
of the occurrence of economic mineral deposits.

.Maps. In the preparation of the geological map aerial photograph mosaics, on a
scale of 1 :50,000 supplied by the Survey of Kenya, were used. The form-lines shown on
the map were based on barometer readings taken at varying intervals during the survey.
Heights were constantly checked against known altitudes and corrected for diurnal
variation. Topography taken from an early map by C. Uhlig (1909)* was also used.

A number of trigonometric-at stations recently established by a Military Survey
Company have been given names known to the local inhabitants of the area, the Survey
name being shown alongside the local name on the map.

Communicnrirms.—Communications in the area are poor. The main Narok-
Tanganyika road passes through the area approximately from north to south, though
between Entasekera and Cl Mesutie it is little more than a motorable track. Tracks
from Morijo (on the main road} to Naigara in the north-western part of the area, and
from Naigara to OI Pusimoro in the area to the West of the present one, are the only
other principal routes of communication.

Population. The Loita Hills area lies in the Southern Province of Kenya and is
administered from the district headquarters at Narok, situated 40 miles to the north.
The inhabitants are nomadic tribesmen of the Purko and .Loita clans of the Masai
tribe who graze their large cattle—herds over the plains and grass—covered hills, the
distribution of settlements depending largely on the presence of surface waters. Unlike
other parts of Kenya water supplies are generally good and Masai mtmynttas are to
be found scattered throughout most of the area. Only in the south-east corner are the
Masai absent, probably due to lack of suitable water supplies, and to tsetse fly; but the
presence of disused huts indicates an older habitation for this part of the Loita Hills.
Recently a number of schools have been built in the Narok District. two of these being
located at Narosura and Morijo.

For many years big—game hunters have been attracted to the area which has now
become widely known because of its black-marred lions. Birds, game and in particular
the bigger animals such as elephant, bullalo and rhinoceros are also plentiful. in the
forests or roaming the plains. Although not seen during the survey, the local inhabitants
stated that hippo thrive in the Ulngakualala swamp. at a height of 6,600 ft. In the
south—eastern part animals periodically migrate to Lake Natron to eat salt.

Climate and Vegetation—Rain falls mainly in the periods August—September and
November-April. No rainfall data is available for the area but the following figures
are quoted for Magadi, to the east. Narok to the north and Loliondo, l6 miles south of
the Kenya-Tanganyika border.

* References are quoted on p. 58.
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Rainfall in the forested hill regions exceeds 30 in. per annum, but at the foot of
the Nguruman escarpment and south as far as Lake Natron, the climate is dry and hot,
in marked contrast to the remainder of the area as indicated by the figures for Magadi
situated 20 miles east of the escarpment.

The plains forming the western and northern parts of the area are drier than the
hill regions, 'and support a grass and thorn scrub vegetation, the High Moisture Savrannah
of Edwards (1940, pp. 382-383), except along the principal river courses, where trees
flourish. In the hills, large parts are covered by copses and dense luxuriant mountain
forest. An extensive forest 25 miles from north to south and nearly eight miles wide,
clothes the mountainous region west of the Nguruman escarpment, but elsewhere the
forest is usually confined to deeply dissected valleys which divide the grass-covered hills.

Rock Exposures.-Exposures of Basement System rocks are fairly good and best
seen in river-courses. Most of the hill-sides are covered by boulders and reliable
structural measurements could only be taken on crests and ridges. A large part of the
Nguruman escarpment is scree-covered and rock-sequences could not be measured
except in almost vertical-sided gullies which were examined from a distance. Due to
the dense forest no traverses were made across the Loita forest east of Entasekera.
From an examination of aerial photographs it was possible to locate a small number
of outcrops in the forest which indicate lines of geological structure and are shown
on the coloured map.

H-PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK

A. Fischer, a German, was probably the first European to visit the area and passed
along the foot of the Nguruman Escarpment in 1883, noting its parallel lines, abrupt
cliffs and banded terraces (Fischer, 1884, pp. 58, 60, 75 aud 76, and 1885, p. 199).
Specimens of gneiss and basalt collected by him were described by Miigge (1885, pp.
238-264). A map accompanying a report by Fischer (1895) shows the route taken by him
during his journeys through Kenya.

In 1893 J. W. Gregory made the first of his well-known safaris to East Africa and
later published a paper (1894) indicating on a map the probable distribution of Alpine
flora at the period of maximum glaciation in Kenya. The map was repeated in his "The
Great Rift Valley" published in 1896. He considered .much of the Loita Hills area to
have been covered by such a flora. In another work Gregory (1920, p. 24) shows a
profile from the Nguruman Escarpment through Magadi to Turoka, and commented
on the age of the Rift Valley (op. cU., p. 32). In 1921 he published his "Rift Valleys
and Geology of East Africa" in which he mentions his visit to Lake Magadi. Specimens
of gneisses and lavas were obtained from the Nguruman Escarpment for him by a Mr.
G. St. Claire (Gregory, 1921, p. 179). Gregory recognized that the upper part of the
escarpment within the present area is composed of Basement System rocks.

Another early explorer, von Trotha, crossed to Lake Victoria from the foot of
the Nguruman Escarpment, west of Lake Magadi (von Trotha, 1897).

r

Rainfall Number of Average Number of
in 1956 Rainy Days Annual Years

in 1956 Rainfall Recorded

in. in.
agadi .. .. .. .. 16'87 65 14.65 31
lfok Meteorological Station.. 35.20 116 26.82 42
,liondo (Tanganyika) .. .. - - 31.60 22
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Rainfall in the forested hill regions exceeds 30 in. per annum, but at the foot of
the Nguruman escarpment and south as far as Lake Natron, the climate is dry and hot,
in marked contrast to the remainder of the area as indicated by the figures for Magadi
situated 20 miles east of. the escarpment.

The plains forming the western and northern parts of the area are drier than the
hill regions, and support a grass and thorn scrub vegetation, the High Moisture Savannah
of Edwards (1940, pp. 382—383), except along the principal river courses, where trees
flourish. in the hills, large parts are covered by copses and dense luxuriant mountain
forest. An extensive forest 25 miles from north to south and nearly eight miles wide,
clothes the mountainous region west of the Nguruman escarpment, but elsewhere the
forest is usually confined to deeply dissected valleys which divide the grass~coyered hills.

Rock Exposures.-—Exposures of Basement System rocks are fairly good and best
seen in river—courses. Most of the hill—sides are covered by boulders and reliable
structural measurements could only be taken on crests and ridges. A large part of the
Nguruman escarpment is scree—coyered and rock—sequences could not be measured
except in almost vertical—sided gullies which were examined from a distance. Due to
the dense forest no traverses were made across the Loita forest east of Entasekera.
From an examination of aerial photographs it was possible to locate a small number
of outcrops in the forest which indicate lines of geological structure and are shown
on the coloured map.

IlflPREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL W'ORK
A. Fischer, a German, was probably the first European to visit the area and passed

along the foot of the Nguruman Escarpment in 1883, noting its parallel lines. abrupt
cliffs and handed terraces (Fischer, 1884, pp. 58, 60, 75 and 76, and |885, p. 199).
Specimens of gneiss and basalt collected by him Were described by Miltgge (1885, pp.
238-264). A map accompanying a report by Fischer (1895) shows the route taken by him
during his journeys through Kenya.

In 1893 J. W. Gregory made the first of his well—known safaris to East Africa and
later published a paper (1894) indicating on a map the probable distribution of Alpine
flora at the period of maximum glaciation in Kenya. The map was repeated in his “The
Great Rift Valley" published in 1896. He considered much of the Loita llills area to
have been covered by such a flora. In another work Gregory (1930, p. 24) shows a
profile from the Nguruman Escarpment through Magadi to Turoka, and commented
on the age of the Rift Valley (0p. (.11., p. 32). In ]921 he published his “Rift Valleys
and Geology of East Africa" in which he mentions his visit to Lake Magadi. Specimens
of gneisses and lavas were obtained from the Nguruman Escarpment for him by a Mr.
(3. St. Claire (Gregory, 1921, p. 179). Gregory recognized that the upper part of the
escarpment within the present area is composed of Basement System rocks.

Another early explorer, yon ‘l'rotha, crossed to Lake Victoria from the foot of
the Nguruman Escarpment, west of Lake Magadi (yon Trotha, 1897).
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Kaiser (1898, p. 322) recorded lavas, including olivine and wnygdaloidal basalts,
from the base of the Nguruman Escarpment. His rocks were described by Kunzli (1901,
pp. 150-160, 163-164).

C. Uhlig, a member of O. Winter-Stiftung's expedition to East Africa early in the
century, considered that Rift faulting forming the Nguruman Escarpment, Ostafrikan-
ische Bruchstufe occurred in two episodes (Uhlig, 1907, p. 489), and that the later faults
had downthrown 01 Doinyo Sambu lavas to the east (op. cU., p. 488). In a later account
he commented on the metamorphic quartzites and ancient rocks of the hilly country
at Entasekera (Uhlig, 1912, p. 564).

Captain G. E. Smith a member of the Anglo-German Boundary Commission,
traversed the Kenya-Tanganyika border from north-west to south-east and remarked
on the high ground at Entasekera and Usubugo and to the abrupt drop from the top of
the Nguruman EscaI1pment to a second shelf overlooking the Rift VaHey (Smith, 1907,
p. 254).

Kohlschiitter (1911) carried out a geodetic survey of Tanganyika and part of
Kenya, having established a recording station in the present area. A map showing his
results is given by Krenke! (1922, p. 144 and 1925, p. 240) and part of this map is
reproduced in Fig. 1.
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Kaiser (1898, p. 322) recorded lavas, including olivine and amygdaloidal basalts,
from the base of: the Nguruman Escarpment. His rocks were described by Kunzli (1901.
pp. 150—160, 163—164).

C. Uhlig, a member of O. Winter—Sliftung's expedition to East Africa early in the
century, considered that Rift faulting forming the Nguruman Escarpment. C‘s-mfrikan—
iii-chi? Bracfismfe occurred in two episodes (L'hlig, 1907, p. 489), and that the later faults
had downthrown Ol Doinyo Sambu lavas to the east. (op. cit, p. 488). In a later account
he commented on the metamorphic quartzites and ancient rocks of the hilly country
at Entasekera (Uhlig, 1912, p. 564).

Captain 6. E. Smith a member of the Anglo—German Boundary Commission,
traversed the Kenya—Tanganyika border from north-west to south-east and remarked
on the high ground at Entasekera and Usubugo and to the abrupt drop from the top of
the hguruman Escarpment to a second shelf overlooking the Rift Vailev (Smith_1907,
p.p254)

Kohlschiittcr [1911) carried out a geodetic survey of Tanganyika and part of
Kenya, having established a recording station in the present area. A map Showing his
results is given by Krenkel (1922, p. 144 and 1925. p. 240) and part of this map is
reproduced in Fig. 1.
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His results were later used by Bullard (1936) in an interpretation of gravity measurement
in East Africa.

The topographical map produced by C. Uhlig (1909), which shows the south-eastern
portion of the Loita Hills area, was based on the work of earlier explorers including
members of the Anglo-German Boundary Commission, E. Kohlschiitter and von
Trotha.

On the coloured map accompanying his report, Behrend (1918) incorrectly in-
dicated the boundary between the gneisses and volcanic rocks of the area. A similar
distribution is shown on a map by Krenkel (1925, p. 342). Coloured geological maps
published by the East African Survey Group (42nd Geological Section, S.A.E.) in 1942
and by the Geological Surveys of Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika in 1952 also show
too wide a distribution of volcanics in the area. An even wider distribution of the
Recent volcanic rocks is figured by Dudley Stamp (1953, pA8).

Bailey Willis refers to the region west of the Nguruman Escarpment as the Serengeti
Plateau which he recognizes as being composed of ancient gneisses (Willis, 1936, p. 264).
He also comments on the nature of the faulting along the western side of the Rift
Valley (op. cit., pp. 38 and 143) which in Plate LI is shown to consist of three en
echelon faults stepped westwards from north to south. Plate LVI in the same work is a
photograph of 01 Doinyo Sambu and part of the west wall of the rift valley in the
south-eastern comer of the present area. His interpretation of the faulting west of
Lake Natron differs from that shown on a tectonic map by Krenkel (1925, p. 337).

A more recent work by C. Uhlig and F. Jaeger (1942) describes the physiography
of the area at the base of the Nguruman escarpment near Lake Natron, and is
illustrated by diagrams (op. dt., pp. 25, 41 and 44) some of which depict the south-
eastern corner of the area. Map 1 which accompanies the 1942 report shows more
accurately the extent of the lavas.

In 1942, the eastern half of the area was prospected without success by a geologist
and prospector of the Department for quartz crystals suitable for piezo-electric
purposes. For this investigation the area was closed to prospecting and mining in
January 1942 (Government Notice No. 45 of the 11th January 1942) and reopened in
March of the same year (Government Notice No. 311 of the 31st March 1942).

P. C. Spink and J. A. Stevens 0946) wrote an account of the geography of the
Nguruman escarpment west of Lake Magadi mentioning that the escarpment rises to
7,000 feet, "in steps by two grassy and well wooded plateaux. . . . . divided. . . . . by
deep and precipitous valleys. . . . ."

Numerous authors mention the Nguruman 'escarpment and the fact that it forms
part of the western wall of ,the Rift Valley, but do not specifically refer to the Loita
Hills area.

m-PHYSIOGRAPHY

The LoitJa Hills area is composed mainly of Archaean rocks on which rest remains
of volcanic rocks extruded in Tertiary and Pleistocene times. In addition terrestrial
gravels, mudstones and calcareous soils rest on the older rocks and represent remnants
of more extensive deposits that accumulated upon old land surfaces. The Archaean
quartzites of the hill region have given rise to prominent but relatively smooth topo-
graphy, while the plains that surround the hills are underlain by less resistant schists
and gneisses.

The area, which may be divided physiographically into three units of totally
different character, is dominated by a chain of hills extending in a broad arc from
the north-western comer of the area to Emboornarok in the south near the Tanganyika
border. A considerable part of these LoHa Hills exceeds 7,000 feet in altitude and
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dicated the boundary between the gneisses and volcanic rocks of the area. A similar
distribution is shown on 21 map by Krenkel (1925. p. 342). Coloured geological maps
published by the East African Survey Group (42nd Geological Section. S.A.E.) in 1942
and by the Geological Surveys of Kenya. Uganda and Tanganyika in 1952 also show
too wide a distribution of volcanics in the area. An even wider distribution of the
Recent volcanic rocks is figured by Dudley Stamp (1953. p.48).

Bailey Willis refers to the region West of the Nguruman Escarpment as the Serengeti
Plateau which he recognizes as being composed of ancient gneisses (Willis. 1936. p. 26-1).
He also comments on the nature of the faulting along the Western side of the Rift
Valley (op. cit. pp. 38 and 143) which in Plate L1 is shown to consist of three en
echelon faults stepped westwards from north to south. Plate LVI in the same work is a
photograph of 01 Doinyo Sambu and part of the West wall of the rift valley in the
south-eastern corner of the present area. His interpretation of the faulting west of
Lake Natron differs from that shown on a tectonic map by Krenkel (1925, p. 33?).

A more recent work by C‘. Uhlig and F. Jaeger (1942) describes the physiography
of the area at the base of the Nguruman escarpment near Lake Natron. and is
illustrated by diagrams (0p. ('17.. pp. 25. 41 and 44‘) some of which depict the south-
eastern corner of the area. Map 1 which accompanies the 1942 report shows more
accurately the extent of the lavas.

In 1942. the eastern half of the area was prospected without success by a geologist
and prospector of the Department for quartz crystals suitable for piezo—electric
purposes. For this investigation the area was closed to prospecting and mining in
January 1942 (Government Notice No. 45 of the 11th January 1942') and reopened in
March of the same year (Government Notice No. 311 of the 31st March 1942).

P. C. Spink and J. A. Stevens (1946) wrote an account of the geography of the
Nguruman escarpment west of Lake Magadi mentioning that the escarpment rises to
7,000 feet, “in steps by two grassy and well wooded plateaux ..... divided ..... by
deep and precipitous valleys .....“

Numerous authors mention the Nguruman escarpment and the fact that it forms
part of the western wall of the Rift Valley, but do not specifically refer to the Loita
Hills area.

III—PHYSIOGRAPHY

The Loita Hills area is composed mainly of Archaean rocks on which rest remains
of volcanic rocks extruded in Tertiary and Pleistocene times. In addition terrestrial
gravels. mudstones and calcareous soils rest on the older rocks and represent remnants
of more extensive deposits that accumulated upon old land surfaces. The Archaean
quartzites of the hill region have given rise to prominent but relatively smooth topo-
graphy. while the plains that surround the hills are underlain by less resistant schists
and gneisses.

The area, which may be divided physiographieally into three units of totally
different character. is dominated by a chain of hills extending in a broad are from
the north-western corner of the area to Emboornarok in the south near the Tanganyika
border. A considerable part of these Loita Hills exceeds 7000 feet in altitude and
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includes such peaks as Usubugo 8,668 feet, Naigara 8,078 feet, Emburkutia 7,788 feet
and the high-level ridges of Usubugooirobi. The Loita Hills, relics of a more extensive
high plateau-the Serengeti plain of Bailey Willis (1936, p. 260) have, since Cretaceous
times, a:t least, been subjected to successive periods of uplift. They now remain as a
mountainous area dissected by deep valleys and in the east clothed by thick forest. To
the north at Usubugo the hill-tops form rolling, grassy moorlands while in the south,
near Entasekera the country is more highly dissected, consisting of rocky crests and
ridges separated by deep valleys. The denudation of the hills has been influenced by
numerous faults, in particular those of the Naigara area. Since Miocene times con-
sequent streams flowing westwards have developed along shatter zones, forming steep-
sided valleys that cross the north-south strike of the rocks. A typical example is the
west-flowing river Lairaka and its tributaries.
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Fig. 2-Physiographical map of the Loita Hills area.
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In the western part of the area the ground slopes gently towards the south-west
forming the easterly extension of the Loita Plains. These grass plains are more typical
of the flat savannah country so well developed to the west, and from the plains rise
groups of hills formed of resistant quar>tzite bands (such as Olosolan and Enkoriga).

To the east of the hill ranges and overlooked by the Nguruman escarpment is the
low-lying arid country forming the floor of the Rift Valley, which here slopes gradually
~owards uake Natron (2,067 feet), the north-west corner of which 1ies in Kenya. The
upper slopes of the escarpment consist of highly eroded Basement System rocks while in
the south-east near Lake Natron, younger volcanic rocks :/iorm a steep scarp descending
to the Rift Valley floor. The low-lying country in the Rift Valley is covered by pebble
sheets and soils, overlying lavas of Pleistocene age. Numerous stream courses have
cut into these deposits but only a few, such as the Pagasi river, have eroded their
courses to any great depth. Due to irregular rainfall these streams flow seasonally.

The Loita Hills area has been successively bevelled by a number of erosion
surfaces, remnants of which are represented by hill-tops and by various deposits that
surround the present-day Loita Hills. The accordant summit levels of the hills are
considered to be a relic of the oldest surface present in the area.

Four bevels were recognized during the survey (Fig. 2):-
PI End-Cretaceous peneplain.
P2 Intermediate erosion bevel, probably of early Tertiary age.
P3 Sub-Miocene peneplain.
P4 End-Tertiary bevel.

The principal s~ages in the physiographic evolution of the area are:-

Period ResultsEvents

Late Cretaceous

Early Tertiary

Miocene

Miocene

Pliocene? ..

Plio-Pleistocene

Middle to Late
Pleistocene

Erosion and peneplanation

Uplift followed by peneplana-
tion.

Renewed uplift followed by
peneplanation.

Commencement of volcanic
activity, rift faulting and
warping.

Eruption of volcanics. .

r
I

Erosion to base level of Rivers
Orkejulesai and Orkejuasur.

1

Renewed rift faulting, Eruption

. of Plateau Trachytes; rejuven-ation of rivers Orkejulesai,
l Orkejuasur and Narosura.

01 Doinyo Sambu Volcanic
Series. Renewed rift faulting.
Continued dissection of R.
Orkejulesai valley.

End-Cretaceous peneplain, PI.
Mudstones, gravels, weathered
schists.

Erosion bevel, P2. Iron-stained
gravels.

Sub-Miocene peneplain, P3.
Iron-stained gravels, mud-
stones, riverine deposits, cal-
careous soils.

First Rift Valley faulting and
formation of Nguruman escarp-
ment. Consequent drainage to
east and west developed on P3.

Melanephelinites, Kirikiti Basalts.

End-Tertiary bevel, P4. Kunkar
sheets and iron-stained gravels
of 01 Mesutie-Entasekera area.

Rift Faulting, Lengitoto Trachyte.
Tuffs, agglomerates and ignim-
brites. Narrow incised river
valleys in the south-east.

01 Doinyo Sambu fault down-
throws basalts to east 4,000
feet beneath Lake Natron.
High Magadi beds.
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The main erosion surface to which all others can be referred is the sub-Miocene pene-
plain which is recognized in many parts of the area, in particular at Naigara, Narosura
and near llgeri (Fig. 2).

On the western side of the Loita Hills the Orido and Lairaka rivers flow across the
well-preserved sub-Miocene bevel, while to the south-west of Morijo Loita and east of
llgeri, a beautifully bevelled surface is sharply dissected on its southern edge by the
south-flowing tributaries of the river Orkejulesai. In many of the river valleys that dissect
the sub-Miocene' surface are exposed iron-stained gravels, some sections more than
20 feet thick. Notable deposits are those at the head of stream courses west of Naigara
where gravels, occasionally current bedded, and iron-stained grits are common. In the
river Lekufuki, a tributary of the river Orido, grey and pale brown mudstones are
intercalated in gravels while a single calcareous deposit of soil, kunkar and gravel was
seen near the head of the river Idepes. Orange-brown superficial deposits similar to those
at Naigara outcrop near the Tanganyika border in tributaries of the river 01 Mesutie.
Other deposits resting on this surface are small patches of ignimbrite at a number of
isolated localities. Although ;these rocks were probably derived from vents situated in
fault-zones, the products of these vents were deposited upon a gently undulating surface
as far as the western border of the area, and most probably originally were much more
extensive. Red lateritized soils and gravels in the south-western corner of the area may
also represent deposits on this erosion surface.

West of Naigara the sub-Miocene erosion surface lies at heights between 6,750 and
6,200 feet and slopes to the west-south-west at about 22 feet per mile (Fig. 3), indicating
tilting towards Lake Victoria. Williams (1964, p. 7.) in the area to the west has recognized
the same surface sloping to the south-west and overlain by phonolites. In the Migori
area Shackleton (1946, p. 52) considered this sub-volcanic surface to slope at about 35 feet
per mile towards Lake Victoria, and implied in a more recent account by the same
author (1951, pp. 345-392) that it eventually passes beneath the lake. At Narosura the
sub-volcanic surface, which is considered to be part of the sub-Miocene peneplain, is
seen to be extremely smooth and slopes eastwards at 80 feet per mile from 6,400 to
5,400 feet towards the Rift Valley (Figs. 2 and 3). The surface has been only partly
dissected by the Narosura river and its tributaries, due to preservation by volcanic rocks
that probably once covered the ground as far west as the foot of the Loita Hills, where
relics of the surface are represented by partially lateritized gravels exposed along stream-
courses. The sub-lava surface where it is exposed in the Narosura river near the north-
east corner of the area, occupies a position which corresponds with the eastward
projection of the surface from the Narosura area (Fig. 3), while a remnant of the
surface forms the plain at Lengitoto west of the river Olkejulormungushi. On this plain
isolated patches of tuff indicate the extent to which the sub-lava surface is now eroded.
Lavas out-cropping at approximately 6,300 feet on Olomboneg and Olduratolekarkoyo,
and the bevels on ridges in the vicinity of the Tanganyika border, are considered to be
remnants of the same surface, which here slopes in a south-easterly direction at about
17 feet per mile.

From the foregoing remarks and an examination of the profiles in Fig. 3 it is seen
that the sub-Miocene and consequently the two older surfaces, have been warped along
an almost north-south axis approximately parallel to the Rift Valley. The surfaces also
slope to the south along the axis of arching, suggesting down-warping into the Rift
VaHey along the line of the NE.-SW. Sonjo fault in Tanganyika. Subsidiary warping of
the sub-Miocene peneplain is indicated by its slope 1:0 the north-west in the south-
western corner of the area. FoHowing the warping initiation of a consequent drainage
system took place and the present stream pattern developed.

The summits and ridges of the Loita Hills are regarded as having been bevelled by
a surface which stands approximately 1,300 feet above the sub-Miocene surface, and

the ridges and peaks of Naigana, Olosolan, Lengarani, Loisekin, Enkociga and llgeri
probably represent denuded remnants of the same bevel on the western side of the Loita
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east eorner of the area. occupies a position which corresponds with the eastward
projection of the surface from the Narosura area (Fig. 3), while a remnant of the
surface forms the plain at Lengitoto west of the river Olkejulormungushi. On this plain
isolated patches of tutl indicate the extent to which the sub—lava surface is now eroded.
Lavas out~eropping at approximately 6.300 feet on Olomhoneg and Olduratolekarkoyo,
and the bevcls on ridges in the vicinity of the Tanganyika border, are considered to be
remnants of the same surface, which here slopes in a south—easterly direction at about
17 feet per mile.

From the foregoing remarks and an examination of the profiles in Fig. 3 it is seen
that the sub—Miocene and consequently the two older surfaces, have been warped along
an almost north—south axis approximately parallel to the Rift Valley. The surfaces also
slope to the south along the axis of arching, suggesting down-warping into the Rift
Valley along the line of the NE-SW. Sonjo fault in Tanganyika. Subsidiary warping of
the sub—Miocene peneplain is indicated by its slope .to the north—west in the south—
western corner of the area. Following the warping initiation of a consequent drainage
system took place and the present stream pattern developed.

The summits and ridges of the Lotta Hills are regarded as having been bevelled by
a surface which stands approximately 1,300 feet above the sub-Miocene surface, and

the ridges and peaks of Naigara. Olosolan, Lengarani, Loisekin, Enkoriga and Ilgeri
probably represent denuded remnants of the same bevel on the western side of the Loita
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arch. Ngimba, Runai, Olibeshet, Kipirtilo, Olemasher and other ridges are remnants of
the same bevel on the eastern side. This surface which is comparable with a high bevel
in neighbouring areas to the west, has been recognized at numerous places. in Kenya
where it is found ,to lie about 1,200-1,300 feet above the sub-Miocene peneplain. In the
Migori area of western Kenya, Shackleton (1946, p. 52) recognized the Kisii Highlands
peneplain, lying at about 1,300 feet above the level of the base of the Miocene volcanic
rocks, and tentatively correlated it with the end-Cretaceous peneplain. Usubugo must
have been upstanding on this end-Cretaceous surface.

At an intermediate level between the sub-Miocene and end-Cretaceous surfaces and
approximately parallel to them, another bevel, P2, can be recognized. It stands about
350 to 450 feet above the sub-Miocene peneplain and may represent the easterly con-
tinuation of a similar surface recognized by Shackleton in the Migori area (op. cit., p.52).
It probably represents an intermediate stage in a multi-phase cycle of erosion that culmi-
nated in the formation of the sub-Miocene surface (cf. Pugh, 1955, pp. 366-367) or it
may be a major erosion surface of early Tertiary age.

This intermediate surface is considered to be represented by summit ridges on either
side of the Loita Hills arch, as well as by a well-marked bench occurring at about 7,000
feet on the eastern end of Olodungoro, north-east of Entasekera. This bench is clearly
visible from the north-west side when looking down the Olngakualala valley and on
this intermediate surface iron-stained gravels are still preserved. Lateritized and iron-
stained gravels occur on hill-sides and in some valleys, about 400 feet above the sub-
Miocene surface at Naigara, and are also considered to indicate relics of the same
surface. The hills south of Entasekera are bevelled by the same surface (Fig. 3) though
it has been considerably dissected particularly in the Quaternary period.

Since the uplift which warped the sub-Miocene peneplain and older surfaces, the
drainage pattern must have been considerably altered with the initiation of rivers flowing
east and west of -the Loita hills: It is probable that during the rperiod of warping,
incision of west-flowing streams occurred and the gorge of the river Orngaeenet
through the Ririjoshoro ridge was formed. The courses of westerly flowing streams such
as the rivers Orido, Lairaka and Orngaeenet bear little relationship to structures in the
underlying Basement System rocks, though their tributary systems have been influenced
by them in the Naigara area. Structure has played a major part in defining the courses
of rivers that dissect the high ground south of En1asekera and in the northern part of
Usubugooirobi. During the late Tertiary period such rivers as the Orkejulesai and its
tributary the Orkejuasur eroded their courses to base-level, represented by the floor
of the newly formed Rift Valley, which at that time was much higher than the present-
day level. At this level calcareous soils and kunkar sheets were formed, remnants of
which are preserved OlDwell-marked terraces along river courses between 01 Mesutie
and Entasekera, and a well-preserved bevel occurs at the same height on the north
side of Idulele. This bevel occurring at about 250 feet below the sub-Miocene peneplain
is therefore assigned to the end- TertiJary period and correlated with the plateau gravels
of the Migori river (Shackleton, op. cit., p. 53). Erosion that followed the new periods
of rift faulting in late Tertiary and Pleistocene times is responsible for the deep dissec-
tion and rejuvenation of the river Orkejulesai, which now flows in a gorge-like valley,
while incision of east-flowing rivers in the Narosura area has exposed the Basement
System-lava contact near the eastern border of the area. On Usubugo the river valleys
show evidence of at least two periods of rejuvenation, terraces being preserved at mgh
altitudes where the headwaters of the rivers drain the mountain between Osarara and
Usubugo beacon. With the advent of rift faulting all traces of the older peneplains
have been progressively removed from the Nguruman Escarpment. Bailey Willis (1936,
p. 261) commenting on the river valleys that dissect the Nguruman Escarpment says:
"Ravines which cross these faults exhibit a simple "V" profile without benches. They
represent a single cycle of erosion during the growth of the faults, which developed
contemporaneously."
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underlying Basement System rocks. though their tributary systems have been influenced
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IV-SUMMARY OF GEOLOGY

The greater part of the area is underlain by metamorphosed sedimentary rocks
of Precambrian age beloging to the Basement System, and includes quartzites, gneisses
and pelitic schists. A number of the rocks exhi'bit the effects of granitization
accompanied by migmatization that occurred during the first period of folding.

Resting on the Basement System rocks with unconformity are Tertiary and
Quaternary sediments and volcanic rocks associated with the formation of the
neigbbouring Gregory Rift Valley. The Tertiary volcanic rocks include melanephelinites
and ankaratrites. that overlie the warped sub-Miocene peneplain; in the north-east
comer of the area the melanephelinitic lavas are tilted gently westwards as a result of
rift faulting. Overlying the tilted lavas are a series of trachytes that in turn have been
affected by the rift faulting. Lavas and ignimbrites were extruded from a number of
north-south vents and fractures, some of the ignimbrites flooding part of a valley that
had developed after the outpourings of trachyte. In the south-eastern comer of the area
the 01 Doinyo Sarnbu volcanics overlie the Tertiary basalts of the Kirikiti platform.
Late faulting has sliced through 01 Doinyo Sambu downthrowing the eastern part of
the volcano, which must now underlie Lake Natron. Pleistocene deposits are represented
by pebble-beds and sands at the Pagasi river. Recent deposits include volcanic, black
cotton and red...brown sandy soils. loams, lateritic ironstone, quartz sands, alluvium,
boulder-beds and hill-wash.

Between Cretaceous and end-Tertiary times the area was subjected to peneplana-
tion resulting in the formation of the end-Cretaceous and sub-Miocene erosion surfaces.
Late warping and tilting associated with rift faulting affected these bevels. Various sedi-
ments of Tertiary age, found scattered throughout the area were formed on the sub-
Miocene erosion surface and on intermediate and end-Tertiary bevels. Erosion
subsequent to the mid-Tertiary period is attributed to repeated rejuvenation wiJth deep
incision of the principal river courses, particularly adjacent to the Rift Valley.

The Geological history of the area is summarized as follows:-

Age Formation Tectonic Movements and
Erosional Phases

Recent {I
Soils, sands, alluvium, lateritic

ironstone, boulder beds.
Earthquakes. Erosion mainly

confinedto river courses.

Upper Fleistocene Lake Beds.
01 Doinyo Sambu fault.

Middle Pleistocene

01 Doinyo Sambu volcanics.

{

Olivine melanephelinites of
Loisiumurto.

Tuffs, agglomerates,
ignimbrites.

{

{I

Iron-stained gravels of
01 Mesutie.

Pebble beds and sands of
Pagasi.

Lengitoto Trachytes.
Kunkar limestones.

2. Kirikiti-Nguruman fault.
1. Kipurses fault.Lower Pleistocene

Late Tertiary 3. Formation of end-Tertiary
bevel.

2. Tilting of Kirikiti Basalts.
1. Sonjo fault.
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had developed after the outpourings of trachyte. In the south—eastern corner of the area
the O] Doinyo Sambu volcanics oVerlie the Tertiary basalts of the Kirikiti platform.
Late faulting has sliced through 01 Doinyo Sambu downthrowing the eastern part of
the volcano, which must now underlie Lake Natron. Pleistocene deposits are represented
by pebble-beds and sands at the Pagasi river. Recent deposits include volcanic. black
cotton and red-brown sandy soils. loams. lateritic ironstone, quartz sands. alluvium.
boulder-beds and hill-wash.

Between Cretaceous and end-Tertiary times the area was subjected to peneplana~
tion resulting in the formation of the end-Cretaceous and sub-Miocene erosion surfaces.
Late warping and tilting associated With rift faulting affected these bevels. Various sedi-
ments of Tertiary age. found scattered throughout the area were formed on the sub—
Miocene erosion surface and on intermediate and end-Tertiary bevels. Erosion
subsequent to the mid-Tertiary period is attributed to repeated rejuvenation with deep
incision of the principal river courses. particularly adjacent to the Rift Valley.

The Geological history of the area is summarized as follows:*

Age Formation Tectonic Movements and
Erosional Phases

: . . . . l s . .
Rece t f: Sells,sands,alluvium. lateritic Earthquakes. hrosnon mainly

n l ironstone boulder beds. confined to river courses.

Upper Pleistocene Lake Beds.
0] Doinyo Sambu fault.

Ol Doinyo Sambu volcanics.
' Olivine melanephelinites of

A Loisiumurto.
Tutfs, agglomerates,

l ignimbrites.
Middle Pleistocene

. Kirikiti—Nguruman fault.’ Pebble beds and sands of
i . Kipurscs fault.Pagasi.

Lengitoto Trachytes.
l Kunkar limestones

m
u

Lower Pleistocene 7

u;Iron-stained grayels of Formation of end—Tertiary
L 01 Mesutie. bevel.

Tilting of Kirikiti Basalts.
Sonjo fault.

Late Tertiary

H
IJ
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Age Formation Tectonic Movements and
Erosional Phases

Miocene

{

Kirikiti Basalts.
Ankaratrites of Olomboneg

and melanephelinites of
Kishalduga.

{
Iron-stained gravels,

mudstones, riverine depos-
its, calcareous soils.

Initiation of rift faulting,
first Nguruman fault.

2. Warping of sub-Miocene
peneplain.

1. Uplift and sub-Miocene
peneplanation.

Pliocene

Early Tertiary Iron-stained gravels. Formation of intermediate ero-
sion level.

{ I

Mudstones, gravels, kaolin
deposits derived from musco-
vite quartzites of Usubugo.

End-Cretaceous peneplain.

-Unconformity-

Turoka Series of the Basement
System.

2. Folding about NW.-SE. axes
and N.S. axes.

1. Recumbent folding about NE.
-SW. axes.
Commencement of granitiza-
tion.

Archaean

V-DETAILS OF GEOLOGY

1. The Basement System

The rocks of the Basement System of the Loita Hills area consist of metasediments
of psammitic, pelitic, semi-pelitic and semi-calcareous origin of nearly uniform
metamorphic grade and characterized by the presence of the index minerals kyanite and
sillimanite. Quartzites are exceptionally well developed throughout the succession and
the presence of current bedding and ripple-marks is proof of their sedimentary origin.
The great thicknesses of quartzites and associated rocks suggest original deposition in
the marginal areas of a geosyncline situated in eastern Kenya and are comparable
in age with rocks described from north-west Kenya.

In the Namanga-Bissel area, some 100 miles to the east, Joubert (1957, p. 32)
described quartzites and associated kyanite-bearing rocks from the Turoka Series of
Parkinson (1913) and it is considered quartzites of the Loita Hills may represent the
lateral equivalents of this series. Their northerly continuation can be traced through
the neighbouring area to the west (Williams, 1964), and into the Sotik area to the north-
west (Schoeman, 1949), and may occupy the same stratigraphical position as the
quartzites of north-west Kenya.

The absence of associated crystalline limestones, that typify the rock successions
in north-west Kenya and the Turoka Series east of the Rift Valley, and the very thick
development of quartzites in the Loita hills region suggests, however, that we may here
be dealing with an entirely different series of rocks not recognized in other parts of
Kenya.
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V—DETAILS 0F GEOLOGY

1. The Basement System

The rocks of the Basement System of the Loita Hills area consist of metascdimcnts
of psammitic, pelitic, semi—pelitic and semi—calcareous origin of nearly uniform
metamorphic grade and characterized by the presence of. the index minerals kyanite and
sillirnanite. Quartzites are exceptionally well developed throughout the succession and
the presence of current bedding and ripple-marks is proof of their sedimentary origin.
The great thicknesses of quartzites and associated rocks suggest original deposition in
the marginal areas of a geosyncline situated in eastern Kenya and are comparable
in age with rocks described from north-west Kenya.

in the Namanga—Bissel area. some 100 miles to the east, Joubert (1957, p. 32)
described quartzites and associated kyanite-bearing rocks from the Turoka Series of
Parkinson {I913} and it is considered quartzites of the Loita Hills may represent the
lateral equivalents of this series. Their northerly continuation can be traced through
the neighbouring area to the west (Williams. 1964), and into the Sotik area to the north—
West (Schoeman, 1949'}, and may occupy the same stratigraphical position as the
quartzites of north—west Kenya.

The absence of associated crystalline limestones. that typify the rock successions
in north-west Kenya and the Turoka Series east of the Rift Valley. and the very thick
development of quartzites in the Lotta hills region suggests, however= that we may here
be dealing with an entirely different series of rocks not recogniZed in other parts of
Kenya.
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For descriptive purposes the Basement System rocks in the area are classified into
the following groups:-

{
Calc-silicate granulites
Plagioclase amphibolites
Hornblende gneisses

{Quartzites
Muscovite quartzites

{
Hornblende-biotite gneisses
Biotite gneisses
Biotite-magnetite gneisses
Biotite schist and gneisses
Biotite-garnet gneisses
Muscovite-biotite schists
Muscovite and quartz-muscovite schists
Kyanite-garnet schists
Kyanite-andalusite gneisses
Kyanite-sillimanite-garnet-biotite gneisses

{

Granitized gneisses
. . .. . Migmatites

Gramtized and Mlgmatltic Granitoid gneisses
Felspar porphyroblast and augen gneisses

The stratigraphical succession of the Basement System rocks in
area is as follows:-

Calcareous

Psammitic

Semi-pelitic

Pelitic

Loita Hills Rocks (Turoka Series, in part ?)

Hornblende-biotite and. biotite gneisses partly granitized (Narosura and
south of Olosolan) ..

Olosolanquartzite . .
Biotite and muscovite-biotite schists and gneisses and hornblende-biotite

gneisses(Narosuraand LeInisikiovalley) . . . . . . . .
Usubugo (gritty) quartzite (Usubugo, Naigara, Lengarani and Olibeshet)
Olibeshet quartzites with pelitic schists (Olibeshet,Usubugo, Naigara) ..
Muscovite quartzites and schists and muscovite-biotite schists, thin

quartzites. Garnet developedlocally (Naigara and Lengitoto) ..
Kyanite-bearing schists and gneisses, biotite-garnet gneisses. (Naigara,

Ormelil, west of Ilgeri, Paraiko) .. . . . . . . . .
Muscovite quartzites (Usubugooirobi and possibly Runai and Eokii)
Morijo quartzite (Morijo, Ilgeri, Pololet, Sukudie, Usubugooirobi)
Granitized biotite and hornblende-biotite gneisses (EneInisikio)
Muscovite-biotite and muscovite schists with minor quartzites and amphi-

bolites. (Morijo and west of Ilgeri, Naigara) Quartzites (Entasekera
hills) . . .. .. .. .

Olemasher (gritty) quartzite (Entasekera hills)
Muscovite-biotite and kyanite schists (Olngakualala)

Possible maximum thickness

the Loita Hills

Approximate
Thickness

(Feet)

4,000
1,000-4,500

4,000
3,000
1,200

3,400-4,400

1,200
1,400-1,700
1,600-4,000

4,000 ?
4,600
6,000 ?

43,000

Thicknesses quoted are approximate as the rock bands are lenticular and variable
partly due to tectonic movements. In the stratigraphical table the lesser figures represent
the average thickness of bands, the greater figures indicating the maximum thicknesses
at isolated localities seen during the survey. Altogether something in excess of 40,000
feet of quartzites and associated rocks are thought to be present in the area. A simplified
geological map showing the principal quartzites uncomplicated by minor faulting is
shown on Fig. 4.
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[-01 descr'iptixe purposes the Basement System rocks in the area are classified into.
the 1011011111g groups:-—

{Cale—silicate granulites
Caicareous «1} Plagioclase amphibolites

hl-lornblende gneisses
Psammitic 1' Quartritcs

0‘1. Musemite quart/ites
1 Horriblende— hiotite gneisses

r B1011 te gneisses
“_Bic.1titc-magnetit1: gnoisses

Semi-pelitie

1" Bintite schist and gneisses
Biotite—garnet gneisses
Museovitc—biotite schists

<1 Muscovitc and quartz—museovite schists
Kyanite-gurnet sehists
Kyanite—andalusite gneisses

kKya111113—5111imanite—garnct—hiotite gneisses
'Granitizcd gneisses
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1 Granitoid gneisses
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The stratigraphic-.11 succession of the Basement System rocks in the Loita H1115
area 15 as follows:—

1.. 111111 Hills Rocks (Turoka Series. in part 31
.»1ppr1:1_1'1mc11‘e

1711111 Hess
(Ft-3171')

Hornblende-biotite and biotitc gneisscs partly granitized (Nerosura and
south 01010501'an). . . . 41000

Olosolan quartzite . 110004.500
Biotite and muscovite-biotite sehists and gin-3155135 and hornblencie—11101111:

gneisscs (harosura and Lemisikio 121111313) 4000
L. subugo (gritty) quartzite (Usubugo Naigara, Lengarani and Oiibeshet) 3,000
Olibeshet quartzite5 with pelitic schists (Ol ibeshet. Usubugo Naigara) 1.200
Muscovite quartzitcs and schists and muscovite—biotitc 513111515. thin

quartzites. Garnet dexelopeti locally (Naigara and Lengitoto) 3.400—4,400
Kyanite-hearing 513111515 and gneisses. biotite-garnet gneisses. (Naigara.
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hills) 1 4,000 ‘3

Olemasher (gritty) quartzite (Entasekera hills) 4.600
Muscovite—biotite 11nd kyanite schists (OlngakualalaJ 6.000 '.’

Possible maximum thickness 43.000

1 .200
| .400—1 .100
I 1100—4000

Thicknesses quoted are approximate as the rock hands are lentieular and variable
partly due to tectonic movements. In the stratigraphical table the lesser figures represent
the average thickness of bands. the greater figures indicating the maximum thicknesses
:11 isoiated localities seen during the survey. Altogether something in excess of 40.000
feet of quartzites and associated rocks are thought to be present in the area. A simplified
geological map showing the principal quartzites uncomplicated by minor faulting is
shown on Fig. 4
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Fig. 4-Simplified geological map showing principal quartzite bauds in the Basement System
of the Loita Hills area.

The characteristic rocks of the present area are memmorphosed sandstones and
grits forming prominent bands that may be traced for long distances. In response to
intense folding during two periods of movement the quartzites have been intricately
folded, thrusted and faulted, whilst sliding has played a prominent part in the formation
of discordant structures. In addition tectonic thinning, lateral variation and original
lenticular deposition have produced variable successions that are frequently difficult to
correlate with certainty at the present time.

The area at Usubugooirobi and between Naigara and Entasekera consists of a
refolded, recumbent anticline plunging to the south-west that has been driven north-
westwards. Occupying the N aigara part of the recumbent structure are rocks charac-
terized by the presence -of kyanite-bearing bands that are here correlated with the
pelites of the Ormelil antiform.
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Fig. 4—Simplified geological map showing principal quartzite bands in the Basement System
of the Loita Hills area.

The characteristic rocks of the present area are metamorphosed sandstones and
grits forming prominent bands that may be traced for long distances. In response to
intense folding during two periods of movement the quartzites have been intricately
l'olded. thrusted and faulted. whilst sliding has played a prominent part in the formation
of discordant structures. ln addition tectonic thinning. lateral Variation and original
lenticular deposition have produced variable successions that are frequently difficult to
correlate with certainty at the present time.

The area at Usubugooirobi and between Naigara and Entasekera consists of a
refolded. recumbent anticline plunging to the south—west that has been driven north—
westwards. Occupying the Naigara part of the recumbent structure are rocks charac-
terized by the presence of kyanite-bearing bands that are here correlated with the
pelites of the Ormelil antiform.
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At Marija Laita there is a successian af muscovite schists same with biatite and
quartzites surrounded Iby twa different formatians and thus appears a problem typical
in the Dalradian Highlands of Scatland. A junctian accurs on the eastern side af the
triangle where muscavite quartzites af Usubugooirobi are in contact with these Morija
rocks and it is thought this junction forms a slide that probably surrounds the whole
black and is again seen at Lengitata an the eastern side where a discordance is disclosed
(Fig. 17).

The Olosalan, Morija and Embaarnarok camplicated folding is responsible far
discardances between racks that are widely separated in the stratigraphical table. Narth-
west af Naigara the Usubuga gritty quartzite is cut off by a slide but the band reappears
again at Lengaram. Admittedly part af this is passibly due ta lateral variation in the
ariginal rock 'but the albrupt break in the band at 01 Dainya Lomru suggests a faulted
cantact. A similar discardant break is envisaged along the line af the Morija faults
(slides), widely separating the same band from that an Olibeshet. At Embaol1llarak a
number af discardant junctians between different quartzite Ibands and pelites is sug-
gested by the abrupt dispositian af the bands and their convergence at acute angles.
The pasitian af the granitized gneisses at Enemisikiia is abscure but they are cansidered
ta accupy a law position in the sequence. They are assaciated with muscavite-biotite
schists and thin quartzites at 01 Mesutie and similar granitized biotite-rich racks assacia-
ted with muscovite-biatite schists are reparted by Williams (1964, p. 19). There is an
apparent disoordance between these racks and the pelitic bands west af Ilgeri thaugh
granitizatian and multiple folding (and paar autcraps) have obscured the nature af
the cantact. The presence af h0'rnblende in ,the racks af the narth-west carner af the area
arnd the fact that they represent the tap of the sequence suggest that they may be
the lateral equivalents af the lawer partian of the Limestane group af the Turoka
Series in the Namanga-Bissel area (Joubert 1957, p. 32) thaugh limestanes af that graup
are absent in the Laita Hills area. The style af falding and thick sequence of quartzites
suggest that the rocks of this area comprise a separate graup, within the Precambrian
af Kenya.

. Finally it must be stated that in this area of camplex structure and stratigraphy
further detailed mapping beyand the scape of the present repart will help t0' confirm
and na daubt reveal errors in some of the tentative correlatians naw made.

(1) METAMORPHOSED CALCAREOUS SEDIMENTS

Metamorph0'sed calcareaus sediments are restricted in accurrence in the Basement
System racks of the Loita Hills and are usually canfined ta thin bands and lenses in
the western half af the area. The lack af crystalline limestanes sa characteristic af many
other areas is striking.

(a) Calc-Silicate Granulites

A single lens af calc-silicate granulite separates quartzites af differing lithalagy
autcropping an the narthern slopes af Olibeshet, east af Narosura. The medium ta
fine-grained rock which is assaciated with thin gametifer0'us amphibolites, is bright
green in appearance and accasi0'nally spatted with dull-red garnets. Banding is paar.
In a thin sectian af specimen 50/292* the granulitic rock cansists af xenablastic green
harnblende, strongly pleachraic from green ta blue-green to very deep green, assaciated
with a pale leman-yellaw epidate. Quartz and black iron-ore are accessary. Minar
accurrences of calc-silicate lenses autcrop in the river Lad0'oru, sauth of Paraika an
the western border af the area while baulders af this rack type are accasianally seen
in the river beds west af Naigara.

* Numbers prefixed by 50/ and 57/ refer to specimens in the regioml collection of the Mines
and Geological Depaiitment, Nairobi.
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At Marija Laita there is a successian af muscovite schists same with biatite and
quartzites surrounded Iby twa different formatians and thus appears a problem typical
in the Dalradian Highlands of Scatland. A junctian accurs on the eastern side af the
triangle where muscavite quartzites af Usubugooirobi are in contact with these Morija
rocks and it is thought this junction forms a slide that probably surrounds the whole
black and is again seen at Lengitata an the eastern side where a discordance is disclosed
(Fig. 17).

The Olosalan, Morija and Embaarnarok camplicated folding is responsible far
discardances between racks that are widely separated in the stratigraphical table. Narth-
west af Naigara the Usubuga gritty quartzite is cut off by a slide but the band reappears
again at Lengaram. Admittedly part af this is passibly due ta lateral variation in the
ariginal rock 'but the albrupt break in the band at 01 Dainya Lomru suggests a faulted
cantact. A similar discardant break is envisaged along the line af the Morija faults
(slides), widely separating the same band from that an Olibeshet. At Embaol1llarak a
number af discardant junctians between different quartzite Ibands and pelites is sug-
gested by the abrupt dispositian af the bands and their convergence at acute angles.
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. Finally it must be stated that in this area of camplex structure and stratigraphy
further detailed mapping beyand the scape of the present repart will help t0' confirm
and na daubt reveal errors in some of the tentative correlatians naw made.
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with a pale leman-yellaw epidate. Quartz and black iron-ore are accessary. Minar
accurrences of calc-silicate lenses autcrop in the river Lad0'oru, sauth of Paraika an
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and Geological Depaiitment, Nairobi.
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again at Lengarani. Admittedly part of this is possibly due to lateral variation in the
original rock but the abrupt break in the band at OJ Doinyo Lomru suggests a laulted
contact. A similar discordant break is envisaged along the line of the Morijo faults
(slides), widely separating the same band frent that on Olibeshet. At. Emboornarok a
number of discordant junctions between different quartzite bands and pelites is sug-
gested by the abrupt disposition of the bands and their convergence at acute angles.
The position of the granitized gneisses at Enemisikio is obscure but they are considered
to occupy a low position in the sequence. 'l'hey are associated with museoyite-biotitc
schists and thin quartzites at 01 Mesutie and similar granitized biotite-rich rocks associa-
ted with museoyite~biotite sehists are reported by \Villiams (1964. p. l9]. There is an
apparent discordance between these rocks and the pelitic bands west ol‘ llgeri though
granitization and multiple folding (and poor outcrops) have obscured the nature of
the contact. The presence of hornblende in the rocks of the north—West corner of the area
and the fact that they represent the top of. the sequence suggest that they may be
the lateral equivalents of the lower portion of the Limestone group of the Turoka
Series in the Namanga—Bissel area (Joubert 1957, p. 32) though limestones of that group
are absent in the 'Loita lillllfi area. The style of folding and thick sequence of quartzites
suggest that the rocks of this area comprise a separate group. within the Precambrian
of Kenya.

Finally it must be stated that in this area of complex structure and stratigraphy
further detailed mapping beyond the scope of the present report will help to confirm
and no doubt reveal errors in some of the tentative correlations now made.

{_ l) M t—ZTAMORI’HOSED CALCAREOL'S Suomext‘s
MetamorphOsed calcareous sediments are restricted in occurrence in the Basement

System rocks of the Loita Hills and are usually confined to thin bands and lenses in
the western half of the area. The lack of crystalline limestones so characteristic of many
other areas is striking.

to) Cole—Silicate Granulites
A single lens oi calc-silicate aranulite separates quartzites ot dille1ing lithology

outcropping on the northertt slopes of Olibeshet. east of Narosura the medium to
fine—grained rock which is associated with thin garnetiterous antphibolites is bright
g1ecn in appearance and occasionally spotted with dull—red garnets Banding is poor
In a thin section of specimen 50 292* the granulitic rock consists of xenoblastic green
hor,nblende strongly p leochroic from g] een to blue--green to very deep green associated
with a pale lenton-yellow epidote. Quartz and black iron-ore are accessory. Minor
occurrences of calc—silicate lenses outcrop in the river Ladooru, south of. Paraiko on
the western border of the area while boulders of this rock type are occasionally seen
in the river beds west of Naigara.

* Numbers prefixed by 50,-“ and 5?! refer to spew-hens in the regional collection of The Mines
and Geological Department. Nairobi.
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(b) Plagioclase Amphibolites

Plagioclase amphibolites derived from the metamorphic alteration of sediments
are not abundant and the majority of those mapped are considered to represent inter-
calations in pelitic and semi-pelitic rocks west and south of Naigara. Their close
association with kyanite-rich schists is notable. All specimens collected show a
uniformity in colour, texture and mineral composition and rarely exibit foliation.
They are typically medium-grained melanocratic, granular rocks consisting essentially
of hornblende, andesine and less frequently, diopside. The hornblende, which invariably
forms more than 50 per cent of the rocks, is characteristically pleochroic, and forms
xenoblastic to sub-idioblastic crystals and also replaces pyroxene, as in specimen 50/321
from the river Olodoaale, seven miles south of Naigara. The hornblende is occasionally
sieved by quartz (50/339). Felspar is usually a medium andesine but ranges in
composition from Ab70 to Abso in the specimens examined. The mineral is twinned on
the albite, pericline and Carls bad laws and is often intergrown with quartz. The
remaining minerals are pale-green diopside, as in specimen 50/379 from Ilgeri, quartz
'Which occurs in xenoblastic crystals, in clear pools or replaces other minerals, and
accessory apatite, magnetite and sphene.

Actinolite schists form lenses in plagioclase amphibolites outcropping in gullies
on the south bank of the river Olkejuasur, two miles south of Naigara. The schists
occur in discontinuous lenticles and are considered to be altered calcareous sediments.
These rocks are soft and friable and are comprised essentially of pale yellow-green
fibres of asbestiform actinolite.

(c) Hornblende Gneisses

A thin band of hornblende gneiss outcrops on Loilela in the south-western corner
of the area. In hand-specimen the gneiss is a hard, even-granular, grey rock spotted
with hornblende. Microscopic examination of specimen 50/377 shows the rock to
consist of a granoblastic mosaic of quartz, plagioclase and hornblende sieved by quartz
and containing relic patches of diopsidic pyroxene. Another specimen 50/396, from the
river Ormanangie, near Entasekera, is a mesotype rock spotted with small hornblende
grains. The hornblende occurs as small ragged crystals in a heteroblastic mosaic of
quartz and oligoclase. Garnet is a rare mineral in this rock.

(2) METAMORPHOSED PSAMMITIC SEDIMENTS

The metamorphosed psammitic sediments are considered to have been derived
by alteration from fine to coarse-grained sandstones, arkoses and grits. Iron ore is
present in all rock types while a green mica (fuchsite ?), muscovite and tourmaline
are also common accessories.

These rocks form the most resistant outcrops in the area and everywhere form
prominent features that include the Loita Hills, an arcuate mountain range between
Enkii in the north-west through Usubugo and Emburkutia southwards to Olomboneg
near 01 Doinyo Sambu in the south-east of the area (Fig. 4). Jointing is particularly
well developed, and on weathering the quartzites break along these joint-planes into
rectangular blocks that form screes and talus masses beneath steep and vertical slopes.
Typical are the south-facing slopes of Usubugo above Morijo Loita where northerly
dipping white quartzites form a prominent east-west trending scarp-edge. Screes
cover the lower slopes of most hills and thus conceal the true width of the quartzite
outcrop. Huge slabs and blocks are characteristic in areas underlain by the meta-
morphosed grits. The softer muscovite-rich quartzites weather more easily and in the
main hills west of the Nguruman escarpment rivers and streams have often excavated
their courses along such bands.
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lb} Plagioclrts'c Amphibolitcs

l’lagioclasc amphibolites derived from the metamorphic alteration of sediments
are not abundant and the majority of. those mapped are considered to represent. inter—
calations in pclitic and semi—pelitic rocks west and south of Naigara. Their close
association with kyanite-rich schists is notable. All specimens collected show a
uniformity in colour. texture and mineral composition and rarely exibit foliation.
They are typically medium-grained melanocratic, granular rocks consisting essentially
of. hornblende, andesine and less frequently, diopside. The hornblende, which invariably
forms more than 50 per cent of the rocks, is characteristically pleochroic, and forms
xenoblastic to subsidioblastic crystals and also replaces pyroxene. as in specimen 503'32]
from the river Olodoaale, seven .miles south of 'Naigara. The hornblende is occasionally
sieved by quartz (503339). Felspar is usually a medium andesine but ranges in
composition from Ab?O to Abs”, in the specimens examined. The mineral is twinned on
the albitc, pericline and Carlsbad laws and is often intet'grown with quartz. The
remaining minerals are pale-green diopside, as in specimen 50,-"37‘9 from llgeri, quartz
which occtlrs in xenoblastic crystals, in ciear pools or replaces other minerals, and
accessory apatite. magnetite and sphene.

Actinolite schists form lenses in plagioclasc amphibolites outcropping in gullies
on the south bank of the river Olkejuasur. two miles south of Naigara. The schists
occur in discontinuous lenticies and are considered to be altered calcareous sediments.
These rocks are soft and friable and are comprised cstsentially of pale yellow-green
fibres of asbestiform actinolite.

l r} Horrrblr‘udc C ”critics

A thin band of hornblende gneiss outcrops on Loilela in the south—western corner
of the area. in hand—specimen the gneiss is a hard. even—granular, grey rock spotted
with hornblende. Microscopic examination of specimen 50,-“3T7 shows the rock to
consist of a granoblastie mosaic of quartz, plagioclase and hornblende sieved by quartz
and containing relic patches of diopsidic pyroxene. Another specimen SU,-"396_. from the
river Ormanangie, near E-ntasckera, is a mesotype rock spotted with small hornblende
grains. The hornblende occurs as small ragged crystals in a heteroblastic mosaic of
quartz and oligoclase. Garnet is a rare mineral in this rock.

t2] h-tu'i'ar-ir.)arnosen Pan-Mira: SFDIMEVTS

The metamorphosed psammitic sediments are considered to have been derived
by alteration from fine to coarse—grained sandstones, arkoses and grits. lron ore is
present in all rock types while a green mica (luchsite 27’). muscovite and tourmaline
are also common accessories.

These rocks form the most resistant outcrops in the area and everywhere form
prominent features that include the Loita Hills, an arcuate mountain range between
Enkii in the I‘lOI‘th-WCSI through Usubugo and Emburkutia southwards to Olomboneg
near 01 Doinyo Sambu in the south—east of the area (Fig. 4). Jointing is particularly
well developed, and on weathering the quartzites break along these joint—planes into
rectangular blocks that form scrces and talus masses beneath steep and vertical slopes.
Typical are the south—facing slopes of Usubugo above Morijo loita where northerly
dipping white quartzites form a prominent east—West trending searp-edge. Screes
cover the lower slopes of most hills and thus conceal the true width of the quartzite
outcrop. Huge slabs and blocks are characteristic in areas underlain by the meta—
morphosed grits. The softer museovite—rich quartzites weather more easily and in the
main hills west of the Nguruman escarpment rivers and streams have often excavated
their courses along such bands.
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The quartzites show little or no effects of granitization though the presence of
kyanite in them and in associated rocks indicate that they have been subjected to
high-grade metamorphism. Linear structures are very common in the quartzites and
include linear arrangements of quartz crystals, marked grooving, rodding and less
frequently, mullions.

(a) Quartzites

The quartzites of the Loita Hills comprise a widespread formation that can be
traced from the area near Sotik (Schoeman, 1949) through the neighbouring area to
the west and north-west of the present one (Williams, 1964) and into the Loita Hills
area and thence southwards into Tanganyika. Quartzites described from the Namanga-
Bissel area of Southern Kenya (Joubert, 1957) and by various authors in north-
western Kenya are possibly the lateral equivalents of the same group of rocks.

The quartzites are massive or flaggy well-jointed rocks, sometimes felspathic and
with a small but variable muscovite content. Even the most pure quartzites, however,
~ontain a few flakes of mica and may be stained by thin films of iron oxide along
crystal boundaries and fractures in the rock. Rare kyanite was seen in thin schistose
layers in the quartzite at Narokoluguny (south of Naigara). Original depositional
features are almost obliterated due to a well-developed lineation and the complete
recrystallization of the rocks as evidenced by their crystalloblastic texture. Their
distribution, structural fabric and good exposures give a clear indication of the
complicated structures within the Basement System rocks.

It is possible to separate the quartzites on lithological grounds though many bands
of slightly differing lithology grade laterally into one another. Three main varieties
can be identified, white massive quartzite, felspathic quartzite and pink coarse-grained,
gritty quartzite.

(i) White Quartzites

The rocks of this group are mainly white to glassy and fine to coarse-grained,
although in many instances they are pale-green, pink or grey depending upon
impurities which include green mica, oxidized iron ore and magnetite. Specimen 57/3,
from Njoronaibor on the southern border of the area is an emerald green quartzite,
the colour being due to a bright green mica, probably fuchsite. Scattered throughout
the rocks are streaks and thin lenses of magnetite while occasional concentrations of
muscovite form thin folia on the bedding planes. Most of the tourmaline discovered
during the survey is associated with the purer white quartzites, the mineral forming
suns and crystal aggregates in the rock or occurring in small quartz veins that have
invaded the quartzites. The rocks are well-bedded and jointing has developed at right-
angles to the strike and dip, imparting a block-like character to the outcrops. Bedding
partings are often closely spaced giving the rocks a flaggy appearance though in many
outcrops the quartzites are more massive. Preferred orientation of constituent minerals
and grooved blocks are common in this group. Undoubtedly these white quartzites
consisted of fairly pure sandstones which have since been recrystallized under conditions
of high-grade metamorphism.

In thin sections the quartzites show little variation consisting almost entirely of a
xenoblastic mosaic of quartz crystals with sutured interlocking borders. The grain size
is variable generally up to 1 mm. though in the field some very coarse-grained bands
were observed. Strain-polarization is shown by many of the quartz grains which are
sometimes dusty with inclusions. Muscovite is a common accessory occurring as tiny
flakes, frequently with a preferred orientation either interstitially between the quartz
grains or completely enclosed by them. Sphene was noticed in one thin section.
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(ii) Fe/spathie Quartzites

Felspathic quartzites have an erratic distribution showing every gradation to
the purer white quartzites in the field. Local developments of felspathic quartzites
are to be found throughout the Loita Hills but the main outcrops can be studied in
the river Ngarianarok, south of Runai (five miles west of Narosura), on Usubugo and
in the tributaries of the river Olkejulormungushi near the eastern border of the area.
The rocks at these localities are considered to be the lateral equivalents of one another.
Felspathic quartzites are readily recognized by the presence of kaolinized felspars
that fleck the rocks. In most specimens the felspar forms up to five per cent of the
essential constituents.

In specimen 50/280, from the southern slopes of Runai, the felspar is concentrated
in extremely thin folia on what is presumed to be original bedding-planes though it is
also disseminated throughout the rock. Banding, which is emphasized by the felspar,
is particularly noticeable in hand specimens, and specimen 50/307 from Usubugo shows
numerous bands the finest grained being stained orange-buff and measuring approxi-
mately 1 mm. in thickness. The more coarsely grained bands are in pale, contrasting
!colours of pink, grey or white. It is suggested that this is an original sedimentary
feature and probably represents a form of graded-bedding. Other sedimentary structures
in the quartzites at the localities mentioned above are current ripple-marks. The
ripple ridges have a wave-length of about 30 mm. and amplitude of 5 mm. in
specimen 50/281 from Runai. Plate I (c) shows a ripple-marked block from a locality
near the river Olkejulormungushi.

(iii) Iron-stained, Coarse-grained Quartzites

Generally these are massive-bedded rocks forming a distinctive member within the
quartzite group. At least two horizons can be traced throughout the area, the best
exposures being seen on Usubugo and in the neighbourhood of Entasekera and south-
east of 01 Mesutie. The rocks are characterized by a coarse granoblastic aggregate
of quartz grains that occasionally measure one inch in diameter. These metamorphosed
grits are usually pink to deep red due to ubiquitous staining by iron oxide on crystal
margins. Impurities include iron ore and sparsely distributed mica. The quartzites
weather easily and blocks and pavements are frequently surrounded by quartz sands
as seen on Ormelil ridge, south of Entasekera. The colour of the quartzites results
from disseminated hematite dust which is nearly all outside the quartz grains. The
'erratic distribution of colour is an unreliable guide in studying the stratigraphic
relations of this member of the quartzites though locally it can be applied.

(b) Muscovite Quartzites

The pale grey, brown and white muscovite quartzites occur in flaggy bands
separated by mica-rich foliation planes. Muscovite is never porphyroblastic and occurs
as small lustrous flakes in thin folia or profusely distributed throughout the rocks.
Many of these quartzites grade laterally into quartz-muscovite schists and granulites
though these are generally a local variation and not characteristic of the whole.

Many of the muscovite quartzites are distinctly bedded while some are strongly
cross-bedded. The cross-bedded variety are iron-stained and outcrop on Usubugo and
on Usubugooirobi where they have been intricately folded within the purer quartzites.

The cross-bedding is frequently curved, the foreset beds being concave upwards
and meet the topset beds at an angle and merge with the bottom-sets in a geI1Jtlecurve.
Similar features in the Glencoe quartzites of Scotland have been described by Vogt
(1930, p. 70) who considered the cross-bedding to be a normal delta type laid down
in standing water. In some localities the cross-bedding is sigmoid shaped. The original
'sedimentary features of the rock have been remarkably preserved and it is with
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(ii) Fe/spathie Quartzites

Felspathic quartzites have an erratic distribution showing every gradation to
the purer white quartzites in the field. Local developments of felspathic quartzites
are to be found throughout the Loita Hills but the main outcrops can be studied in
the river Ngarianarok, south of Runai (five miles west of Narosura), on Usubugo and
in the tributaries of the river Olkejulormungushi near the eastern border of the area.
The rocks at these localities are considered to be the lateral equivalents of one another.
Felspathic quartzites are readily recognized by the presence of kaolinized felspars
that fleck the rocks. In most specimens the felspar forms up to five per cent of the
essential constituents.

In specimen 50/280, from the southern slopes of Runai, the felspar is concentrated
in extremely thin folia on what is presumed to be original bedding-planes though it is
also disseminated throughout the rock. Banding, which is emphasized by the felspar,
is particularly noticeable in hand specimens, and specimen 50/307 from Usubugo shows
numerous bands the finest grained being stained orange-buff and measuring approxi-
mately 1 mm. in thickness. The more coarsely grained bands are in pale, contrasting
!colours of pink, grey or white. It is suggested that this is an original sedimentary
feature and probably represents a form of graded-bedding. Other sedimentary structures
in the quartzites at the localities mentioned above are current ripple-marks. The
ripple ridges have a wave-length of about 30 mm. and amplitude of 5 mm. in
specimen 50/281 from Runai. Plate I (c) shows a ripple-marked block from a locality
near the river Olkejulormungushi.

(iii) Iron-stained, Coarse-grained Quartzites

Generally these are massive-bedded rocks forming a distinctive member within the
quartzite group. At least two horizons can be traced throughout the area, the best
exposures being seen on Usubugo and in the neighbourhood of Entasekera and south-
east of 01 Mesutie. The rocks are characterized by a coarse granoblastic aggregate
of quartz grains that occasionally measure one inch in diameter. These metamorphosed
grits are usually pink to deep red due to ubiquitous staining by iron oxide on crystal
margins. Impurities include iron ore and sparsely distributed mica. The quartzites
weather easily and blocks and pavements are frequently surrounded by quartz sands
as seen on Ormelil ridge, south of Entasekera. The colour of the quartzites results
from disseminated hematite dust which is nearly all outside the quartz grains. The
'erratic distribution of colour is an unreliable guide in studying the stratigraphic
relations of this member of the quartzites though locally it can be applied.

(b) Muscovite Quartzites

The pale grey, brown and white muscovite quartzites occur in flaggy bands
separated by mica-rich foliation planes. Muscovite is never porphyroblastic and occurs
as small lustrous flakes in thin folia or profusely distributed throughout the rocks.
Many of these quartzites grade laterally into quartz-muscovite schists and granulites
though these are generally a local variation and not characteristic of the whole.

Many of the muscovite quartzites are distinctly bedded while some are strongly
cross-bedded. The cross-bedded variety are iron-stained and outcrop on Usubugo and
on Usubugooirobi where they have been intricately folded within the purer quartzites.

The cross-bedding is frequently curved, the foreset beds being concave upwards
and meet the topset beds at an angle and merge with the bottom-sets in a geI1Jtlecurve.
Similar features in the Glencoe quartzites of Scotland have been described by Vogt
(1930, p. 70) who considered the cross-bedding to be a normal delta type laid down
in standing water. In some localities the cross-bedding is sigmoid shaped. The original
'sedimentary features of the rock have been remarkably preserved and it is with
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(ii) Felspathic Qnarrzires

Feispathic quartzites have an erratic distribution showing every gradation to
the purer white quartzites in the field. Local developments of felspathic quartzites
are to be found throughout the Loita Hills but the main outcrops can be studied in
the river Ngarianarok. south of Runai (five miles West of Narosura), on Usubugo and
in the tributaries of the rcr Olkejulormungushi near the eastern border of the area.
The rocks at these localities are considered to be the lateral equivalents of one another.
Felspathic quartzites are readily recognized by the presence of kaolinized felspars
that fleck the rocks. in most specimens the felspar forms up to five per cent of the
essential constituents.

1n specimen 50,5280, from the southern slepes of .Runai, the felspar is concentrated
in extremely thin folia on what is presumed to be original bedding—planes though it is
also disseminated throughout the rock. Banding, which is emphasized by the felspar.
is particularly noticeable in hand specimens. and specimen 50.-"3U7 from Usubugo shows
numerous bands the finest grained being stained orange-buff and measuring approxi-
mately 1 mm. in thickness. The more coarsely grained bands are in pale= contrasting
colours of pink, grey or white. It is suggested that this is an original sedimentary
feature and probably represents a form of graded—bedding. Other Sedimentary structures
in the quartzites at the localities mentioned above are current ripple-marks. The
ripple ridges have a wave—length of about 30 mm. and amplitude of 5 mm. in
specimen 50_.-"281 from Runai. Plate l (C) shows a ripple—marked block from a locality
near the river Olkejulormungushi.

{Iiii_)Irort—.rmirterl, Coarse-grained Quttrtzites

Generally these are massive—bedded rocks forming a distinctive member within the
quartzite group. At least two horizons can be traced throughout the area, the best
eXposures being seen on Usubugo and in the neighbourhood of Entasekera and south—
east of Oi Mesutie. The rocks are characterized by a coarse granoblastic aggregate
of quartz grains that occasionally measure one inch in diameter. These metamorphosed
grits are usually pink to deep red due to ubiquitous staining by iron oxide on crystal
margins. Impurities include iron ore and sparsely distributed mica. The quartzites
weather easily and blocks and pavements are frequently surrounded by quartz sands
as seen on Ormelil ridge, south of Entasekera. The colour of the quartzites results
from disseminated hematite dust which is nearly all outside the quartz grains. The
erratic distribution of colour is an unreliable guide in studying the stratigraphic
relations of this member of the quartzites though locally it can be applied.

(5) Mrnseovife Quortziies

The pale grey. brown and White muscovite quartzites occur in flaggy bands
Separated by mica-rich foliation planes. Muscovite is never porphyroblastic and occurs
as small lustrous flakes in thin folia or profusely distributed throughout the rocks.
Many of these quartzites grade laterally into quartz—museovite sehists and granulites
though these are generally a local variation and not characteristic of the whole.

Many of the museovite quartzites are distinctly bedded while some are strongly
cross—bedded. The cross—bedded variety are iron-stained and outcmp on Usubugo and
on Usubugooirobi Where they have been intricately folded within the purer quartzites.

The cross—bedding is frequently curved, the foreset beds being concave upwards
and meet the topset beds at an angle and merge with the bottom—sets in a gentle curve.
Similar features in the Glencoe quartzites of Scotland have been described by Vogt
(1930, p. 70) who considered the cross—bedding to be a normal delta type laid down
in standing water. In some localities the cross—bedding is sigmoid shaped. The original
sedimentary features of the rock have been remarkably preserved and it is with
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difficulty that true dips can be measured in these rocks. Examination of the cross-
bedded units indicates that the rock sequence in the Loita Hills is not inverted. The
thickness of the cross-bedded units varies considerably from one locality to another
ranging from a fe:w inches to over 20 inches. The scale of the cross-bedding probably
bears a relationship to grain size though a detailed examination of the rocks
was not undertaken to determine the significance of this feature. Like the pure quartzites
these rocks consist of an interlocking mosaic of quartz grains with small, orientated,
nearly colourless flakes of muscovite frequently enclosed in quartz crystals. In some
hand-specimens like 50/306 from U subugo the quartz grains are elongated having
a marked preferred orientation. The grey and white muscovite quartzites occur
throughout the quartzite succession but outcrop mainly in the north-western part of
the area. '

(3) METAMORPHOSED SEMI-PELITIC SEDIMENTS

(a) Hornblende-biotite Gneisses

Hornblende-bearing biotite gneisses are closely associated with brown biotite
gneisses and schists, the best exposures being found west of Naigara, mainly between
the quartzitic ridges of Olosolan and Ririjoshoro. Other occurrences were also mapped
north of Olosolan and a number of minor bands were noted near the road between
Entasekera and 01 Mesutie and west of Narosura. With increase in hornblende content
these rocks grade into plagioclase amphibolites.

The hornblende-biotite gneisses are mesotype rocks of dioritic composition,
weathering easily so that outcrops are usually only found in stream sections such as
the rivers Lairaka and Ilmur. It is usual to find both hornblende and biotite disseminated
throughout the rocks in the majority of exposures though in specimen 50/352 from
the river Idepes, four ,miles south-west of Naigara, there is a tendency for the horn-
blende to be concentrated in aggregates. In thin sections they show medium-grained
xenoblastic granular textures and exhibit a weak gneissosity. Subidioblastic green
hornblende, pleochroic from yellow-green to deep green, is intimately associated with
dark brown or yellow-brown biotite flakes. Plagioclase is always present and was
determined as oligoclase (An26 to An36)' which is accompanied by variable amounts
of microcline and quartz, whilst sphene, zircon and iron ore are accessory. The plagio-
clase felspar is cloudy with inclusions and alteration products, partly sericitic.

(b) Biotite Gneisses

Most of the biotite gneisses are considered to be the metamorphic equivalent of
semi-pelitic sediments. They are interbedded in hornblende-biotite gneisses that underlie
the plains in the western part of the Naigara location, and occur also in the pavements
in the north-east corner of the area. A single discontinuous band is probably represented
by the outcrops at Ilgeri, west of Limoroki, the outcrops along the western foot of
Naigara hill and locally in the muscovite-biotite schists and gneisses north-west of
Entasekera. Minor occurrences of biotite gneiss were mapped at Olortet, north-east of
Olomboneg. The biotite gneisses vary considerably in thickness, possibly exceeding
3,000 ft. at Enkoriga near the western border of the area.

The rocks are pink and grey gneisses which occur in thin alternating bands in
variable proportions. The light bands are composed of quartz and felspar and the darker
bands contain concentrations of biotite. Often the rocks are well foliated due to
orientated biotite flakes but in many outcrops they are partially granitized and have
assumed a granoblastic texture with poor to moderate foliation; in some exposures,
therefore, foliations and lineations are difficult to recognize. Rarely, small felspar
porphyroblasts have developed in the leucocratic bands as in specimen 50/335 from
six miles west of Naigara. Biotite-rich bands characterized by dark mafic schlieren are
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difficulty that true dips can be measured in these rocks. Examination of the cross-
bedded units indicates that the rock sequence in the Loita Hills is not inverted. The
thickness of the cross-bedded units varies considerably from one locality to another
ranging from a fe:w inches to over 20 inches. The scale of the cross-bedding probably
bears a relationship to grain size though a detailed examination of the rocks
was not undertaken to determine the significance of this feature. Like the pure quartzites
these rocks consist of an interlocking mosaic of quartz grains with small, orientated,
nearly colourless flakes of muscovite frequently enclosed in quartz crystals. In some
hand-specimens like 50/306 from U subugo the quartz grains are elongated having
a marked preferred orientation. The grey and white muscovite quartzites occur
throughout the quartzite succession but outcrop mainly in the north-western part of
the area. '

(3) METAMORPHOSED SEMI-PELITIC SEDIMENTS

(a) Hornblende-biotite Gneisses

Hornblende-bearing biotite gneisses are closely associated with brown biotite
gneisses and schists, the best exposures being found west of Naigara, mainly between
the quartzitic ridges of Olosolan and Ririjoshoro. Other occurrences were also mapped
north of Olosolan and a number of minor bands were noted near the road between
Entasekera and 01 Mesutie and west of Narosura. With increase in hornblende content
these rocks grade into plagioclase amphibolites.

The hornblende-biotite gneisses are mesotype rocks of dioritic composition,
weathering easily so that outcrops are usually only found in stream sections such as
the rivers Lairaka and Ilmur. It is usual to find both hornblende and biotite disseminated
throughout the rocks in the majority of exposures though in specimen 50/352 from
the river Idepes, four ,miles south-west of Naigara, there is a tendency for the horn-
blende to be concentrated in aggregates. In thin sections they show medium-grained
xenoblastic granular textures and exhibit a weak gneissosity. Subidioblastic green
hornblende, pleochroic from yellow-green to deep green, is intimately associated with
dark brown or yellow-brown biotite flakes. Plagioclase is always present and was
determined as oligoclase (An26 to An36)' which is accompanied by variable amounts
of microcline and quartz, whilst sphene, zircon and iron ore are accessory. The plagio-
clase felspar is cloudy with inclusions and alteration products, partly sericitic.

(b) Biotite Gneisses

Most of the biotite gneisses are considered to be the metamorphic equivalent of
semi-pelitic sediments. They are interbedded in hornblende-biotite gneisses that underlie
the plains in the western part of the Naigara location, and occur also in the pavements
in the north-east corner of the area. A single discontinuous band is probably represented
by the outcrops at Ilgeri, west of Limoroki, the outcrops along the western foot of
Naigara hill and locally in the muscovite-biotite schists and gneisses north-west of
Entasekera. Minor occurrences of biotite gneiss were mapped at Olortet, north-east of
Olomboneg. The biotite gneisses vary considerably in thickness, possibly exceeding
3,000 ft. at Enkoriga near the western border of the area.

The rocks are pink and grey gneisses which occur in thin alternating bands in
variable proportions. The light bands are composed of quartz and felspar and the darker
bands contain concentrations of biotite. Often the rocks are well foliated due to
orientated biotite flakes but in many outcrops they are partially granitized and have
assumed a granoblastic texture with poor to moderate foliation; in some exposures,
therefore, foliations and lineations are difficult to recognize. Rarely, small felspar
porphyroblasts have developed in the leucocratic bands as in specimen 50/335 from
six miles west of Naigara. Biotite-rich bands characterized by dark mafic schlieren are
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difficulty that true dips can be measured in these rocks. Examination of the cross—
bedded units indicates that the rock sequence in the loita Hills is not inverted. The
thickness of the cross-bedded units varies considerably front one locality to another
ranging from a few inches to over 20 inches. The scale of the cross—bedding probably
bears a relationship to grain size though a detailed examination of the rocks
was not undertaken to determine the significance of this leature. Like the pure quartzites
these rocks consist of an interlocking mosaic of. quartz grains with small. orientated,
nearly colourless flakes of muscoyite frequently enclosed in quartz crystals. In some
hand—specimens like 50,306 from Usubugo the quartz grains are elongated having
a marked preferred orientation. The grey and white museoyitc quart/hes occur
tlgroughout the quartzite succession but outcrop mainly in the north—western part of
t e area.

(3] mmoaenosen SuMI—PELITIc Senrmuxrs

(rt) Ham Maude-biotin: Grieisscs

H'ornblende—bearing biotite gneisses are closely associated with brown biotite
gneisses and schists, the best exposures being found west of Naigara, mainly between
the quartzitic ridges of Olosolan and Ririjoshoro. Other occurrences were also mapped
north of. Olosolan and a number of minor bands were noted near the road between
Entasekera and O] Mesutie and nest oi Narosura. With increase in hornblende content
these rocks grade into plagioclase amphibolites.

The hornblende-biotic gneisses are mesotype rocks of dioritic composition.
weathering easily so that. outcrops are usually only found in stream sections such as
the rivers Lairaka and .Elmur. It is usual to find both hornblende and biotite disseminated
throughout the rocks in the majority of exposures though in Specimen 50,5352 from
the river Idepes, founmiles south—west of Naigara, there is a tendency for the horn—
blende to be concentrated in aggregates. In thin sections they show medium-grained
xenoblastic granular textures and exhibit a Weak gneissosity, Subidioblastic green
hornblende, pleochroic from yellow-green to deep green, is intimately associated with
dark brown or yelltM—brown biotile flakes. Plagioclase is always present and was
determined as oligoclase (Ruth: to Ann“). which is accompanied by variable amounts
of rnicroeline and quartz, whilst sphene. zircon and iron ore are accessory. The plagio—
clasc ielspar is cloudy with inclusions and alteration products. partly serieitic.

(b) Biatire Cueisses
Most ot' the biotite gneissczs are considered to be the metamorphic equivalent. of

semi—pelitic sediments. They are Enterbedded in hornblende—biotite gneisses that underlie
the plains in the western part of the Naigara location, and occur also in the pavements
in the northeast corner of the area. A single discontinutms band is probably represented
by the outcrops at Ilgeri. west of Limoroki. the outcrOps along the western foot of
Naigara hill and locally in the muscoyitc—biotite schists and gneisses north~West ol'
l-Lntasekera. Minor occurrences of biotite gnciss were mapped at Olortct, north-east of
Olomboneg. The biotite gneisses vary considerably in thickness. possibly exceeding
3.000 it. at Enkoriga near the western border of the area.

The rocks are pink and grey gneisses which occur in thin alternating bands in
variable proportions. The light bands are composed of quartz. and ielspar and the darker
bands contain concentrations of biotitc. Often the rocks are well ioliated due to
orientated biotite flakes but in many outcrops they are partially granitized and have
assumed a granoblastic texture with poor to moderate foliation'. in some exposures.
therefore. foliations and lineations are dilficult to recognize. Rarely. small felspar
porphyroblasts have developed in the lcueocratic bands as in specimen 503335 from
six miles west of Naigara. Biotitc—rich bands characterized by dark mafic sehlieren are
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typically schistose, weathering to friable masses. The texture of the biotite gneisses is
characteristically xenoblastic to granoblastic with felspar, quartz and strongly pleochroic
biotite forming the principal constituents. Both sodic oligoclase and microcline occur
but the ratio of the two varies considerably. The felspars are xenoblastic, having
irregular borders, and are intergrown with quartz and biotite flakes. The plagioclase is
clouded due to alteration, but the microcline which often replaces and interlobes with
plagioclase occurs as clear crystals. Quartz pools within the felspar are not uncommon.
Where microcline displays a replacement relationship towards the plagioclase, it is
surrounded by a bleached zone (specimen 50/325 from the river Olngaeene). Apatite,
sphene and iron ore are accessory.

(c) Biotite-magnetite Gneiss

Magnetite is mostly a minor constituent of the biotite gneisses of the area, but in
one band, several feet thick, outcropping four miles south of Naigara in the river
Lepolosie the rock contains between 4 per cent and 10 per cent of the mineral. The
gneiss (specimen 50/346) is similar to the biotite gneisses consisting of quartz, felspar
and biotite with well-developed crystals of magnetite dispersed evenly throughout the
rock, giving the rock a characteristic appearance and a specific gravity in excess of the
normal biotite gneisses. The origin of the magnetite is considered to be sedimentary and
not igneous.

(4) METAMORPHOSED PELITIC SEDIl'vIENTS

Kyanite and sillimanite gneisses and schists occupy parts of the limbs of major
folds at Naigara and east of Emboornarok. Elsewhere alumina-rich pelitic schists were
mapped in the river Olngakualala, along the valley of the Orngaeenet, at Enkii, north-
west of Naigara and on the western slopes of Loikirisia, south-east of Narosura. At most
of these localities biotite and biotite-garnet schists and gneisses are interbedded with the
kyanite and sillimanite rocks while muscovite is present in some or all of the bands.

The metamorphosed pelitic sediments are divided into the following groups:-
(a) Biotite schists and gneisses.

(b) Biotite-garnet gneisses.

(c) Muscovite-biotite schists.

(cl)Muscovite and quartz-muscovite schists.

(e) Kyanite-garnet schists.

if)Kyanite-andalusite gneisses.

(g) Kyanite-sillimanite-garnet-biotite gneisses.

(a) Biotite Schists and Gneisses

Dark fissile rocks, usually fine- to medium-grained and containing abundant biotite
folia, are interbanded in schists of pelitic origin and less commonly in biotite gneisses
and granitized gneisses of semi-pelitic origin. They represent bands of restricted extent,
being characterized by lustrous black mica and occa8ionally garnet. These rocks are
separated from the biotite gneisses of semi-pelitic origin by their schistose appearance,
biotite content and rock associations.

(b) Biotite-garnet Gneisses

Schistose biotite-garnet gneisses are interbedded in higWy argillaceous rocks and
in particular are associated with kyanite-sillimanite rocks. -They occur in the south-
eastern comer of the area where exposures can be seen in the river Orpusare and in
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typically schistose, weathering to friable masses. The texture of the biotite gneisses is
characteristically xenoblastic to granoblastic with felspar, quartz and strongly pleochroic
biotite forming the principal constituents. Both sodic oligoclase and microcline occur
but the ratio of the two varies considerably. The felspars are xenoblastic, having
irregular borders, and are intergrown with quartz and biotite flakes. The plagioclase is
clouded due to alteration, but the microcline which often replaces and interlobes with
plagioclase occurs as clear crystals. Quartz pools within the felspar are not uncommon.
Where microcline displays a replacement relationship towards the plagioclase, it is
surrounded by a bleached zone (specimen 50/325 from the river Olngaeene). Apatite,
sphene and iron ore are accessory.

(c) Biotite-magnetite Gneiss

Magnetite is mostly a minor constituent of the biotite gneisses of the area, but in
one band, several feet thick, outcropping four miles south of Naigara in the river
Lepolosie the rock contains between 4 per cent and 10 per cent of the mineral. The
gneiss (specimen 50/346) is similar to the biotite gneisses consisting of quartz, felspar
and biotite with well-developed crystals of magnetite dispersed evenly throughout the
rock, giving the rock a characteristic appearance and a specific gravity in excess of the
normal biotite gneisses. The origin of the magnetite is considered to be sedimentary and
not igneous.

(4) METAMORPHOSED PELITIC SEDIl'vIENTS

Kyanite and sillimanite gneisses and schists occupy parts of the limbs of major
folds at Naigara and east of Emboornarok. Elsewhere alumina-rich pelitic schists were
mapped in the river Olngakualala, along the valley of the Orngaeenet, at Enkii, north-
west of Naigara and on the western slopes of Loikirisia, south-east of Narosura. At most
of these localities biotite and biotite-garnet schists and gneisses are interbedded with the
kyanite and sillimanite rocks while muscovite is present in some or all of the bands.

The metamorphosed pelitic sediments are divided into the following groups:-
(a) Biotite schists and gneisses.

(b) Biotite-garnet gneisses.

(c) Muscovite-biotite schists.

(cl)Muscovite and quartz-muscovite schists.

(e) Kyanite-garnet schists.

if)Kyanite-andalusite gneisses.

(g) Kyanite-sillimanite-garnet-biotite gneisses.

(a) Biotite Schists and Gneisses

Dark fissile rocks, usually fine- to medium-grained and containing abundant biotite
folia, are interbanded in schists of pelitic origin and less commonly in biotite gneisses
and granitized gneisses of semi-pelitic origin. They represent bands of restricted extent,
being characterized by lustrous black mica and occa8ionally garnet. These rocks are
separated from the biotite gneisses of semi-pelitic origin by their schistose appearance,
biotite content and rock associations.

(b) Biotite-garnet Gneisses

Schistose biotite-garnet gneisses are interbedded in higWy argillaceous rocks and
in particular are associated with kyanite-sillimanite rocks. -They occur in the south-
eastern comer of the area where exposures can be seen in the river Orpusare and in
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typically schistose. weathering to friable maSses. The texture of the biotite gneiSSes is
characteristically xenoblastic to granoblastic with ielspar. quartz and strongly pleochroic
biotite forming the principal constituents. Both sodic oligoclase and microcline occur
but the ratio of the two varies considerably. The felspars are xenoblastic. having
irregular borders, and are intergrown with quartz and biotite flakes. The plagioclase is
clouded due to alteration. but the microcline which often replaces and interlobes with
plagioclase occurs as clear crystals. Quartz pools within the fclspar are not uncommon.
Where microcline displays a replacement relationship towards the plagioclase. it is
surrounded by a bleached zone (specimen 5.0.0325 from the river Olngaeenc'). Apatite.
sphene and iron ore are accessory.

(C) Binnie—1mg;min-i Gize’t‘sx

N‘lagnetite is mostly a minor constituent of the biotite gneisses of the area. but in
one band. several feet thick. outcropping four miles south of Naigara in the river
Lepolosie the roek contains between 4 per cent and 10 per cent of the. mineral. The
gneiss (specimen 50‘6346) is similar to the biotite gneisses consisting of quartz. felspar
and biotite with well—developed crystals of magnetite dispersed evenly throughout the
rock. giving the rock a characteristic appearance and a specific gravity in excess of the
normal biotite gneisses. The origin of the magnetite is considered to be sedimentary and
not igneous.

t4) METAMORPIIosED PELHZL SLDLMLXLs

Kyanite and sillimanite gneisses and schists occupy parts of the limbs of major
folds at Naigara and east of Emboornarok. Elsewhere alumina-rich pclitic schists were
mapped in the river Olngakualala. along the valley of the Orngaeenet. at Enkii. north-
west of Naigara and on the western slopes of Loikirisia. south-east of Narosura. At most
of these localities biotite and biotitesgarnet schists and gneisses are intcrbcdded with the
kyanite and sillimanite rocks while muscovite is present in some or all of the bands.

The metamorphosed pelitic sediments are divided into the following groupsii
(a) Biotite schists and gneisses.
4'17] Biotite-garnet gncisses.
((11 h'Iuscovitc-biotitc schists.
(d) M uscoyitc and quartz—muscoyite schists.

it") Kyanitc—garnet schists.
If) Kyanitc-andnlusite gncisses.
lg] Kyanitc-sillimanite-garn ct-biotite gneisses.

(a) Bioti/e St‘lziyts am/ (7neixxes

Dark fissile rocks. usually tine~ to medium-grained and containing abundant biotite
folia. are interbanded in schists of pelitic origin and less commonly in biotite gneisses
and granitizcd gncisses of semi—pelitic origin. They represent bands of restricted extent.
being characterized by [estrous black mica and occasionally garnet. These rocks are
separated from the biotite gneisses of semi~pclitic origin by their schistose appearance.
biotite content and rock associations.

[bl Biotitc-gu/ net Gncis‘s‘m‘

Schistose biotite—garnet gneisscs are interbedded in highly argillaceous rocks and
in particular are associated with kyanite-srllzmanitc rocks. They occur in the south—
eastern corner of the area where exposures can be seen in the river Orpusare and in
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the lower and upper reaches of the river Orngaeenet and at Narosura where the garnet
is sparsely distributed in granitized biotite gneisses. The rocks are uncommon, and the
garnets irregular in their distribution, even within the same band.

They are medium-grained dark gneisses sprinkled with small dull-red garnets
grading both laterally and along the strike into dark biotite schists and gneisses. The
biotite flakes are concentrated in folia that impart a marked foliation and schistose
appearance to the rocks. Outcrops are generally poor and are usually confined to stream
sections.

Microscopic examination of specimen 50/386, from the river Orpusare, shows an
irregular mosaic of quartz, microcline-microperthite and plagioclase which is andesine
of composition An:w The rock contains clear quartz which forms irregular, lobed grains
replacing plagioclase. The presence of large crystals of microcline sometimes enclosing
the plagioclase in myrmekitic growths suggests that the potash felspar has been meta-
somatically introduced and has enclosed numerous granules of quartz. Angular grains
and the granular texture of the rock suggests crystallization during deformation.

(c) Muscovite-biotite Schists

These rocks form one of the principal bands in the Naigara synform, the band
being traceable nearly throughout its entire length. They are particularly well developed
near Entasekera, where they have been invaded by thin aplites and migmatizing fluids,
while at Naigara they are interbanded in quartzites, muscovite quartzites and schists.
West of 01 Mesutie similar rocks occur though here biotite is subordinate to the
muscovite. Thin muscovite-biotite-rich bands are also associated with muscovite schists
at Narosura where they grade laterally into biotite gneisses and also outcrop in the
Lengitoto valley at latitude 10 35' S. At the latter locality the rocks have a tendency to
be gneissose, with muscovite and biotite associated in dark folia. Other occurrences of
these muscovite-biotite schists are seen south of Morijo in the Olngakualala valley north
of Olosolan and in the western part of the Lairaka valley when they are associated with
mica schists and gneisses. In all localities rapid alternation of the biotite and muscovite
content in the rocks is apparent.

The muscovite-biotite schists display a well-defined foliation that assists rapid
weathering, with thin bands of quartz and felspar alternating with mafic layers con-
taining dark-coloured biotite and white or pale-green muscovite. In most specimens
collected the grain-size is fairly uniform, specimen 50/322, from the river Olodoaale,
six miles west of Morijo Loita, being a grey granulitic rock. The preponderance of
biotite or muscovite imparts a characteristic colour to these schists.

In the hand-specimen the schists are meso-type to dark grey fissile rocks abundant
in mica. The essential minerals are seen in thin section to be biotite, muscovite, plagio-
clase and quartz. The biotite is generally xenoblastic and associated with the muscovite.
Quartz, the principal constituent, forms an interlocking mosai~ and exhibits undulose
extinction whilst albite-twinned plagioclase is subordinate and referable to an acid
andesine. Magnetite forms subidioblastic crystals and is a significant accessory in most
rocks.

(d) Muscovite and Quartz-muscovite Schists

Muscovite-rich schists are among the most interesting rocks in the area, forming
a well-foliated series interbedded within the main quartzites. These rocks are character-
ized by their extreme fissility, their colour and their weathering products. They are best
studied on Usubogo, Naigara and north-north-west of Narosura. Elsewhere they occur
as minor bands within other rock-types as at Embongit, west of Naigara, in the
Lengitoto valley and in the gullies on the south-western slopes of Olomboneg.
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the lower and upper reaches of the river Orngaeenet and at Narosura where the garnet
is sparsely distributed in granitized biotite gneisses. The rocks are uncommon, and the
garnets irregular in their distribution, even within the same band.

They are medium-grained dark gneisses sprinkled with small dull-red garnets
grading both laterally and along the strike into dark biotite schists and gneisses. The
biotite flakes are concentrated in folia that impart a marked foliation and schistose
appearance to the rocks. Outcrops are generally poor and are usually confined to stream
sections.

Microscopic examination of specimen 50/386, from the river Orpusare, shows an
irregular mosaic of quartz, microcline-microperthite and plagioclase which is andesine
of composition An:w The rock contains clear quartz which forms irregular, lobed grains
replacing plagioclase. The presence of large crystals of microcline sometimes enclosing
the plagioclase in myrmekitic growths suggests that the potash felspar has been meta-
somatically introduced and has enclosed numerous granules of quartz. Angular grains
and the granular texture of the rock suggests crystallization during deformation.

(c) Muscovite-biotite Schists

These rocks form one of the principal bands in the Naigara synform, the band
being traceable nearly throughout its entire length. They are particularly well developed
near Entasekera, where they have been invaded by thin aplites and migmatizing fluids,
while at Naigara they are interbanded in quartzites, muscovite quartzites and schists.
West of 01 Mesutie similar rocks occur though here biotite is subordinate to the
muscovite. Thin muscovite-biotite-rich bands are also associated with muscovite schists
at Narosura where they grade laterally into biotite gneisses and also outcrop in the
Lengitoto valley at latitude 10 35' S. At the latter locality the rocks have a tendency to
be gneissose, with muscovite and biotite associated in dark folia. Other occurrences of
these muscovite-biotite schists are seen south of Morijo in the Olngakualala valley north
of Olosolan and in the western part of the Lairaka valley when they are associated with
mica schists and gneisses. In all localities rapid alternation of the biotite and muscovite
content in the rocks is apparent.

The muscovite-biotite schists display a well-defined foliation that assists rapid
weathering, with thin bands of quartz and felspar alternating with mafic layers con-
taining dark-coloured biotite and white or pale-green muscovite. In most specimens
collected the grain-size is fairly uniform, specimen 50/322, from the river Olodoaale,
six miles west of Morijo Loita, being a grey granulitic rock. The preponderance of
biotite or muscovite imparts a characteristic colour to these schists.

In the hand-specimen the schists are meso-type to dark grey fissile rocks abundant
in mica. The essential minerals are seen in thin section to be biotite, muscovite, plagio-
clase and quartz. The biotite is generally xenoblastic and associated with the muscovite.
Quartz, the principal constituent, forms an interlocking mosai~ and exhibits undulose
extinction whilst albite-twinned plagioclase is subordinate and referable to an acid
andesine. Magnetite forms subidioblastic crystals and is a significant accessory in most
rocks.

(d) Muscovite and Quartz-muscovite Schists

Muscovite-rich schists are among the most interesting rocks in the area, forming
a well-foliated series interbedded within the main quartzites. These rocks are character-
ized by their extreme fissility, their colour and their weathering products. They are best
studied on Usubogo, Naigara and north-north-west of Narosura. Elsewhere they occur
as minor bands within other rock-types as at Embongit, west of Naigara, in the
Lengitoto valley and in the gullies on the south-western slopes of Olomboneg.
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the lower and upper reaches of the river Orngaeenet and at Narosura where the garnet
is sparsely distributed in granitized biotite gneisses. The rocks are uncommon, and the
garnets irregular in their distribution, even. within the same band.

They are medium-grained dark gneisses sprinkled with small dull—red garnets
grading both laterally and along the strike into dark biotite schists and gneisses. The
biotite flakes are concentrated in folia that impart a marked foliation and schistose
appearance to the rocks. Outcrops are generally poor and are usually confined to stream
sections.

Microscopic examination of specimen 50f386, from the river Orpusare. shows an
irregular mosaic of quartz. microcline—mieroperthite and plagioclase Which is andesine
of composition Arts}. The rock contains clear quartz which forms irregular, lobed grains
replacing plagioclase. The presence of large crystals of mierocline sometimes enclosing
the plagioclase in rnyrmekitic growths suggests that the potash felspar has been meta—
sornatically introduced and has enclosed numerous granules of quartz. Angular grains
and the granular texture of the rock suggests crystallization during deformation.

(c) Mttst'ovite-bim’ite St'his‘t‘s

These rocks form one of the principal bands in the Naigara synforrn. the band
being traceable nearly throughout its entire iength. They are particularly well developed
near Entasekera, where they have been invaded by thin aplites and rnigmatizing fluids.
while at Naigara they are interbandcd in quartzites, museoyite quartzites and schists.
West of 01 Mesutie similar rocks occur though here biotite is subordinate to the
muscovite. Thin muscoyite—biotite-rieh bands are also associated with muscovite schists
at Narosura where they grade laterally into biotite gneisses and also outcrop in the
Lengitoto valley at latitude! 35 8. At the latter locality the rocks haVe a tendency to
be gneissose. with muscovite and biotite associated in dark lolia. Other occurrences oi
these rnuscoyite—biotite schists are seen south of. Morijo in the Olngakualala Valley not th
of Olosolan and in the western part of the Lairaka valley when they are associated with
mica schists and gneisses. in all localities rapid alternation oi‘ the biotite and muscoyitc
content in the rocks is apparent.

The rnuscoyite-biotite sehists display a Well—defined foliation that assists rapid
weathering. with thin bands of quartz and felspar alternating With mafic layers con—
taining dark-coloured biotite and white or pale—green muscoyite. in most specimens
collected the grain—size is fairly uniform, specimen 50i322, from the river Olodoaale.
six miles west of Morijo Loita, being a grey granulitic rock. The preponderance of
biotite or muscovite imparts a characteristic colour to these sehists.

In the hand—specimen the schists are meso—type to dark grey fissile rocks abundant
in mica. The essential minerals are seen in thin section to be biotite, muscovite, plagio—
clase and quartz. The biotite is generally xenoblastie and associated with the muscoyite.
Quartz, the principal constituent, forms an interlocking mosaic and exhibits undulose
extinction whilst albite—twinned plagioclase is subordinate and referable to an acid
andesine. Magnetite forms subidioblastic crystals and is a significant accessory in most
rocks.

((2') il/fttscovite and QuartzwmrtvVite Schism

Muscovite—rich schists are among the most interesting rocks in the area, forming
a well—foliated series interbedded within the main q'uartzites. These rocks are character—
ized by their extreme fissility their colour and their weathering products They are best
studied on Usubogo Naigara and north—north-west of Narosura. Elsewhere they occur
as minor bands within other rock——types as at Embongit west of Naigara in the
Lengitoto valley and in the gullics on the south western slopes of Olomboneg.
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The quartz-muscovite schists do not form continuous horizons but occur as lenses
and thin bands within the quartzites, mainly on Olibeshet and in the muscovite schists
and quartzites near Narosura, in the river Lekuruki north-west of Naigara and in the
river Emorogi west of Morijo Loita. At both localities they grade Iapidly into quartzite.
Typical of these rocks is specimen 50/291 from Olibeshet, a leucocratic rock containing
a granoblastic aggregate of quartz and white muscovite with abundant magnetite. In the
Narosura area the muscovite is often pale green imparting a characteristic colour to
the rock (specimen 50/278) which is also seen to contain tiny flakes of bronze-coloured
biotite. At the confluence of the river Lairaka and Idepes these rocks (specimen 50/337)
consist of alternate layers of quartz and muscovite, tourmaline measuring up to 0.5 in,
being associated with the latter mineral. Similar but tourmaline-free rocks occur as thin
bands in the muscovite-biotite schists in the river Lekuruki. Outcropping in the Naigara-
Usubugo areas are the true muscovite schists many of which show intense alteration.
At Naigara the schists are composed almost entirely of green muscovite with very thin
folia of quartz, while northwards the bands are richer in the latter mineral. In some
localities they are fine- to medium-grained rocks with wrinkled schistosity planes, on
which are smeared small patches of finely crystalline magnetite, with ilmenite present
in some examples. Other rocks have been partially granitized and exposures in the
rivers Rimeregele and Naruatarakua west of Usubugo show the widespread develop-
ment of pink felspathic augen flattened parallel to ,the foliation planes. Apart from the
augen, in specimen 50/350 from this locality, the rock is comprised mainly of green
muscovite with a little brown biotite.

In valleys of the Osarara on Usubugo the schists have been highly weathered and
intensely altered and are now bright, multicoloured rocks. All resemble superficially
low-grade phyllites and slates, probably due to the weathering of extremely fissile rocks
rather than retrogressive metamorphism. A typical and nearly fresh specimen (50/311)
is a grey fissile schist from an east-flowing river course west of Dasati. A little kaoliniza-
tion is noticeable in the hand-specimen though microscopic examination indicates a
fairly fresh rock. In thin section this rock consists of quartz, felspar and mica. Two
felspars are present but are never so abundant as quartz. The plagioclase is twinned
albite and the potash felspar microcline that does not show replacive relationship with
the albite. The felspars and quartz together make a finely foliated aggregate of elongated
crystals parallel to the schistosity through which small flakes of mica are profusely
scattered. Muscovite predominates over biotite and is colourless while the biotite shows
a pale brown colour with strong pleochroism, from colourless to yellow-brown. The
accessory minerals in these rocks are magnetite, zircon and sphene. Limonite is an
alteration product of the iron ore.
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West of this locality the alteration of the schists becomes progressively more intense.
On hill-sides at Osarara the schists are practically beyond recognition and now consist
of highly kaolinized colour-banded rocks. The gradation of colour was noticeable in
the field though crude colour-banding is probably due more to the original composition
of the schist than to selective alteration of homogeneous rock. A number of gullies
expose these rocks sufficiently to indicate that they grade gradually into unaltered
muscovite schists. Quartz pegmatites that have invaded the now altered rocks show no
sign of alteration. Small islands of unaltered, mica-rich rock are evident in some hand-
specimens collected from these localities. The most highly altered rocks outcrop in the
river Alarashi and consist of finely colour-banded kaolin-rocks of soft soapy texture
resembling water-laid sediments. Plate I (a) shows the banding in a specimen from this
locality. In thin sections of specimen 50/310 and 50/365 from Osarara the rocks are
seen to consist of amorphous material with hydrated iron oxides. Specimen 50/310,
however, contains unusual but well-developed crystals of kaolin. Little quartz is present
in any of the thin sections examined. The transformation of mica into kaolinite is a
well-known sedimentary process and Tomkeieff (in Exley 1959, p. 227) draws attention
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The quartz-muscovite schists do not form continuous horizons but occur as lenses
and thin bands within the quartzites, mainly on Olibeshet and in the muscovite schists
and quartzites near Narosura, in the river Lekuruki north-west of Naigara and in the
river Emorogi west of Morijo Loita. At both localities they grade Iapidly into quartzite.
Typical of these rocks is specimen 50/291 from Olibeshet, a leucocratic rock containing
a granoblastic aggregate of quartz and white muscovite with abundant magnetite. In the
Narosura area the muscovite is often pale green imparting a characteristic colour to
the rock (specimen 50/278) which is also seen to contain tiny flakes of bronze-coloured
biotite. At the confluence of the river Lairaka and Idepes these rocks (specimen 50/337)
consist of alternate layers of quartz and muscovite, tourmaline measuring up to 0.5 in,
being associated with the latter mineral. Similar but tourmaline-free rocks occur as thin
bands in the muscovite-biotite schists in the river Lekuruki. Outcropping in the Naigara-
Usubugo areas are the true muscovite schists many of which show intense alteration.
At Naigara the schists are composed almost entirely of green muscovite with very thin
folia of quartz, while northwards the bands are richer in the latter mineral. In some
localities they are fine- to medium-grained rocks with wrinkled schistosity planes, on
which are smeared small patches of finely crystalline magnetite, with ilmenite present
in some examples. Other rocks have been partially granitized and exposures in the
rivers Rimeregele and Naruatarakua west of Usubugo show the widespread develop-
ment of pink felspathic augen flattened parallel to ,the foliation planes. Apart from the
augen, in specimen 50/350 from this locality, the rock is comprised mainly of green
muscovite with a little brown biotite.

In valleys of the Osarara on Usubugo the schists have been highly weathered and
intensely altered and are now bright, multicoloured rocks. All resemble superficially
low-grade phyllites and slates, probably due to the weathering of extremely fissile rocks
rather than retrogressive metamorphism. A typical and nearly fresh specimen (50/311)
is a grey fissile schist from an east-flowing river course west of Dasati. A little kaoliniza-
tion is noticeable in the hand-specimen though microscopic examination indicates a
fairly fresh rock. In thin section this rock consists of quartz, felspar and mica. Two
felspars are present but are never so abundant as quartz. The plagioclase is twinned
albite and the potash felspar microcline that does not show replacive relationship with
the albite. The felspars and quartz together make a finely foliated aggregate of elongated
crystals parallel to the schistosity through which small flakes of mica are profusely
scattered. Muscovite predominates over biotite and is colourless while the biotite shows
a pale brown colour with strong pleochroism, from colourless to yellow-brown. The
accessory minerals in these rocks are magnetite, zircon and sphene. Limonite is an
alteration product of the iron ore.
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West of this locality the alteration of the schists becomes progressively more intense.
On hill-sides at Osarara the schists are practically beyond recognition and now consist
of highly kaolinized colour-banded rocks. The gradation of colour was noticeable in
the field though crude colour-banding is probably due more to the original composition
of the schist than to selective alteration of homogeneous rock. A number of gullies
expose these rocks sufficiently to indicate that they grade gradually into unaltered
muscovite schists. Quartz pegmatites that have invaded the now altered rocks show no
sign of alteration. Small islands of unaltered, mica-rich rock are evident in some hand-
specimens collected from these localities. The most highly altered rocks outcrop in the
river Alarashi and consist of finely colour-banded kaolin-rocks of soft soapy texture
resembling water-laid sediments. Plate I (a) shows the banding in a specimen from this
locality. In thin sections of specimen 50/310 and 50/365 from Osarara the rocks are
seen to consist of amorphous material with hydrated iron oxides. Specimen 50/310,
however, contains unusual but well-developed crystals of kaolin. Little quartz is present
in any of the thin sections examined. The transformation of mica into kaolinite is a
well-known sedimentary process and Tomkeieff (in Exley 1959, p. 227) draws attention
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The quartz-muscovite schists do not form continuous horizons but occur as lenses
and thin bands within the quartzites, mainly on Olibeshet and in the muscovite schists
and quartzites near Narosura, in the river Lekuruki north-west of Naigara and in the
river Emorogi west of Morijo Loita. At both localities they grade rapidly into quartzite.
Typical of these rocks is specimen 50;“291 from Olibeshet, a lcucocratic rock containing
a granoblastic aggregate of quartz and white muscovite with abundant magnetite. In the
Narosura area the muscovite is often pale green imparting a characteristic colour to
the rock (specimen SOIZTEJ which is also seen to contain tiny [lakes of bronze—coloured
biotite. At the confluence of the river Lairaka and ldepes these rocks (specimen 50.3337)
consist of alternate layers of quartz and muscovite, tourmaline measuring up to 0.5 in.
being associated with the latter mineral. Similar but tourmaline—free rocks occur as thin
bands in the muscovite-biotite schists in the river [.ckuruki. Outcropping in the Naigara—
Usubugo areas are the true muscovite schists many of which show intense alteration.
At Naigara the schists are composed almost entirely of green muscovite with very thin
folia of quartz, while northwards the bands are richer in the latter mineral. in some
localities they are fine— to medium—grained rocks with wrinkled schistosity planes, on
which are smeared small patches of finely crystalline magnetite, with ilmenite present
in some examples. Other rocks have been partially granitized and exposures in the
rivers Rimeregele and Naruatarakua west of Usubugo show the widespread develop-
ment of pink felspathic augcn flattened parallel to the foliation planes. Apart from the
augen, in specimen 50l350 from this locality, the rock is comprised mainly of green
muscovite with a little brown biotite.

In valleys of the Osarara on Usubugo the schists have been highly weathered and
intensely altered and are now bright, multicoloured rocks. All resemble superficially
low—grade phyllites and slates, probably due to the weathering of extremely iissile rocks
rather than retrogressive metamorphism. A typical and nearly fresh specimen (SOHII)
is a grey fissile schist from an cast-flowing river course west of Dasati. A little kaoliniza-
tion is noticeable in the hand—specimen though microscopic examination indicates a
fairly fresh rock. ln thin section this rock consists of quartz, [elspar and mica. Two
felspars are present but are never so abundant as quartz. The plagioclase is twinned
albite and the potash felspar microcline that does not show replacive relationship with
the albite. The felspars and quartz together make a finely foliated aggregate of elongated
crystals parallel to the schistosity through which small flakes of mica are profusely
scattered. Muscovitc predominatcs over biotite and is colourless while the biotite shows
a pale brown colour with strong pleochroism, from colourless to yellow-brown. The
accessory minerals in these rocks are magnetite, zircon and sphene. Limonite is an
alteration product of the iron ore.

West of this locality the alteration of the schists becomes progressively more intense.
On hill-sides at Osarara the schists are practically beyond recognition and now consist
of highly kaolinized colour-banded rocks. The gradation of colour was noticeable in
the field though crude colournbanding is probably due more to the original composition
of the schist than to selective alteration of homogeneous rock. A number of gullies
expose these rocks sulliciently to indicate that they grade gradually into unaltered
muscovite schists. Quartz pegmatites that have invaded the now altered rocks show no
sign of alteration. Small islands of. unaltered. mica—rich rock are evident in some hand—
specimens collected from these loealities. The most highly altered rocks outcrop in the
river Alarashi and consist of finely colour—banded kaolin-rocks of soft soapy texture
resembling water-laid sediments. Plate I (a) shows the banding in a specimen from this
locality. In thin sections of specimen 50:310 and 50,665 from Osarara the rocks are
seen to consist of amorphous material with hydrated iron oxides. Specimen 50;”310,
however, contains unusual but Well-developed crystals of kaolin. Little quartz is present
in any of the thin sections examined. The transformation of mica into kaolinitc is a
wcll~known sedimentary process and Tomkeieff (in Exley 1959, p. 227) draws attention
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to the production of kaolinite and other clay minerals through the action of ground-
waters charged with humic substance. The occurrences suggest that these rocks have
been altered in an ancient shallow lake that probably existed on the end-Cretaceous
peneplain.

(e) Kyanite-garnet Schists

Garnetiferous kyanite schists were mapped in the river Orngaeenet where they are
interbanded with kyanite-sillimanite schists. They are very dark fissile rocks with
wrinkled foliation and contain abundant but small blue kyanite, embedded in muscovite-
biotite-quartz schists. A thin section of specimen 50/380 from half a mile north-west
of Olopilukunya is seen to contain kyanite, tabular muscovite with red-brown biotite,
quartz and plagioclase. Garnet is present in sub-idioblastic crystals that are highly sieved
by quartz grains. The idioblastic kyanite blades which occur with biotite frequently
enclose small flakes of that mineral. Another band from Embaluai, south-west of
Morijo Loita, is a kyanite-garnet-muscovite schist (50/319) containing small lenticular
quartz segregations parallel with the foliation planes. Another section of the rock shows
kyanite to be intergrown with muscovite but without replacement, and associated with
a green-brown biotite.

(f) Kyanite-andalusite Gneisses

Exposures of these rocks occur at and near the track at Enkii, north-west of
Naigara, where they are present in a small lens with muscovite quartzites. It is a hard,
massive quartzose gneiss with patchy development of pale-green kyanite and some
iron-ore. In thin section of specimen 50/333 the rock contains kyanite and andalusite
in a xenoblastic aggregate of quartz, plagioclase and microcline. The kyanite crystals
are poorly developed and are associated with irregular crystals of andalusite that have
crystallized with the kyanite, no evidence of replacement between the two minerals
being observed. The pale-yellow, pleochroic andalusite has a slightly lower refractive
index than the colourless kyanite and is twinned in a single subidioblastic grain. Albite-
twinned oligoclase is set in a quartz mosaic, both minerals being replaced by microcline.

(g) Kyanite-sillimanite-garnet Schists

The principal exposures of pelitic rocks indicate that they are in the main kyanite-
sillimanite schists with a variable proportion of garnet that forms only a minor but
important constituent of these rocks.

They are meso type rocks in which are embedded blue crystals of kyanite. Folia
rich in sillimanite are common while numerous layers are sparsely sprinkled with deep-
red garnets. Brownish-green biotite which is the common dark constituent is very often
associated with a lustrous white muscovite. In some sections, as in the river Rimeregele,
east of the Naigara-Morijo track, the rocks contain schistose lenses composed of large
kyanite crystals in blades up to 2 in. in length with some quartz. Sheaves and clusters
of white fibrolitic sillimanite characterize the outcrops in the rivers Lairaka and Idepes,
and are prominent as opaque white patches on weathered surfaces. Alteration of the
associated iron minerals common in these rocks has stained them pink. No development
of faserkiesel so typical in similar rocks in other parts of Kenya was observed in the
area. Tourmaline is a minor constituent in these rocks and was noticed in particular
in the schists outcropping on the western slopes of Loikirisia. Kyanite and sillimanite-
bearing schists and gneisses exposed. in the river Oloibortoto, two miles east of the
border of the present area; are probably the lateral equivalents of rocks concealed by
lavas north of Olibeshet and Kipirtilo in the north-eastern corners of the area.

The sillimanite shown in thin sections of these rocks (50/336 from the river
Lairaka) consists of fibrolite needles in radiating bunches in a mosaic of quartz grains
and black iron ore. No replacement relationship between kyanite and sillimanite was
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to the production of kaolinite and other clay minerals through the action of ground-
waters charged with humic substance. The occurrences suggest that these rocks have
been altered in an ancient shallow lake that probably existed on the end-Cretaceous
peneplain.

(e) Kyanite-garnet Schists

Garnetiferous kyanite schists were mapped in the river Orngaeenet where they are
interbanded with kyanite-sillimanite schists. They are very dark fissile rocks with
wrinkled foliation and contain abundant but small blue kyanite, embedded in muscovite-
biotite-quartz schists. A thin section of specimen 50/380 from half a mile north-west
of Olopilukunya is seen to contain kyanite, tabular muscovite with red-brown biotite,
quartz and plagioclase. Garnet is present in sub-idioblastic crystals that are highly sieved
by quartz grains. The idioblastic kyanite blades which occur with biotite frequently
enclose small flakes of that mineral. Another band from Embaluai, south-west of
Morijo Loita, is a kyanite-garnet-muscovite schist (50/319) containing small lenticular
quartz segregations parallel with the foliation planes. Another section of the rock shows
kyanite to be intergrown with muscovite but without replacement, and associated with
a green-brown biotite.

(f) Kyanite-andalusite Gneisses

Exposures of these rocks occur at and near the track at Enkii, north-west of
Naigara, where they are present in a small lens with muscovite quartzites. It is a hard,
massive quartzose gneiss with patchy development of pale-green kyanite and some
iron-ore. In thin section of specimen 50/333 the rock contains kyanite and andalusite
in a xenoblastic aggregate of quartz, plagioclase and microcline. The kyanite crystals
are poorly developed and are associated with irregular crystals of andalusite that have
crystallized with the kyanite, no evidence of replacement between the two minerals
being observed. The pale-yellow, pleochroic andalusite has a slightly lower refractive
index than the colourless kyanite and is twinned in a single subidioblastic grain. Albite-
twinned oligoclase is set in a quartz mosaic, both minerals being replaced by microcline.

(g) Kyanite-sillimanite-garnet Schists

The principal exposures of pelitic rocks indicate that they are in the main kyanite-
sillimanite schists with a variable proportion of garnet that forms only a minor but
important constituent of these rocks.

They are meso type rocks in which are embedded blue crystals of kyanite. Folia
rich in sillimanite are common while numerous layers are sparsely sprinkled with deep-
red garnets. Brownish-green biotite which is the common dark constituent is very often
associated with a lustrous white muscovite. In some sections, as in the river Rimeregele,
east of the Naigara-Morijo track, the rocks contain schistose lenses composed of large
kyanite crystals in blades up to 2 in. in length with some quartz. Sheaves and clusters
of white fibrolitic sillimanite characterize the outcrops in the rivers Lairaka and Idepes,
and are prominent as opaque white patches on weathered surfaces. Alteration of the
associated iron minerals common in these rocks has stained them pink. No development
of faserkiesel so typical in similar rocks in other parts of Kenya was observed in the
area. Tourmaline is a minor constituent in these rocks and was noticed in particular
in the schists outcropping on the western slopes of Loikirisia. Kyanite and sillimanite-
bearing schists and gneisses exposed. in the river Oloibortoto, two miles east of the
border of the present area; are probably the lateral equivalents of rocks concealed by
lavas north of Olibeshet and Kipirtilo in the north-eastern corners of the area.

The sillimanite shown in thin sections of these rocks (50/336 from the river
Lairaka) consists of fibrolite needles in radiating bunches in a mosaic of quartz grains
and black iron ore. No replacement relationship between kyanite and sillimanite was
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to the production of kaolinite and other clay minerals through the action of ground—
waters charged with humie substance. The occurrences suggest that these rocks have
been altered in an ancient shallow lake that probably existed on the end-Cretaceous
pcncplain.

(e) Kyrmite-gamet Schism

Garnetiferous kyanite schists were mapped in the river Orngaecnet where they are
interbanded with kyanite-sillimanite schists. They are very dark fissile rocks with
wrinkled foliation and contain abundant but small blue kyanite, embedded in muscovite—
biotite—quartz schists. A thin section of specimen 50,l380 from half a mile north—west
of Olopilukunya is seen to contain kyanite, tabular muscovitc with red—brown biotite.
quartz and plagioclase. Garnet is present in sub-idioblastic crystals that are highly sieved
by quartz grains. The idioblastic kyanite blades which oceur with biotite frequently
enclose small flakes of that mineral. Another band from Embaluai, Soulh-west of
Morijo Loita, is a kyanite—garnet-muscovite schist (50,5319) containing small lenticular
quartz segregations parallel with the foliation planes. Another section of the rock shoWs
kyanite to be intergrown with muscoviic but without replacement. and associated with
a green—brown biotite.

(f) Kyanire-rmdrtlusire Gneisret

Exposures of these rocks occur at and near the track at Enkii, north-west of
Naigara, where they are present in a small lens with muscovite quartzitcs. It is a hard,
massive quartzose gneiss with patchy development of pale-green kyanite and some
ironwore. In thin section of specimen 50,:‘333 the rock contains kyanite and andaiusirc
in a xenoblastic aggregate of quartz, plagioclase and microeline. The kyanite crystals
are poorly developed and are associated with irregular crystals of andalusite that have
crystallized with the kyanite, no evidence of replacement between the two minerals
being observed. The pale—yellow. pleochroic andalusite has a slightly lower refractive
index than the colourless kyanite and is twinned in a single subidioblastic grain. Albite—
twinned oligoclase is set in a quartz mosaic, both minerals being replaced by microclinc.

(g) Kyauire-s'fllinwhite—garnet Schism

The principal exposures of pelitic rocks indicate that they are in the main kyanite-
sillimanite schists with a variable proportion of garnet that forms only a minor but
important constituent of these rocks.

They are mesotype rocks in which are embedded blue crystals of kyanite. Folia
rich in sillimanite are common while numerous layers are sparsely sprinkled with deep—
red garnets. Brownish-green biotite which is the common dark constituent. is very often
associated with a lustrous white muscovite. In some sections. as in the river Rirncrcgele.
cast of the Naigara-Morijo track. the rocks contain schistose lenses composed of large
kyanite crystals in blades up to 2 in. in length with some quartz. Sheaves and clusters
of white fibrolitic sillimanite characterize the outcrops in the rivers Lairaka and ldepes.
and are prominent as opaque white patches on weathered surfaces. Alteration of the
associated iron minerals common in these rocks has stained them pink. No development
of fuserkfesel so typical. in similar rocks in other parts of Kenya was observed in the
area. Tourmaline is a minor constituent in these rocks and was noticed in particular
in the schists outcropping on the western slopes of Loikirisia. Kyanite and sillimanite—
bearing schists and gneisses exposed in the river Oloibortoto, two miles east of the
border of the present area, are probably the lateral. equivalents of rocks concealed bv
lavas north of Olibeshet and Kipirtilo in the north-eastern corners of the area. _

The sillimanite shown in thin sections of these rocks (50,836 from the river
Lairaka) consists of fibrolite needles in radiating bunches in a mosaic of quartz grains
and black iron ore. No replacement relationship between kyanite and sillimanite was
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observed and andalusite is absent. Quartz and oligoclase are the light-coloured con-
stituents of these rocks. Muscovite in elongated tabular crystals is prominent and
contains strings of magnetite grains along the cleavage traces. Associated biotite is
strongly pleochroic from yellow-green to black.

The groundmass in specimen 50/344 from the river Rimeregele is composed of a
heteroblastic aggregate of quartz and twinned oligoclase together with strongly pleo-
chroic biotite and garnet. The garnet occurs in large cracked grains of subidioblastic
habit having dark borders and containing numerous inclusions. Iron ore and large
irregular grains of apatite are present.

(h) Sillimanite-garnet-biotite Gneisses

In the river Rimeregele, south of Kotel on the western slopes of Usubugo, thin
sillimanite-garnet gneisses are interbanded among muscovite and biotite-bearing schists
and gneisses. These are hard, flaggy, granoblastic rocks in which thin dark folia con-
sisting mainly of biotite and orientated sheaves of sillimanite are spotted with small dull-
red garnets. The groundmass is seen to consist of xenoblastic quartz and oligoclase with
biotite and in a thin section of specimen 50/343 the biotite is strongly pleochroic from
pale yellow-green to deep green. Iron ore and apatite are common accessories.

II
It

(5) GRANITIZED GNEISSES AND MIGMATITES

Included here are the gneisses considered to have originated from the regional
metasomatism of pelitic and semi-pelitic sediments. These gneisses contain microcline
of metasomatic origin and form a distinct group of rocks, a mixed, irregular sequence
that includes plagioclase-quartz-biotite gneisses, granitized gneisses, augen and porphyro-
blastic gneisses and migmatites. The isolated stream sections where they are exposed
make their division on the map difficult and hence they are classified together.

(a) Granitized Gneisses

West and south of Ririjoshoro ridge the rocks are mainly granitized biotite gneisses
of pelitic origin, occasionally associated with hornblendic rocks which represent meta-
morphosed semi-pelitic sediments. They are typically grey to pink gneisses of slabby
or blocky appearance, though occurrences of rounded outcrops are not uncommon, as
at Ntaragua. In much of the rock alternate light and dark layers impart a crude banding,
probably relict bedding, parallel with the foliation. At many localities they are composed
of varying proportions of biotite-rich gneiss and quartz-felspar rock occurring as inter-
layered sheets. The biotite is usually concentrated in dark streaks, bands and schlieren,
though increase in the leucocratic components frequently obliterates this rock fabric
and the gneisses then assume a granitoid appearance. Augen gneisses are closely asso-
ciated with these almost homogeneous granitoid rocks and broad banding is evident
where the two rock-types occur together. Pink microcline augen are rougWy aligned in
a foliated grey matrix, giving the rock a distinctive appearance. River sections expose
pavements and ribs of grey and pink gneiss cut by dykes of granite-pegmatite or invaded
by thin lit par lit and ptygmatic injections. In many instances off-shoots from discordant
sheets have penetrated the foliation planes. Pods and lenticular segregations of granitic
material are also common.

Similar rocks outcrop between Naigara and Entasekera where they occupy the
Naigara synform. They differ somewhat from the rocks in the area just described in
that banding and foliation is more pronounced and, except for local intense migmati-
zation, it can be shown that the region of granitization is limited to the south-western
corner of the area, with a decrease northwards and eastwards towards the hill ranges.
The rocks give way to places where rocks consist of augen gneisses and other schists
and gneisses containing porphyroblastic felspar while micro cline becomes less noticeable
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observed and andalusite is absent. Quartz and oligoclase are the light-coloured con-
stituents of these rocks. Muscovite in elongated tabular crystals is prominent and
contains strings of magnetite grains along the cleavage traces. Associated biotite is
strongly pleochroic from yellow-green to black.

The groundmass in specimen 50/344 from the river Rimeregele is composed of a
heteroblastic aggregate of quartz and twinned oligoclase together with strongly pleo-
chroic biotite and garnet. The garnet occurs in large cracked grains of subidioblastic
habit having dark borders and containing numerous inclusions. Iron ore and large
irregular grains of apatite are present.

(h) Sillimanite-garnet-biotite Gneisses

In the river Rimeregele, south of Kotel on the western slopes of Usubugo, thin
sillimanite-garnet gneisses are interbanded among muscovite and biotite-bearing schists
and gneisses. These are hard, flaggy, granoblastic rocks in which thin dark folia con-
sisting mainly of biotite and orientated sheaves of sillimanite are spotted with small dull-
red garnets. The groundmass is seen to consist of xenoblastic quartz and oligoclase with
biotite and in a thin section of specimen 50/343 the biotite is strongly pleochroic from
pale yellow-green to deep green. Iron ore and apatite are common accessories.
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(5) GRANITIZED GNEISSES AND MIGMATITES

Included here are the gneisses considered to have originated from the regional
metasomatism of pelitic and semi-pelitic sediments. These gneisses contain microcline
of metasomatic origin and form a distinct group of rocks, a mixed, irregular sequence
that includes plagioclase-quartz-biotite gneisses, granitized gneisses, augen and porphyro-
blastic gneisses and migmatites. The isolated stream sections where they are exposed
make their division on the map difficult and hence they are classified together.

(a) Granitized Gneisses

West and south of Ririjoshoro ridge the rocks are mainly granitized biotite gneisses
of pelitic origin, occasionally associated with hornblendic rocks which represent meta-
morphosed semi-pelitic sediments. They are typically grey to pink gneisses of slabby
or blocky appearance, though occurrences of rounded outcrops are not uncommon, as
at Ntaragua. In much of the rock alternate light and dark layers impart a crude banding,
probably relict bedding, parallel with the foliation. At many localities they are composed
of varying proportions of biotite-rich gneiss and quartz-felspar rock occurring as inter-
layered sheets. The biotite is usually concentrated in dark streaks, bands and schlieren,
though increase in the leucocratic components frequently obliterates this rock fabric
and the gneisses then assume a granitoid appearance. Augen gneisses are closely asso-
ciated with these almost homogeneous granitoid rocks and broad banding is evident
where the two rock-types occur together. Pink microcline augen are rougWy aligned in
a foliated grey matrix, giving the rock a distinctive appearance. River sections expose
pavements and ribs of grey and pink gneiss cut by dykes of granite-pegmatite or invaded
by thin lit par lit and ptygmatic injections. In many instances off-shoots from discordant
sheets have penetrated the foliation planes. Pods and lenticular segregations of granitic
material are also common.

Similar rocks outcrop between Naigara and Entasekera where they occupy the
Naigara synform. They differ somewhat from the rocks in the area just described in
that banding and foliation is more pronounced and, except for local intense migmati-
zation, it can be shown that the region of granitization is limited to the south-western
corner of the area, with a decrease northwards and eastwards towards the hill ranges.
The rocks give way to places where rocks consist of augen gneisses and other schists
and gneisses containing porphyroblastic felspar while micro cline becomes less noticeable
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observed and andalusite is absent. Quartz and oligoclase are the light—coloured con—
stituents of these rocks. Muscovite in elongated tabular crystals is prominent and
contains strings of magnetite grains along the cleavage traces. Associated biotite is
strongly pleoehroic from yellow—green to black.

The groundmass in specimen 50i344 from the river Rimeregele is composed of a
heteroblastie aggregate of quartz and twinned oligoclase together with strongly pleo—
chroic biotite and garnet. The garnet occurs in large cracked grains of subidioblastic
habit having dark borders and containing numerous inclusions. Iron ore and large
irregular grains of apatite are present.

(it) Siliimanite—garttet—hiotite Gneirses

[n the river Rimeregele, south of. Kotel on the western slopes of Usubugo, thin
sillimanite—garnet gneisses are interbanded among muscovite and biotite-bearing schists
and gneisses. These are hard. flaggy, granoblastic rocks in which thin dark folia con-
sisting mainly of biotite and orientated sheaves of sillimanite are spotted with small dull-
red garnets. The groundmass is seen to consist of xenoblastic quartz and oligociase with
biotite and in a thin section of specimen 50f343 the biotite is strongly pleochroic from
pale yellow-green to deep green. Iron ore and apatite are common accessories.

(5) GRANI'I'IZED GNEISSES AND lN-‘lIGMA'l'I'I'ES

Included here are the gneisses considered to have originated from the regional
rnetasomatism of pelitic and semi-pelitic sediments. These gneisses contain microcline
of metasomatic origin and form a distinct gram of rocks, a mixed, irregular sequence
that includes plagioclase—quartz—biotite gneisses, granitized gneisses, anger: and porphyro-
blastic gneisses and migmatites. The isolated stream sections where they are exposed
make their division on the map difi’icult and hence they are classified together.

(a) Granitized Cm’istrcs

West and south of Ririjoshoro ridge the rocks are mainly granitized biotite gneisses
of pelitic origin, occasionally associated with hornblendic rocks which represent meta-
morphosed semi-pelitic sediments. They are typically grey to pink gneisses of slabby
or blocky appearance, though occurrences of rounded outcrops are not Uncommon, as
at Ntaragua. In much of the rock alternate light and dark layers impart a crude banding,
probably relict bedding, parallel with the foliation. At many localities they are composed
of varying proportions of biotitc-rich gneiss and quartz—felspar rock occurring as inter-
layered sheets. The biotite is usually concentrated in dark streaks, bands and schiieren,
though increase in the lcucocratic components frequently obliterates this rock fabric
and the gneisses then assume a granitoid appearance. Anger: gneisses are closely asso-
ciated with these almost homogeneous granitoid rocks and broad banding is evident.
where the two rock-types occur together. Pink microcline augen are roughly aligned in
a foliated grey matrix. giving the rock a distinctive appearance. River sections expose
pavements and ribs of grey and pink gneiss cut by dykes of granite—pegmatite or invaded
by thin {it par tit and ptygmatic injections. In many instances oil-shoots from discordant
sheets have penetrated the foliation planes. Pods and lenticular segregations of granitic
material are also common.

Similar rocks outcrop between Naigara and Entasekera where they occupy the
Naigara synform. They differ somewhat from the rocks in the area just described in
that banding and foliation is more pronounced and. except for local intense migmati—
zation. it can be shown that the region of granilization is limited to the south-Western
corner of the area. with a decrease northwards and eastwards towards the hill ranges.
The rocks give way to places where rocks consist of augen gneisses and other schists
and gneisses containing porphyroblastic felspar while microcline becomes less noticeable
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in thin sections of these rocks. In rocks of semi-pelitic origin, hornblende is an essential
constituent and is present in variable proportions in different rocks along the course of
the river Orngaeenet and its tributaries. Rare crystals and nodules of a green mangano-
apatite are present in particular south of Naigara.

In hand-specimen the granitized gneisses are characteristically xenoblastic and
roughly banded. The light bands in specimen 50/375 from Ntaragua are composed of
a mixture of felspar and elongated quartz grains and the darker bands consist of
granoblastic aggregates of biotite, quartz and felspar. In some specimens such as 50/374
from the river Ladooru muscovite is intimately associated with the biotite. Apart from
the banding in these rocks foliation is often expressed by orientated biotite flakes. In
thin section the rocks are seen to be composed of biotite, quartz and felspar. Accessories
include muscovite, apatite and iron ore. Turbid twinned oligoclase is subordinate to
microcline, the latter often displaying a replacive relationship towards the plagioclase.
Muscovite is common in specimen 50/375, while in other specimens ragged flakes of
muscovite are a product of replacement of the potash felspar. The biotite varies from
yellow-brown to dirty green, is flaky or tabular in habit and exhibits strong pleochroism.
The quartz occurs in irregular grains of variable size and is frequently replaced by
microcline.

(b) Migmatites

A zone of intense migrnatization coinciding with a structural culmination occurs
about six miles due south of Naigara. The rocks in this area grade from typical grani-
tized biotite-rich gneisses in which foliation is evident into rocks in which the fabric is
almost obliterated. They differ from the granitoid gneisses in being more coarsely and
distinctly injected lit par lit by granitic lenses, while in some sections soaking and
permeation by granitic sheets is evident, many sub-parallel to the original foliation.
Contorted and wavy foliation is common, indicating some degree of plasticity during
the metamorphic history of this part of the area. Porphyroblasts and knots of felspar
are present in the pink leucocratic bands and thin, ill-defined biotite streaks are more
common than in the banded granitized gneisses. Other areas of migmatized rock are to
be found within the granitized gneisses, typical exposures of which are seen in the river
Orngaeenet particularly east of the Naigara track crossing. Here interesting minor
structures are present which are described in the structural section of this report.

Linear structures are not clearly visible in hand-specimen; foliation, however, is
marked by the segregation of the darker constituents.

(c) Granitoid Gneisses

Granitoid gneisses form few outcrops in the 'area and are restricted to a few
bands within the granitized rocks of the south-western part of the area. A number of
low but prominent ribs outcrop near the river Olodoaale, south of Naigara and a small
band was mapped on the eastern bank of the river Parkereiya in the south-west. The
last-named band is not shown on the coloured geological map.

These granitoid gneisses representing highly granitized biotite gneisses are mediurn-
grained pink rocks with a weakly gneissose texture emphasized by mica flakes and
elongated quartz grains. In thin sections (specimens 50/376, from the river Parkereiya) the
rocks show a xenoblastic texture consisting of oligoclase, microcline, quartz and biotite.
The microcline predominates over the plagioclase which it partly replaces, while pools
of quartz are frequently enclosed within both felspars. Replacement of oligoclase by
small, irregular flakes of muscovite is also seen. Both felspars are cloudy though the
plagioclase is more so due to alteration products that include sericite. Quartz is present
in clear, irregular-shaped crystals occasionally rep1acing the felspar along crystal
margins. Small elongated flakes of dark greenish-brown biotite are scattered through the
rock exhibiting a preferred orientation parallel to the larger grains in the thin section.
Magnetite is accessory.
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in thin sections of these rocks. In rocks of semi-pelitic origin, hornblende is an essential
constituent and is present in variable proportions in different rocks along the course of
the river Orngaeenet and its tributaries. Rare crystals and nodules of a green mangano-
apatite are present in particular south of Naigara.

In hand-specimen the granitized gneisses are characteristically xenoblastic and
roughly banded. The light bands in specimen 50/375 from Ntaragua are composed of
a mixture of felspar and elongated quartz grains and the darker bands consist of
granoblastic aggregates of biotite, quartz and felspar. In some specimens such as 50/374
from the river Ladooru muscovite is intimately associated with the biotite. Apart from
the banding in these rocks foliation is often expressed by orientated biotite flakes. In
thin section the rocks are seen to be composed of biotite, quartz and felspar. Accessories
include muscovite, apatite and iron ore. Turbid twinned oligoclase is subordinate to
microcline, the latter often displaying a replacive relationship towards the plagioclase.
Muscovite is common in specimen 50/375, while in other specimens ragged flakes of
muscovite are a product of replacement of the potash felspar. The biotite varies from
yellow-brown to dirty green, is flaky or tabular in habit and exhibits strong pleochroism.
The quartz occurs in irregular grains of variable size and is frequently replaced by
microcline.

(b) Migmatites

A zone of intense migrnatization coinciding with a structural culmination occurs
about six miles due south of Naigara. The rocks in this area grade from typical grani-
tized biotite-rich gneisses in which foliation is evident into rocks in which the fabric is
almost obliterated. They differ from the granitoid gneisses in being more coarsely and
distinctly injected lit par lit by granitic lenses, while in some sections soaking and
permeation by granitic sheets is evident, many sub-parallel to the original foliation.
Contorted and wavy foliation is common, indicating some degree of plasticity during
the metamorphic history of this part of the area. Porphyroblasts and knots of felspar
are present in the pink leucocratic bands and thin, ill-defined biotite streaks are more
common than in the banded granitized gneisses. Other areas of migmatized rock are to
be found within the granitized gneisses, typical exposures of which are seen in the river
Orngaeenet particularly east of the Naigara track crossing. Here interesting minor
structures are present which are described in the structural section of this report.

Linear structures are not clearly visible in hand-specimen; foliation, however, is
marked by the segregation of the darker constituents.

(c) Granitoid Gneisses

Granitoid gneisses form few outcrops in the 'area and are restricted to a few
bands within the granitized rocks of the south-western part of the area. A number of
low but prominent ribs outcrop near the river Olodoaale, south of Naigara and a small
band was mapped on the eastern bank of the river Parkereiya in the south-west. The
last-named band is not shown on the coloured geological map.

These granitoid gneisses representing highly granitized biotite gneisses are mediurn-
grained pink rocks with a weakly gneissose texture emphasized by mica flakes and
elongated quartz grains. In thin sections (specimens 50/376, from the river Parkereiya) the
rocks show a xenoblastic texture consisting of oligoclase, microcline, quartz and biotite.
The microcline predominates over the plagioclase which it partly replaces, while pools
of quartz are frequently enclosed within both felspars. Replacement of oligoclase by
small, irregular flakes of muscovite is also seen. Both felspars are cloudy though the
plagioclase is more so due to alteration products that include sericite. Quartz is present
in clear, irregular-shaped crystals occasionally rep1acing the felspar along crystal
margins. Small elongated flakes of dark greenish-brown biotite are scattered through the
rock exhibiting a preferred orientation parallel to the larger grains in the thin section.
Magnetite is accessory.
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in thin sections of these rocks. In rocks of semi-pelitic origin. hornblende is an essential
constituent and is present in variable proportions in difierent rocks along the course of
the river Orngaeenet and its tributaries. Rare crystals and nodules of a green mangane—
apatite are present in particular south of Naigara.

In hand-specimen the granitized gneisses are characteristically xenoblastic and
roughly banded. The light bands in specimen 50/375 from Ntaragua are composed of
a mixture of l‘elspar and elongated quartz grains and the darker bands consist of
granoblastic aggregates of biotite. quartz and felspar, In some specimens such as 501/374
from the river Ladooru muscoyite is intimately associated with the biotite. Apart from
the banding in these rocks foliation is often CX’prCsSCd by orientated biotite. flakes. In
thin section the rocks are seen to be composed of biotite‘ quartz and felspar. Accessories
include muscoyite. apatite and iron ore. Turbid twinned oligoclase is subordinate to
microcline. the latter often displaying a replacive relationship towards the plagioclaset
Muscovite is common in specimen 50.1375, while in other specimens ragged flakes of
muscovite are a product of replacement of the potash felspar. The biotite varies from
yellow-brown to dirty green. is flaky or tabular in habit and exhibits strong pleochroism.
The quartz occurs in irregular grains of variable siZe and is frequently replaced by
microcline.

(b) Aligmrltitei‘

A zone of intense migmatization coinciding with a structural culmination occurs
about six miles due south of Naigara. The rocks in this area grade from typical grani-
tized biotite—rich gneisses in which foliation is evident into rocks in which the fabric is
almost obliterated. They differ from the granitoid gneisses in being more coarsely and
distinctly injected {it par 11'! by granitic lenses, while in some sections soaking and
permeation by granitic sheets is evident, many sub-parallel to the original foliation.
Contorted and wavy foliation is common, indicating some degree of plasticity during
the metamorphic history of this part of the area. Porphyroblasts and knots of felspar
are present in the pink leucocratic bands and thin‘ ill—defined biotite streaks are more
common than in the banded granitized gneisses Other areas of migmatizcd rock are to
be found within the granitized gneisses. typical exposures of which are seen in the river
Orngaeenet particularly east of the Naigara track crossing. Here interesting minor
structures are present which are described in the structural section of this report.

Linear structures are not clearly visible in hand-specimen: foliation‘ however. is
marked by the segregation of the darker constituents.

((1) Cranitoid Gneisxes
Granitoid gneisses form few outcrops in the area and are restricted to a few

bands within the granitized rocks of the south-western part of the area. A number of
low but prominent ribs outcrop near the river Olodoaalc. south of Naigara and a small
band was mapped on the eastern bank of the riyer Parkereiya in the south—west. The
last-named band is not shown on the coloured geological map.

These granitoid gneisses representing highly granitized biotite gneisses are medium-
grained pink rocks with a weakly gneissose texture emphasized by mica flakes and
elongated quartz grains. in thin sections (specimens 503376. from the river Parkereiya') the
rocks show a xenoblastic texture consisting of oligoclase. microcline, quartz and biotite.
The microcline predominates over the plagioclase which it partly replaces, while pools
of quartz are frequently enclosed within both felSpars. Replacement of oligoclase by
small. irregular flakes of muscoyite is also seen. Both felspars are cloudy though the
plagioclase is more so due to alteration products that include sericite. Quartz is present
in clear. irregular-shaped crystals occasionally replacing the felspar along crystal
margins. Small elongated flakes of dark greenish—brown biotite are scattered through the
rock exhibiting a preferred orientation parallel to the larger grains in the thin section
Magnetite is accessory.
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(d) Felspar Porphyroblast and Augen Gneisses

These rocks are developed locally east and north of N arosura and on the western
border near Olosolan. Other examples were mapped in the river Ladooru. Near
Olosolan they represent the northerly extension of the granitized area already described.
The gneisses resemble the biotite-rich rocks in the same localities but contain white or
pink felspar augen and porphyroblasts that give the rocks a distinctive appearance.
The augen which are variably white or pink are usually small but in the river Orido
the flaggy gneisses contain crystals as large as one inch across. They are strongly foliated
rocks and are conspicuous in this locality where they form sharp ribs striking across
the river, alternating and grading rapidly into more fissile biotite gneisses containing
small augen. The groundmass of the gneisses look similar to those of the biotite
gneisses, a granoblastic mosaic of quartz, twinned oligoclase and flakes of biotite. Both
oligoclase and micro cline are pI1esent the latter forming pink porphyroblasts and augen
as in specimen 50/368 from the river Orido.

At Narosura granitic material has invaded the rocks in a zone in which lit par lit
injections and discrete dykes and lenses have locally granitized the biotite gneisses.
The porphyroblasts of felspar in these rocks tend to be white rather than pink. Some
were identified as oligoclase.

(6) PEGMATITES

Pegmatites and associated aplites are common in the' area but are more frequently
seen in the rocks outcropping west of the Loita Hills, where they are developed in a
zone of granitized biotite gneisses and migmatites. Elsewhere they have invaded augen
and porphyroblastic gneisses in the area north-west of Olosolan and north and east of
Narosura.

The pegmatites form concordant lit par lit injections, lenticular bodies or cross-
cutting dykes and are conspicuous in the area bounded by the Naigara-Morijo track
and the Ririjoshoro ridge to the west. Here a centre of intense granitization contains
migmatitic rocks with accompanying pegmatites many of which are composed of large,
pink, potash felspars. Typical specimens are represented by 50/361 from four miles
south of Naigara where felspathic pegmatites form cross-cutting bodies in kyanite
schists. A number of other occurrences are seen on the Naigara-Morijo track south of
the river Olkejuasur. Outcrops in the river Ladooru show numerous rock pavements
invaded by cross-cutting pegmatitic intrusions with felspathic segregations. Magnetite,
ilmenite and occasionally mica are developed in the pegmatites. Tourmaline is very
characteristic of the area and though most is developed in quartzites and pelitic schists
the mineral is also found in quartz pegmatites in the Naigara area.

(7) METAMORPHISM

The Basement System rocks in the Loita Hills area have been subject to intense
regional metamorphism of the highest grade, probably accomplished after more than
one period of orogenesis. The rocks are considered to be altered sediments that originally
consisted of sandstones, grits and greywackes with interbedded shales and marls.
Limestones were not involved in the processes and no evidence was found to suggest
the presence of volcanic rocks, though some plagioclase amphibo1ites and associated
amphibole schists may represent thin dykes or sills.

During metamorphism alumina-rich sediments are the most sensitive to change
and in the present area metamorphosed argillaceous rocks were mapped where they are
interstratified with quartzites and other rocks that show little response to metamorphism
apart from recrystallization. The schists are characterized by the presence of kyanite
and sillimanite and more rarely andalusite. All rocks are considered to fall into the
kyanite-muscovite sub-facies of the amphibolite facies (Francis, 1956, p. 360). Kyanite,
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sillimanite and garnet have developed in pelitic rocks now characterized by muscovite
anc;l biotite schists, and these schists indicate less alumina rather than a different grade
of metamorphism. The presence of common muscovite is in no way connected with the
formation of the alumino-silicates but indicates an assemblage in which these minerals
are in equilibrium.

Typical mineral assemblages in rocks of pelitic origin include:-

plagioclase-garnet -muscovite- biotite-quartz

plagioclase-muscovite-biotite-quartz

kyanite-plagioclase-garnet -muscovite-biotite-quartz

kyanite-sillimanite-plagioclase-garnet -muscovite-biotite-quartz
sillimanite-plagioclase-garnet-biotite-quartz.

The distribution of alumino-silicates throughout the area, albeit in rocks of similar
lithological type, indicates that the original composition of the rocks has exercised the
principal control during metamorphism and that physical conditions although important
were not primarily responsible. They appear to bear no relation to structural features.
Kyanite is more typical of these high-grade assemblages, however, and its presence
suggests that stress was a prevailing factor during metamorphism. There is little or no
progressive increase in the intensity of metamorphism while the distribution of kyanite
gives no reason for believing that load was an important factor. Sillimanite-muscovite
is a stable assemblage in the area while the sillimanite-potash assemblage recorded by
Wyckoff (1952, p. 49) is not recognized. The interesting feature is the persistence of
kyanite in those rocks in which sillimanite is abundant. Wyckoff (op. cit., p. 50) considers
that rocks containing both minerals represents a state of disequilibrium, though a study
of kyanite-sillimanite stability diagrams indicates that it is possible for the two minerals
to occur together in equilibrium, a feature common in many of the pelitic gneisses and
schists in Kenya. Fmncis (op. dt., p. 364) cites a number of localities at which combin-
ations of alumino~silicates occur. In the present area both kyanite and sillimanite and
kyanite-andalusite combinations are present without any evidence of replacement, while
pseudomorphs occurring within a few miles of one another suggest that crystallization
took place under temperature-pressure conditions corresponding closely to point "a" on
the diagram illustrated by Clifford (1958, p. 341). Although kyanite is the characteristic
alumino-silicate in the rocks of the present area, slight variations in the temperature-
pressure conditions during metamorphism would influence the production of andalusite
and sillimanite. It is important to note that those rocks containing andalusite, which
would normally correspond to slightly lower grades of metamorphism, are high in the
stratigraphic sequence in the area, sillimanite-bearing rocks, however, occur within
an area of great structural complexity where conditions are most likely to favour the
growth of minerals developed during periods of high-grade metamorphism. The lack of
sillimanite faserkiesel (which in Kenya frequently develop in areas of granitization and
migmatization) and the absence of 'any alteration of alumino-silicates to muscovite,
suggest that sillimanite did not develop as a result of metasomatic action. Pelitic rocks
show little response to granitization and it is possible that the high-grade minerals did
not develop until a late orogenic episode following a period of granitization that
contributed to the heat of metamorphism and probably the formation of sillimanite. The
sillimanite was produced at a later stage than the kyanite, due to the influence of
migrating solutions during migmatization. Under these conditions Watson (1948, p. 161)
considers that it is undesirable to use the minerals as an index of grade of regional
metamorphism.

Further it is unlikely that any important change in chemical composition of the
original sediments has taken place except for the introduction of boron and potash,
though water must have been removed from pelitic sediments during metamorphism.
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(a) Kaolinized mnscovite schists from Usnbngo. The rock consists of multi-
coloured bands of clay-like material.

(b) Ripple-marks in quartzite south of Lengitoto.
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(c) Ripple-marks in Kelspathic quartzite from Runai.
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PLATE II
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(a) Lengitoto trachytes forming Kipnrses and Naitiami overlie tilted Kirikiti basalts of Kishalduga.
The trachytes have been down-faulted and underlie the plain in the foreground.
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(b) The Nguruman escarpment at about latitude l' 40' S. looking south. A fault passes along the
base of the face of the quartzite hills that form the escarpment while to the east the Kirikiti
platform forms a marked step on which lie Kirikiti basalts that outcrop in the middle-distance.
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PLATE III

(a) 01 Doinyo Sambn and part of the Ngnruman escarpment. The photo was taken from near the
Pagasi river, outcrops of Pagasi beds occurring in the foreground.
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(b) 01 Doinyo Sambu from the northern end of Lake Natron. This Pleistocene volcano has been
bisected by faulting. In the foreground are alkaline springs.
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PLATE IV

Isoclinally folded migmatitic gneisses in the river Lepolosie,
south-west of Naigara.
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PLATE IV

Isoclinally folded migmatitic gneisses in the river Lepolosie,
south-west of Naigara.
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PLATE V

(a) Fissile muscovite schists in the river Rimeregele, three miles south of
Naigara.

(b) Crumpled biotite gneisses in the river Lekuruki, north-west of Naigara.
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PLATE V

(a) Fissile muscovite schists in the river Rimeregele, three miles south of
Naigara.

(b) Crumpled biotite gneisses in the river Lekuruki, north-west of Naigara.
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PLATE VI

The Nguruman escarpment from the northern end of Lake Natron. Volcanic rocks of 01 Doinyo
Sambu overlie the Basement System rocks exposed in the escarpment (in the background).

PLATE VI

The Nguruman escarpment from the northern end of Lake Natron. Volcanic rocks of 01 Doinyo
Sambu overlie the Basement System rocks exposed in the escarpment (in the background).
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PLATE VII

The Nguruman escarpment from the Magadi area. The lower part of the escarpment is composed of Tertiary and Pleistocene
volcanic rocks that rest against highly folded Basement System gneisses and quartzites exposed in the upper part of the escarp-
ment. The even summit level of the Loita hills represents the end- Cretaceous bevel, the lower sub-Miocene bevel being represented

by the spurs to the north and south of the main hill mass.
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PLATE VIII

....

(a) The Loita Hills from Olibeshet. The break
in the range of hills is due to erosion along
the Morijo faults.

(b) Truncated spurs on the Nguruman escarp-
ment north of 01 Doinyo Sam bu.

-"

(c) Highly folded quartzites plunging to the north
on the Nguruman escarpment at Kilalafi. The
folds plunge from left to right in the photo-
graph and simulate dipping strata.
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(a) The Loita Hills from Olibeshet. The break
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. Granitization and lit par lit injections have been confined mainly to the south-
western part of the area. Local areas of intense migmatization where evidence of plastic
deformation was common were noted mainly south of Naigara. Alkali metasomatism
accompanied the period of granitization and maximum migmatization, when rocks
were permeated and veined. In thin sections this alteration is indicated by the intro-
duction of potash felspar, chiefly microcline. This felspar displays a replacive relation-
ship towards quartz and plagioclase which it embays, while isolated blebs of quartz and
the occasional islands of myrmekite within potash felspar represent late-stage replace-
ment by microcline. During the replacement not all the quartz was resorbed. The
northern and eastern boundaries of the zone of granitization is marked by djscrete
injections and the development of augen and porphyroblasts of felspar in schistose rocks.
A second area of permeated rocks occurs near Narosura.

The period of granitization was accompanied by a phase of boron metasomatism
leading to the widespread crystallization of tourmaline. It has been shown that argillaceous
sediments can contain sufficient boron to account for the presence of tourmaline in the
metamorphic derivatives of these rocks (Turner, 1948, p. 127) and much of the tourma-
line in the pelitic schists of the area can probably be attributed to the boron content of
the parent rock. Many of the quartzites, however, contain small pockets of tourmaline
which must. be attributed to pegmatitic bodies associated with granitization.

2. Tertiary

Estimation of the age relationship of lavas and terrestrial deposits can be based
on physiographic evidence, on their relationship to the sub-Miocene peneplain and to
the overlying Pleistocene lavas, and on their association with younger rift faulting.
Other evidence may be derived from neighbouring areas and in particular with the
areas to the east (viz. Baker, 1958 and Ma.theson, 1965). The rocks of Tertiary age may
be classified in the following ch!onological order:-

Pliocene

f
Kirikiti Basalts.

Melanephelinites, olivine melanephelinites, ankaratrites

land nephelinites of Kishalduga, Olomboneg, and
Olduratolekarkoyo.

{Gravels, mudstones, clays and calcareous deposits
overlying the sub-Miocene peneplain.

Gravels, mudstones, tuffs.

Miocene

Early Tertiary

(1) TERRESTRIAL DEPOSITS

A number of separate deposits distributed throughout the western part of the
area are considered to be of Tertiary age. Most of these are bedded gravels and orange-
brown clays with gravels, that are exposed in stream sections and on interfluves in the
Naigara area. The gravels probably represent hill-wash and alluvial fans that accumu-
lated on the sub-Miocene peneplain and against the western slopes of the Loita Hills.
In some sections over 30 ft. of conglomerates and gravels with sands are exposed in
vertical-sided gullies, the deposits thinning and becoming less coarse towards the west.
The finest material is represented by overlying iron-stained clays with gravels which
are patchily developed over a wide area. Comparable in age are similar deposits exposed
in the valleys of the rivers Orido, Lemisikio and Lekuruki, north of Olosolan, where the
maximum thicknesses are slightly in excess of 15 ft. Grey, gravelly mudstones and
calcareous soils occur with the gravels in the river Lekuruki, while thin kunkar sheets
and calcareous deposits are exposed on the western bank of the river Idepes, south-
west of Naigara. Bedded deposits of volcanic origin which are exposed in stream sections
north of 01 Doinyo Loisekin in the north-western corner of the area, and boulders of
grey tuff overlying iron-stained clays and gravels at 01 Doinyo Lemujai are ascribed to
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2. Tertiary

Estimation of the age relationship of lavas and terrestrial deposits can be based
on physiographic evidence, on their relationship to the sub—Miocene peneplain and to
the overlying Pleistocene lavas, and on their association with younger rift faulting.
Other evidence may be derived from neighbouring areas and in particular with the
areas to the east (viz. Baker, 1958 and Matheson, 1965'}. The rocks of Tertiary age may
be classified in the following chronological order:-

Plioccnc Kirikiti Basalts.

4 Melanephelinites, olivine melanephelinites. ankaratrites
|and nephelinites of 'Kishalduga, Olomboneg, and
lyOlduratolekarkoyo.

Miocene Gravcls. mudstones, clays and calcareous deposits
overly-mg the Sub-Miocene peneplain.

Early Tertiary Gravels, mudstones, toils.

(l) 'I'ERRESTRIAI. DEPOSITS

A number of separate deposits distributed throughout the western part of the
area are considered to be of Tertiary age. Most of these are bedded gravels and orange—
brown clays with gravels, that are exposed in stream sections and on interfluves in the
Naigara area. The gravels probably represent hill—wash and alluvial fans that accumu-
lated on the sub-Miocene peneplain and against. the western slopes of the Loita Hills.
in some sections over 30 ft. of conglomerates and gravels with sands are exposed in
vertical-sided gullies. the deposits thinning and becoming less coarse towards the west.
The finest material is represented by overlying iron—stained clays with gravels which
are patchily developed over a wide area. Comparable in age are similar deposits exposed
in the valleys of the rivers Orido, Lemisikio and Lekuruki, north of Olosolan, where the
maximum thicknesses are slightly in excess of 15 ft. Grey, gravelly mudstones and
calcareous soils occur with the gravels in the river Lekuruki. while thin kunkar sheets
and calcareous deposits are exposed on the western bank of the river Idepes, south—
west of Naigara. Bedded deposits of volcanic origin which are exposed in stream sections
north of 01 Doinyo LoiSekin in the north-Western corner of the area, and boulders of
grey tulI overlying iron-stained clays and gravels at 0] Doinyo Lemujai are ascribed to
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about the same age. The volcanic origin of these deposits suggests that they were formed
at the same time as the tuffs of the Narosura area, which are brown gravels and tuffs
containing numerous rounded pumice fragments probably bid down in shallow water
on the sub-Miocene peneplain.

Other deposits of Tertiary age were mapped in the 01 Mesutie area where they
are exposed in the upper reaches of many streams near the Tanganyika border at llgeri
and seven miles south-west, in the river Olonkoiirienito. All the deposits are iron-
stained indurated or semi-indurated gravels believed to have accumulated on bevels of
Tertiary age. An early Tertiary deposit is probably represented by sediments exposed
in a stream section at Osarara, on Usubugo, where bleached gravels overlying grey tuff
rest on clayey gravels and coarse-grained mudstones. The deposits were probably laid
down in a shallow lake as the mudstones display evidence of slumping. It is interesting
to note that the mica schists in this area are highly altered and now represented by
banded kaolin deposits. In the physiography section it was suggested that the deposits
were formed on the end-Cretaceous peneplain, and it seems likely that deposition of
the sediments and alteration of the mica schists took place in a lake that occupied a
shallow valley formed during the early Tertiary period. Laterized gravels overlying
Basement System schists at Lereteti, near Naigara, are considered to be of the same age.

(2) MELANEPHELINITES, OLIVINE MELANEPHELINITES, ANKARATRITES AND NEPHELINITES

Melanephelinites and olivine melanephelinites form a large proportion of the
volcanic rocks in the north-eastern comer of the area where they overlie the sub-
Miocene pe~plain. These are highly eroded, gently tilted lava-flows erupted either
from fissures or vents now concealed. A conical peak, situated three and a half miles
south-east of Kishalduga and composed of melanephelinite, the weathered surface of
which is strewn with small calcareous concretions, may represent the site of one of the
old vents. Other vents may include those at Loisiumurto from which later lavas were
extruded, an agglomerate cone, now exposed at the base of the lavas in the Narosura
river near the eastern border of the area, and a well-preserved cone three miles east of
Kipurses in the area to the east of the present one. The flows, forming a succession
nearly 900 ft. thick, vary in thickness and have been worn back by denudation along the
junctions of contiguous flows. The hard, relatively unaltered portions of the flows
stand up as a steep slope at the back of each short terrace, a feature clearly visible on
aerial photographs. Most of the flows are traceable for long distances and are seen to
pass into the area to the north. Of the three principal lavas which were mapped on
Kishalduga, the lower one is separated from the others by agglomerates and tuff beds,
and is characteristic of the melanephelinites here, forming the greater part of the
volcanic outcrop, occurring north and south of the Narosura river. Nearly 800 ft. of
lower melanephe1inites were measured and it can only be presumed that this represents a
number of individual flows.

The characteristic lava type is a dense, black rock occasionally vesicular and
markedly porphyritic, containing abundant pyroxene phenocrysts ranging up to 4 mm.
in length that are conspicuous on weathered surfaces. The idiomorphic pyroxene is a
pale-brown nearly colourless variety, exhibiting strong zoning and twinning. Inclusions
of ore grains are common and are frequently confined to the rims of the phenocrysts.
The matrix in specimen 50/298 from Kishalduga consists of prisms of augite and
irregular grains of magnetite set in a brown, interstitial partly isotropic base, composed
of nepheline and analcime. A little olivine showing alteration to antigorite is present and
rare laths of felspar were determined as calcic labradorite (An66).

The upper flows of olivine melanephelinite on Kishalduga are similar but not so
fine-grained and contain a greater proportion of nepheline and euhedral olivine, the
latter mineral being conspicuous in the hand-specimen of 50/297. The olivines are clear
green crystals and frequently show alteration to "iddingsite". In specimen 50/296 the
augite phenocrysts are long prismatic crystals with a crude preferred orientation (Fig. 5).
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Melanephelinites and olivine melanephelinites form a large proportion of the
volcanic rocks in the north~eastern corner of the area where they overlie the sub—
Miocene penepiain. These are highly eroded, gently tilted lava-flows erupted either
from fissures or vents now concealed. A conical peak, situated three and a half miles
south~east of Kishalduga and composed of melanephelinite, the weathered surface of
which is strewn with small calcareous concretions, may represent the site of one of the
old vents. Other vents may include those at Loisiumurto from which later lavas were
extruded, an agglomerate cone. now exposed at the base of the lavas in the Narosura
river near the eastern border of the area. and a well-preserved cone three miles east of
Kipurses in the area to the east of the present one. The flows. forming a succession
nearly 900 ft. thick, vary in thickness and have been worn back by denudation along the
junctions of contiguous flows. The hard, relatively unaltered portions of the flows
stand up as a steep slope at the back of each short terrace‘ a feature clearly visible on
aerial photographs. Most of the flows are traceable for long distances and are seen to
pass into the area to the north. Of the three principal lavas which were mapped on
Kishalduga, the lower one is separated from the others by agglomerates and tuff beds,
and is characteristic of the melanephelinites here, forming the greater part of the
volcanic outcrop. occurring north and south of the Narosura river. Nearly 800 ft. of
lower melanephelinites were measured and it can only be presumed that this represents a
number of individual flows.

The characteristic lava type is a dense. black rock occasionally vesicular and
markedly porphyritic. containing abundant pyroxene phenocrysts ranging up to 4 mm.
in length that are conspicuous on weathered surfaces. The idiomorphic pyroxene is a
pale-brown nearly colourless variety. exhibiting strong zoning and twinning. Inclusions
of ore grains are common and are frequently confined to the rims of the phenocrysts.
The matrix in Specimen 50.:‘298 from Kishalduga consists of prisms of augite and
irregular grains of magnetite set in a brown. interstitial partly isotropic base. composed
of nepheline and an alcime. A little olivine showing alteration to antigorite is present and
rare laths of felspar Were determined as calcic labradoritc (Anw).

The upper flows of olivine melanephelinite on Kishalduga are similar but not so
fine-grained and contain a greater proportion of nepheline and euhedral olivine, the
latter mineral being conspicuous in the hand—specimen of 50,5297. The olivines are clear
green crystals and frequently show alteration to "'iddingsite". In specimen 50,5296 the
augite phenocrysts are long prismatic crystals with a crude preferred orientation (Fig. 5}.
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These rocks also differ from the lower lavas in that they are more vesicnlar and
contain zeolites.
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Fig. 5-Microscope drawings of thin sections of Tertiary and Pleistocene volcanic rocks.
(a) 50/296, melanephelinite from Kishalduga. A porphyritic rock containing pheno-

crysts of augite, crudely orientated, in a holocrystalline grouudmass containing
olivine and nepheline.

(b) 50/295, olivine melanephelinite from a vent at Loisiumurto. A porphyritic,
nepheline-rich lava containing phenocrysts of olivine and augite.

(c) 50/271, ignimbrite from Goitigo. Phenocrysts of feIspar exhibiting lIuidal
texture in a matrix of glass shards.

...

Ankaratrite (biotite-olivine melanephelinite) forms the summit of Olomboneg in
the south-eastern corner of the area, where a lava flow 50 ft. thick overlies Basement
System quattzites. A second patch of anka:ratritic lava outcrops at Olduratolekarkoyo,
two miles north-west of Olomboneg. These lavas are likely to be equivalent in age to
the melanephelinites of Kishalduga which are considered to be older than the Kirikiti
Basalts. The ankaratrite lava is more coarsely-grained than the melanephelinites of
Kishalduga and contains abundant, closely-packed augite phenocrysts set in a holo-
crystalline matrix, with olivine crystals that are transformed to iddingsite and serpentine.
Orange-brown to yellow-brown biotite frequently forms a discontinuous outer zone
round the pseudomorphs. The augites form idiomorphic prisms frequently dispmying
ragged, magnetite-rich edges that locally enclose parts of the groundmass. Abundant
pyroxene prisms in the groundmass are pale-brown and in parts of the rock show
distinctive zoning, the pyroxene being rimmed by green aegirine or aegirine-augite.
Specimen 57/4 from Olduratolekarkoyo is notable for the presence of anhedral to sub-
hedral nepheline with a refractive index near 1.54. Frequently the nepheline assumes a
poikilitic habit enclosing pyroxene and ore, indicating its early crystallization. Orange-
brown biotite, markedly pleochroic, occurs in numerous ragged patches throughout the
groundmass. The mica which is fresh and clear, encloses both pyroxene and ore indicat-
ing the primary nature of this mineral. Small vesicles of 57/4 contain zeolites one of
which was identified as chabazite. An analysis of an ankaratrite, 51/731, from the base
of the Nguruman Escarpment at the river Oloibortoto and similar to the Olomboneg
rock is quoted on page 37.
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These rocks also differ from the lower lavas in that they are more vesicnlar and
contain zeolites.
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Fig. 5-Microscope drawings of thin sections of Tertiary and Pleistocene volcanic rocks.
(a) 50/296, melanephelinite from Kishalduga. A porphyritic rock containing pheno-

crysts of augite, crudely orientated, in a holocrystalline grouudmass containing
olivine and nepheline.

(b) 50/295, olivine melanephelinite from a vent at Loisiumurto. A porphyritic,
nepheline-rich lava containing phenocrysts of olivine and augite.

(c) 50/271, ignimbrite from Goitigo. Phenocrysts of feIspar exhibiting lIuidal
texture in a matrix of glass shards.

...

Ankaratrite (biotite-olivine melanephelinite) forms the summit of Olomboneg in
the south-eastern corner of the area, where a lava flow 50 ft. thick overlies Basement
System quattzites. A second patch of anka:ratritic lava outcrops at Olduratolekarkoyo,
two miles north-west of Olomboneg. These lavas are likely to be equivalent in age to
the melanephelinites of Kishalduga which are considered to be older than the Kirikiti
Basalts. The ankaratrite lava is more coarsely-grained than the melanephelinites of
Kishalduga and contains abundant, closely-packed augite phenocrysts set in a holo-
crystalline matrix, with olivine crystals that are transformed to iddingsite and serpentine.
Orange-brown to yellow-brown biotite frequently forms a discontinuous outer zone
round the pseudomorphs. The augites form idiomorphic prisms frequently dispmying
ragged, magnetite-rich edges that locally enclose parts of the groundmass. Abundant
pyroxene prisms in the groundmass are pale-brown and in parts of the rock show
distinctive zoning, the pyroxene being rimmed by green aegirine or aegirine-augite.
Specimen 57/4 from Olduratolekarkoyo is notable for the presence of anhedral to sub-
hedral nepheline with a refractive index near 1.54. Frequently the nepheline assumes a
poikilitic habit enclosing pyroxene and ore, indicating its early crystallization. Orange-
brown biotite, markedly pleochroic, occurs in numerous ragged patches throughout the
groundmass. The mica which is fresh and clear, encloses both pyroxene and ore indicat-
ing the primary nature of this mineral. Small vesicles of 57/4 contain zeolites one of
which was identified as chabazite. An analysis of an ankaratrite, 51/731, from the base
of the Nguruman Escarpment at the river Oloibortoto and similar to the Olomboneg
rock is quoted on page 37.
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These rocks also differ from the lower lavas in that they are more vesicular and
contain zeolites.
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Fig. 5—-}‘Iicroscope drawings of thin sections of Tertiary and Pleistocene volcanic rocks.
(a) 50,.”296, melanephelinite from Kishalduga. A porphyritic rack containing pheno-

crysts of augite. crudely orientated, in a holocrystalline groundmass containing
olivine and nepheline.

(b) 50.3295, olivine melanephelinitc from a vent at Loisinmurto. A porphyritic,
nepheline-rich lava containing phenocrysts of olivine and angite.

(6505271, ignimbrite from Goitigo. Phenocrysts of felspar exhibiting fluidal
texture in a matrix of glass shards.

Ankaratrite (biotite—olivinc melanephelinite) forms the summit of Oiomboneg in
the south—eastern corner of the area, Where a lava flow 50 ft. thick overlies Basement
System quartzites. A second patch of ankaratritic lava outcrops at Olduratolekarkoyo.
two miles north—west of Olomboneg. These lavas are likely to be equivalent in age to
the melanephelinites of Kishalduga which are considered to be older than the Kirikiti
Basalts. The ankaratritc lava is more coarsely-grained than the melanephelinites of
Kishalduga and contains- abundant. closely-packed augite phenocrysts set in a holo~
crystalline matrix, with olivine crystals that are transformed to iddingsite and serpentine.
Orange—brown to yellow—brown biotite frequently forms a discontinuous outer zone
round the pseudomorphs. The augites form idiomorphic prisms frequently displaying
ragged. magnetite~rich edges that locally enclose parts of the groundmass. Abundant
pyroxene prisms in the groundmass are pale-brown and in parts of the rock show
distinctive zoning. the pyroxene being rimmed by green aegirine or aegirine—augite.
Specimen 57/4 from Olduratolekarkoyo is notable for the presence of anhedral to sub-
hedral nepheline with a refractive index near 1.54. Frequently the nepheline assumes a
poikilitic habit enclosing pyroxene and ore. indicating its early crystallization. Orange—
brtiwn biotite. markedly pleoehroie. occurs in numerous ragged patches throughout the
groundmass. The mica which is fresh and clear. encloses both pyroxene and ore indicat-
ing the primary nature of this mineral. Small vesicles of 57M contain zeolites one of
which was identified as chabaxite. An analysis of an ankaratrite, 51,!731, from the base
of the Nguruman Escarpment at the river Oloibortoto and similar to the Olomboneg
rock is quoted on page 37.
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Underlying Pleistocene agglomerates in the bed of the ,river Saengatuny, one mile
north-east of Narosura, are outcrops of nephelinite that appear to form part of a dyke-
like intrusion into Basement System rocks. Exposures are poor and in some instances
consist only of rounded boulders. Outcrops of nephelinite similar to that described above
occur a few miles north-east of Narosura in the adjacent area to the north. The
nephelinite is a hard, dark, grey-green rock with abundant phenocrysts of nepheline up
to 1.5 cm. in length set in a dull, aphanitic matrix. The phenocrysts are usually vitreous
or greasy in 'appearance. Weathered surfaces are greenish with iron-stained hollows due
to the weathering out of the nepheline. In thin sections of specimen 50/276 from the
river Saengatuny, the phenocrysts are set in a fine-grained holocrystalline groundmass,
coloured green due to abundant pyroxene. The nepheline which occurs in stout tabular
crystals is marginally altered and dusty with inclusions. Rare laths of felspar, pale-
green aegirine-augite and a little orange-brown cossyrite are associated in the matrix,
together with tiny euhedra of nepheline and abundant grains of black iron ore.

(3) KIRIKITI BASALTS

Along the eastern border of the area, north of 01 Doinyo Sambu, a number of
basalt flows have been mapped and described by Baker (1958, pp. 16-18). These basalts
now rest against the lower part of an eroded fault scarp (Plate lIb) along which renewed
faulting took place leaving a basalt ledge sloping gently southwards beneath the pebble-
beds of Pagasi. Small boulders of vesicular basalt occurring about 100 yards east of the
Entasekera police post probably represent the eroded remains of a small outlier of
Kirikiti basalt that was extruded from the Entasekera fault.

The Kirikiti Basalts are thought to have been extruded from a number of north-
south vents and rest against a pre-existing fault scarp of Basement System rocks as
suggested by Baker (1958, p. 16). They were subsequently downfaulted and are now
seen overlying the Kirikiti platform and again forming the floor of the Rift Valley.
The author examined exposures of Kirikiti Basalt in sections exposed in the gorges of
the east-flowing rivers near the River Oloibortoto at localities just east of the eastern
border of the Loita Hills area. Faulted Kirikiti Basalts were seen to overlie sediments
including mudstones and fossiliferous limestones (containing a tooth of a crocodile),
that are probably Miocene or lower Pliocene in age. Miss Neilson (in Gregory, 1921,
p. 405) also describes Kirikiti-type bas'alts, collected by Gregory (Nos. 640 and 641), their
precise locality being unknown except that they were obtained from the Nguruman
escarpment, west of Magadi. An analysis of specimen GN 640, an alkali basalt, which
is re-quoted on page 37 is given by Campbell Smith (1931, p. 252).

(4) AGE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TERTIARY AND LOWER PLEISTOCENE
VOLCANIC ROCKS

The occurrence of highly eroded, westerly dipping melanephe1inites at Kishalduga
and relatively uneroded, horizontal Kirikiti Basalts of the north-western corner of the
Magadi area, separated by the Kipurses fault at Naitiami, suggests that the melane-
phelinites are older rocks. This is further supported by evidence to the south where
a thick succession of Kirikiti Basalts are seen to rest against an eroded fault-scarp
(Plate lIb) that formed as a result of north-south faulting prior to the extrusion of the
basalt. The basalts flooded the floor of the Rift Valley to a depth of more than] ,000 ft.
(Baker, 1958, p. 16) near the eastern border of the present area, thus concealing the
fault-zone. The melanephelinites overlie the easterly sloping sub-Miocene peneplain,
indicating that the formation of this part of the Rift Valley was preceded by warping
of the sub-Miocene bevel and the outpourings of alkaline lavas. A period of faulting
with the formation of the first major rift fault, possibly a branching fault, of which the
Naitiami fault is part, down-throwing melanephelinites and Basement System rocks to
the east, was followed by a period of erosion and the formation of what is now the
upper part of the Nguruman Escarpment. Eruption of the Kirikiti Basalts, the lavas
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or greasy in 'appearance. Weathered surfaces are greenish with iron-stained hollows due
to the weathering out of the nepheline. In thin sections of specimen 50/276 from the
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coloured green due to abundant pyroxene. The nepheline which occurs in stout tabular
crystals is marginally altered and dusty with inclusions. Rare laths of felspar, pale-
green aegirine-augite and a little orange-brown cossyrite are associated in the matrix,
together with tiny euhedra of nepheline and abundant grains of black iron ore.
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Along the eastern border of the area, north of 01 Doinyo Sambu, a number of
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now rest against the lower part of an eroded fault scarp (Plate lIb) along which renewed
faulting took place leaving a basalt ledge sloping gently southwards beneath the pebble-
beds of Pagasi. Small boulders of vesicular basalt occurring about 100 yards east of the
Entasekera police post probably represent the eroded remains of a small outlier of
Kirikiti basalt that was extruded from the Entasekera fault.

The Kirikiti Basalts are thought to have been extruded from a number of north-
south vents and rest against a pre-existing fault scarp of Basement System rocks as
suggested by Baker (1958, p. 16). They were subsequently downfaulted and are now
seen overlying the Kirikiti platform and again forming the floor of the Rift Valley.
The author examined exposures of Kirikiti Basalt in sections exposed in the gorges of
the east-flowing rivers near the River Oloibortoto at localities just east of the eastern
border of the Loita Hills area. Faulted Kirikiti Basalts were seen to overlie sediments
including mudstones and fossiliferous limestones (containing a tooth of a crocodile),
that are probably Miocene or lower Pliocene in age. Miss Neilson (in Gregory, 1921,
p. 405) also describes Kirikiti-type bas'alts, collected by Gregory (Nos. 640 and 641), their
precise locality being unknown except that they were obtained from the Nguruman
escarpment, west of Magadi. An analysis of specimen GN 640, an alkali basalt, which
is re-quoted on page 37 is given by Campbell Smith (1931, p. 252).

(4) AGE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TERTIARY AND LOWER PLEISTOCENE
VOLCANIC ROCKS

The occurrence of highly eroded, westerly dipping melanephe1inites at Kishalduga
and relatively uneroded, horizontal Kirikiti Basalts of the north-western corner of the
Magadi area, separated by the Kipurses fault at Naitiami, suggests that the melane-
phelinites are older rocks. This is further supported by evidence to the south where
a thick succession of Kirikiti Basalts are seen to rest against an eroded fault-scarp
(Plate lIb) that formed as a result of north-south faulting prior to the extrusion of the
basalt. The basalts flooded the floor of the Rift Valley to a depth of more than] ,000 ft.
(Baker, 1958, p. 16) near the eastern border of the present area, thus concealing the
fault-zone. The melanephelinites overlie the easterly sloping sub-Miocene peneplain,
indicating that the formation of this part of the Rift Valley was preceded by warping
of the sub-Miocene bevel and the outpourings of alkaline lavas. A period of faulting
with the formation of the first major rift fault, possibly a branching fault, of which the
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Underlying Pleistocene agglomerates in the bed of the river Saengatuny, one mile
north—east of Narosura, are outcrops of nephelinite that appear to form part of a dyke-
like intrusion into Basement System rocks. Exposures are poor and in some instances
consist only of rounded boulders. Outcrops of nephelinite similar to that described above
occur a few miles north—east of Narosura in the adjacent area to the north. The
nephelinite is a hard, dark. grey—green rock with abundant phenocrysts of nepheline up
to 1.5 cm. in length set in a dull. aphanitic matrix. The phenocrysts are usually vitreous
or greasy in appearance. Weathered surfaces are greenish with iron-stained hollows due
to the weathering out of the nepheline. In thin sections of specimen 505276 from the
river Saengatuny, the phenocrysts are set in a fine-grained holoerystalline groundmass,
coloured green due to abundant pyroxene. The nepheline which occurs in stout tabular
crystals is marginally altered and dusty with inclusions. Rare laths of felspar, pale-
green aegirine—augite and a little orange-brown cossyrite are associated in the matrix,
together with tiny euhedra of nepheline and abundant grains of black iron ore.

l3) KIRIKITI BASAL'I'S
Along the eastern border of the area, north of O] Doinyo Sambu, a number of

basalt flows have been mapped and described by Baker (1958, pp. 16-18). These basalts
now rest against the lower part of an eroded fault scarp (Plate Ilb) along which reneWed
faulting took place leaving a basalt ledge sloping gently southwards beneath the pebble—
beds of Pagasi. Small boulders of vesicular basalt occurring about 100 yards east of the
Entasekera police post probably represent the eroded remains of a small outlier of
Kirikiti basalt that was extruded from the Entasekera fault.

The Kirikiti Basalts are thought to have been extruded from a number of north—
south vents and rest against a pre-existing fault scarp of Basement System rocks as
suggested by Baker (1958, p. 16). They were subsequently downfaulted and are now
seen overlying the Kirikiti platform and again forming the floor of the Rift Valley.
The author examined exposures of Kirikiti Basalt in sections exposed in the gorges of
the east-flowing rivers near the River Oloibortoto at localities just east of the eastern
border of the Loita Hills area. Faulted Kirikiti Basalts were seen to overlie sediments
including mudstones and fossiliferous limestones (containing a tooth of a crocodile),
that are probably Miocene or lower Pliocene in age. Miss Neilson (in Gregory, 1921,
p. 405) also describes Kirikiti-type basalts. collected by Gregory (Nos. 640 and 64]), their
precise locality being unknown except that they were obtained from the Nguruman
escarpment. west of. Magadi. An analysis of specimen ON 640, an alkali basalt, which
is re-quoted on page 37 is given by Campbell Smith (193], p. 252).

[4i AGE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TERTIARY AND LOWER PIEISTOCENE
\i’OLc-us'ic ROCKS

The occurrence of highly eroded. westerly dipping melanephelinites at Kishalduga
and relatively uneroded. horizontal Kirikiti Basalts of the north—western corner of the
Magadi area, separated by the Kipurses fault at Naitiami. suggests that the melane—
phclinites are older rocks. This is further supported by evidence to the south where
a thick succession of Kirikiti Basalts are seen to rest against an eroded fault—scarp
(Plate llb) that formed as a result of north—south faulting prior to the extrusion of the
basalt. The basalts flooded the floor of the Rift Valley to a depth of more than 1000 ft.
(Baker, 1958. p. 16) near the eastern border of the present area, thus concealing the
fault—zone. The melancphelinites overlie the easterly sloping sub—Miocene pencplain,
indicating that the formation of this part of the Rift Valley was preceded by warping
of the stib—h-Tioeene bevel and the outpourings of alkaline lavas. A period of faulting
with the formation of the first major rift fault, possibly a branching fault. of which the
Naitiami fault is part. down—throwing melanephelinites and Basement System rocks to
the east. was followed by a period of erosion and the formation of What is now the
upper part of the Nguruman Escarpment. Eruption of the Kirikiti Basalts. the lavas
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flowing up against this pre-existing fault scarp, was followed by further erosion. The
relationships in the neighbouring and present areas between the melanephelinites and
Kirikiti Basalts suggests the basalts were never down-faulted from the top of the
Nguruman Escarpment and this is supported by the fact that there is no evidence of
faulting at the western edge of the basalt outcrops where excellent exposures are to be
seen in the river gorges such as the Oloibortoto. Here the lavas unconformably overlie
the Basement System rocks, the main fault zones being more than two miles east of the
eastern border of the Loita Hills area. During Pleistocene times the basalts in the north-
western corner of the Magadi area were covered by the Lengitoto Trachytes, probably
fissure eruptions from the Naitiami fault zone, to a maximum thickness of 500 ft. in
the present area. Baker (1958, p. 18) mapped about 50-100 ft. of trachyte on the Lengi-
toto Plateau thus suggesting that the lavas thinned eastwards. Renewed faulting then
took place along the Naitiami fault, followed by erosion and the subsequent develop-
ment of the Naitiami-Kipurses scarp. Erosion in Pleistocene to Recent times exposed
a succession (see Fig. 6) of melanephelinites overlain by Kirikiti Basalts which in turn
were overlain by trachytes to be seen in the Magadi area (Baker, 1958). The mela-
nephelinites of Kishalduga are, therefore, the possible equivalents of the 01 Keju Nero
Basalts (or possibly contemporaneous with the Olorgesailie Volcanic Series) which in
some instances are felspar-free rocks (op. cit., p. 16). The melanephelinites of the Leita
Hills area have therefore been assigned to the Miocene.

3. Pleistocene

The rocks of Pleistocene age are widely spread and include:-
Upper Pleistocene Lake Beds

J
OI Doinyo Sambu Volcanics

Middle Pleistocene Oli~ne ~elanephelinites of Loisiumurto
IgnImbntes

. l Tuffs
Lower Pleistocene

{Le

"
t t T h tto ngIo~ rac yes

Upper Pliocene Kunkar limestones
The ages of Lower and Upper Pleistocene are based mainly on evidence established

in the adjacent Magadi areas now confirmed in the Loita Hills area. Recent age deter-
minations made on alkali-trachytes from the Magadi area indicate ages of 0.8 to 1.7
million years. In that area the true thickness of trachytes is unknown and it cannot be
stated with any certainty where the Lengitoto Trachyte occurs within the succession,
though evidence suggests it forms part of the lower flows. No positive age, on the other
hand, can be given to rocks assigned to the Middle Pleistocene. The faulting that affected
the volcano of 01 Doinyo Sambu has been tentatively dated as Middle Pleistocene, while
the ignimbrites in the north-east corner of the area (that were extruded from vents at
Loisiumurto) partly fill a valley excavated since the outpourings of the Lengitoto
Trachytes. The alkaline lavas of Loisiumurto can possibly be correlated with similar
rocks at 01 Doinyo Sambu. It is of interest to note that veins of calcite and ngurumanite
have recently been discovered by the author and B. H. Baker in ankaratrites that are
considered to form part of the Kirikiti Basalts outcropping in a tributary of the Oloi-
bortoto river near the base of the Nguruman Escarpment in the Magadi area (Saggerson
and Williams, 1964, p. 41). These veins and the presence of alkaline rocks suggest a
close affinity and the possibility of alkaline plutonic rocks at depth in this part of the
Rift Valley. Alkaline rocks with carbonatites have recently been described from the
Rift Valley"

(1) KUNKAR LIMESTONES

Kunkar limestone is mainly confined to the. area between Entasekera and 01
Mesutie where it overlies terraces along the valleys of the Orkejulesai and its tributaries.
The terraces developed during end-Tertiary times and it is likely that the superficial
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nephelinites of Kishalduga are, therefore, the possible equivalents of the 01 Keju Nero
Basalts (or possibly contemporaneous with the Olorgesailie Volcanic Series) which in
some instances are felspar-free rocks (op. cit., p. 16). The melanephelinites of the Leita
Hills area have therefore been assigned to the Miocene.
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The ages of Lower and Upper Pleistocene are based mainly on evidence established

in the adjacent Magadi areas now confirmed in the Loita Hills area. Recent age deter-
minations made on alkali-trachytes from the Magadi area indicate ages of 0.8 to 1.7
million years. In that area the true thickness of trachytes is unknown and it cannot be
stated with any certainty where the Lengitoto Trachyte occurs within the succession,
though evidence suggests it forms part of the lower flows. No positive age, on the other
hand, can be given to rocks assigned to the Middle Pleistocene. The faulting that affected
the volcano of 01 Doinyo Sambu has been tentatively dated as Middle Pleistocene, while
the ignimbrites in the north-east corner of the area (that were extruded from vents at
Loisiumurto) partly fill a valley excavated since the outpourings of the Lengitoto
Trachytes. The alkaline lavas of Loisiumurto can possibly be correlated with similar
rocks at 01 Doinyo Sambu. It is of interest to note that veins of calcite and ngurumanite
have recently been discovered by the author and B. H. Baker in ankaratrites that are
considered to form part of the Kirikiti Basalts outcropping in a tributary of the Oloi-
bortoto river near the base of the Nguruman Escarpment in the Magadi area (Saggerson
and Williams, 1964, p. 41). These veins and the presence of alkaline rocks suggest a
close affinity and the possibility of alkaline plutonic rocks at depth in this part of the
Rift Valley. Alkaline rocks with carbonatites have recently been described from the
Rift Valley"

(1) KUNKAR LIMESTONES

Kunkar limestone is mainly confined to the. area between Entasekera and 01
Mesutie where it overlies terraces along the valleys of the Orkejulesai and its tributaries.
The terraces developed during end-Tertiary times and it is likely that the superficial
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flowing up against this pre—existing fault scarp, was followed by further erosion. The
relationships in the neighbouring and present areas between the melanephelinites and
Kirikiti Basalts suggests the basalts were never down—faulted from the top of the
Nguruman Escarpment and this is supported by the fact that there is no evidence of
faulting at the western edge of the basalt outcrops where excellent exposures are to be
seen in the river gorges such as the Oloibortoto. Here the lavas unconformably overlie
the Basement System rocks, the main fault zones being more than two miles east of the
eastern border of the Loita Hills area. During Pleistocene times the basalts in the north—
western comer of the Magadi area were covered by the Lengitoto Trachytes, probably-
tissure eruptions from the Naitiami fault zone, to a maximum thickness of 5-00 ft. in
the present area. Baker (1958, p, 18) mapped about 50-100 ft. of traehyte on the Lengi—
toto Plateau thus suggesting that the lavas thinned eastwards. Renewed faulting then
took place along the l\'aitiami fault, followed by erosion and the subsequent develop—
ment of the Naitiami—Kipurses scarp. Erosion in Pleistocene to Recent times exposed
a succession (see Fig. 6) of melancphellnites overlain by Kirikiti Basalts which in turn
were overlain by trachytes to be seen in the Magadi area (Baker, 1958). The mela-
nephelinites of Kishalduga are. therefore. the possible equivalents of the 01 Keju Nero
Basalts (or possibly contemporaneous with the Olorgesailic Volcanic Series) which in
some instances are feISpar-tt'ee rocks top. at, p, 16). The melanephelinites of the Loita
Hills area have therefore been assigned to the Miocene.

3. Pleistocene

The rocks of Pleistocene age are widely spread and include:- ——
Upper Pleistocene Lake Beds

{01 Doinyo Sambu Volcanics
\diddlc P'eistocene _J Olivine melanephclinites of Loisiumurto
' ‘ 1| {gnimhrites

'kTut
,Lower Pleistocene | .[0 ,i Lengitoto Trachytes

. . ‘t 'Upper Pliocene LKunkar limestones

The ages of Lower and Upper Pleistocene are based mainly on evidence established
in the adjacent Magadi areas now confirmed in the Loita Hills area. Recent age deter—
minations made on alkali-trachytes from the Magadi area indicate ages of 0.8 to 1.?
million years. In that area the true thickness of traehytes is unknown and it cannot be
stated with any certainty where the Lengitoto Trachyte occurs within the succession,
though evidence suggests it forms part of the lower flows. No positive age, on the other
hand, can be given to rocks assigned to the Middle Pleistocene. The faulting that afiected
the volcano of 01 Doinyo Sambu has been tentatively dated as Middle Pleistocene. while
the ignimbrites in the north—east corner of the area (that were extruded from vents at
Loisiumurto} partly fill a valley excavated since the outpout'ings of the Lengitoto
Trachytes. The alkaline lavas of Loisiumur'to can possibly be correlated with similar
rocks at 01 Doinyo Sambu. It is of interest to note that veins of calcite and ngurumanite
have recently been discovered by the author and B. H. Baker in ankaratrites that are
considered to form part. of the Kirikiti Basalts outcropping in a tributary of the 010i—
bortoto river near the base of the Nguruman Escarpment in the Magadi area [Saggerson
and Williams. 1964, p. 41}. These veins and the presence of alkaline rocks suggest a
close atlinity and the possibility of alkaline plutonic rocks at depth in this part of the
Rift Valley. Alkaline rocks with carbonatites have recently been described from the
Rift Vallev.

(I) KLINKAR LIMES'l'ON-ES
Kunkar limestone is mainly confined to the area between Entasekera and 01

Mesutie where it overlies terraces along the valleys of the Orkejulesai and its tributaries.
"l'he terraces developed during end-Tertiary times and it is likely that the superficial
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limestones were formed at about the same time, or very early in the Pleistocene period.
The kunkar forms impersistent sheets overlying calcareous, rubbly deposits and can
best be examined in road cuttings at Nairotian. Kunkar limestone has been referred to
in connexion with deposits overlying the sub-Miocene peneplain in the Naigara area,
while small sheets and nodules of limestone have formed em the surface of Kirikiti
Basalts in the north-east comer of the area. In the latter case it is possible that the
limestones are similar in age to those at 01 Mesutie when conditions were favourable
for their formation. There was no evidence of kunkar limestone covering the surface
of later (Pleistocene) lava flows, nor where the older basalts are deeply eroded.

(2) LENGrroTo TRACHYTES
At the north-eastern comer of the area is a dissected plateau standing at 6,000 ft.,

bounded on the eastern side by a scarp 500 ft. high and composed of a number of
horizontal trachyte lava flows that on Kipurses can be seen to rest against and overlie
the Kirikiti Basalts. The plateau, which includes Naitiami and Kipurses, is divided into
three separate mesa-like hills that became isolated as a result of dissection in Pleistocene
time (plate IIa). At Kipurses the lavas, approximately 500 ft. thick, consist of at least
four recognizable flows, each very vesicular at the top and forming a number of small
but conspicuous terraces as a result of differential erosion on an east-facing scarp slope.
The lavas have been downfaulted to the east, the upper portion of the downfaulted
block being represented by the original Lengitoto Trachyte described by Baker (1958,
p. 18). Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic section showing the presumed relationship between the
Lengitoto trachytes and Kirikiti Basalts at latitude 10 35' S. No evidence of sediments
separating the Kirikiti Basalts and overlying trachytes as described by Baker (loc. cit.,
p. 18) was seen in the present area, so it is presumed that thinning of the sediments
occurs westwards as indicated in Fig. 6. It is further suggested that the trachytes were
fissure eruptions that were extruded probably along an early north-south rift fault, and
that they thinned rapidly to the east where about 50 ft. only of lava was mapped on
the Lengitoto Plateau. In his discussion on the age of the trachytes, Baker (ibid., p. 18)
considers these Lengitoto lavas to represent the oldest of the Plateau Trachyte Series
and evidence in the Loita Hills area substantiates his observations.

The trachytes are hard grey-green rocks that ring sonorously when hit, and bear
a distinct megascopic resemblance to phonolites outcropping at Kisumu (Saggerson,
1952, p. 29). Both have a characteristic mottled appearance on fresh surfaces while the
fissile nature of the lava is common to both rock-types. Some of the trachytes however
are light weathering and distinctly vesicular on the upper parts of individual flows, a
feature not seen in the Kisumu phonolites. Thin sections of various trachyte flows show
little variation in the lavas except that the groundmass felspars vary from short, stubby
crystals to fine laths in different specimens. Phenocrysts of sanidine twinned on the
Carlsbad and Manebach laws are set in a fine-grained matrix consisting mainly of
abundant lathy or prismatic orthoclase with interstitial micro-ophitic aegirine, kata-
phorite, cossyrite and magnetite. In specimen 50/393, the texture is typically trachytic.
The kataphorite has strong pleochroism from yellow-green to brown or pinkish-brown
while the cossyrite also displays pleochroic colours, chestnut brown to black. The rocks
may be compared with the kataphorite-trachyte of Campbell Smith (1931, p. 225) and
are identical with those described by Baker (1958, p. 18). The average of six analyses
of alkali-trachytes from the neighbouring Magadi area is quoted on page 37.

(3) PEBBLEBEDS ANDSANDS
In the South-Magadi Area, Baker (1963, p. 14) has shown that unconsolidated

pebble-beds and sands overlie the Kirikiti platform in the Pagasi area, five miles north-
east of the north-west comer of Lake Natron (360 02' E., 20 02' S.). These pebble sheets
extend westwards into the present area where they become indistinguishable from the
hill-wash and alluvial fans that conceal the base of the Nguruman escarpment. The latter
deposits have accumulated at the base of precipitous slopes as a result of rapid erosion
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limestones were formed at about the same time, or very early in the Pleistocene period.
The kunkar forms impersistent sheets overlying calcareous, rubbly deposits and can
best be examined in road cuttings at Nairotian. Kunkar limestone has been referred to
in connexion with deposits overlying the sub-Miocene peneplain in the Naigara area,
while small sheets and nodules of limestone have formed em the surface of Kirikiti
Basalts in the north-east comer of the area. In the latter case it is possible that the
limestones are similar in age to those at 01 Mesutie when conditions were favourable
for their formation. There was no evidence of kunkar limestone covering the surface
of later (Pleistocene) lava flows, nor where the older basalts are deeply eroded.

(2) LENGrroTo TRACHYTES
At the north-eastern comer of the area is a dissected plateau standing at 6,000 ft.,

bounded on the eastern side by a scarp 500 ft. high and composed of a number of
horizontal trachyte lava flows that on Kipurses can be seen to rest against and overlie
the Kirikiti Basalts. The plateau, which includes Naitiami and Kipurses, is divided into
three separate mesa-like hills that became isolated as a result of dissection in Pleistocene
time (plate IIa). At Kipurses the lavas, approximately 500 ft. thick, consist of at least
four recognizable flows, each very vesicular at the top and forming a number of small
but conspicuous terraces as a result of differential erosion on an east-facing scarp slope.
The lavas have been downfaulted to the east, the upper portion of the downfaulted
block being represented by the original Lengitoto Trachyte described by Baker (1958,
p. 18). Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic section showing the presumed relationship between the
Lengitoto trachytes and Kirikiti Basalts at latitude 10 35' S. No evidence of sediments
separating the Kirikiti Basalts and overlying trachytes as described by Baker (loc. cit.,
p. 18) was seen in the present area, so it is presumed that thinning of the sediments
occurs westwards as indicated in Fig. 6. It is further suggested that the trachytes were
fissure eruptions that were extruded probably along an early north-south rift fault, and
that they thinned rapidly to the east where about 50 ft. only of lava was mapped on
the Lengitoto Plateau. In his discussion on the age of the trachytes, Baker (ibid., p. 18)
considers these Lengitoto lavas to represent the oldest of the Plateau Trachyte Series
and evidence in the Loita Hills area substantiates his observations.

The trachytes are hard grey-green rocks that ring sonorously when hit, and bear
a distinct megascopic resemblance to phonolites outcropping at Kisumu (Saggerson,
1952, p. 29). Both have a characteristic mottled appearance on fresh surfaces while the
fissile nature of the lava is common to both rock-types. Some of the trachytes however
are light weathering and distinctly vesicular on the upper parts of individual flows, a
feature not seen in the Kisumu phonolites. Thin sections of various trachyte flows show
little variation in the lavas except that the groundmass felspars vary from short, stubby
crystals to fine laths in different specimens. Phenocrysts of sanidine twinned on the
Carlsbad and Manebach laws are set in a fine-grained matrix consisting mainly of
abundant lathy or prismatic orthoclase with interstitial micro-ophitic aegirine, kata-
phorite, cossyrite and magnetite. In specimen 50/393, the texture is typically trachytic.
The kataphorite has strong pleochroism from yellow-green to brown or pinkish-brown
while the cossyrite also displays pleochroic colours, chestnut brown to black. The rocks
may be compared with the kataphorite-trachyte of Campbell Smith (1931, p. 225) and
are identical with those described by Baker (1958, p. 18). The average of six analyses
of alkali-trachytes from the neighbouring Magadi area is quoted on page 37.

(3) PEBBLEBEDS ANDSANDS
In the South-Magadi Area, Baker (1963, p. 14) has shown that unconsolidated

pebble-beds and sands overlie the Kirikiti platform in the Pagasi area, five miles north-
east of the north-west comer of Lake Natron (360 02' E., 20 02' S.). These pebble sheets
extend westwards into the present area where they become indistinguishable from the
hill-wash and alluvial fans that conceal the base of the Nguruman escarpment. The latter
deposits have accumulated at the base of precipitous slopes as a result of rapid erosion
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limestones were formed at about the same time. or very early in the Pleistocene period.
The kunkar l‘orms inipersistent sheets overlying calcareous. rubbly deposits and can
best be examined in road cuttings at Nairotian. Kunkar limestone has been referred to
in connexion with deposits overlying the sub—Miocene peneplain in the Naigara area.
while small sheets and nodules of limestone have formed on the surface of Kirikiti
Basalts in the north-east corner of the area. In the latter case it is possible that the
limestones are similar in age to those at 01 h-lesutie when conditions ware favourable
for their formation. There was no evidence of kunkar limestone covering the surface
of later (Pleistocene) lava flows. nor where the older basalts are deeply eroded.

t3} Lescrroro Taxcus'res

At the north-eastern corner of the area is a dissected plateau standing at (1.000 ft..
bounded on the eastern side by a scarp 5.00 ft. high and composed of a number of
horizontal trachyte lava flows that on Kipurses can be seen to rest against and overlie
the Kirikiti Basalts. The plateau. which includes Naitiami and Kipurses. is divided into
three separate mesa-like hills that became isolated as a result of dissection in Pleistocene
time [Plate Ilal. At Kipurses the lavas. approximately 5.00 ft. thick. consist ot' at least
four recognizable flows. each very vesicular at the top and forming a number of small
but conspicuous terraces as a result of differential erosion on an east-facing scarp slope.
The lavas have been downt'aulted to the east. the upper portion ot‘ the downi‘aulted
block being represented by the original Lengitoto (I rachyte described by Baker 1195.8.
p. 18). Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic section showing the presumed relationship between the
Lengitoto trachytes and Kirikiti Basalts at latitude 1' 35’ S. No evidence of sediments
separating the Kirikiti Basalts and overlying trachy‘tes as described by Baker (lot. ('it.,
p. 18} was seen in the present area. so it is prEsumed that thinning of the sediments
occurs westwards as indicated in Fig. a. It is further suggested that the trachytcs were
fissure eruptions that were extruded probably along an early north—south rift fault. and
that they thinned rapidly to the east where about 50 ft. only of lava was mapped on
the Lengitoto Plateau. In his discussion on the age of the trachytes. Baker (ibid., p. 18}
considers these Lengitoto lavas to represent the oldest of the Plateau Trachyte Series
and evidence in the Loita Hills area substantiates his observations.

The trachytes are hard grey—green rocks that ring sonorously when hit, and bear
a distinct megascopic resemblance to phonolites outcropping at Kisumu (Saggerson.
l953. p. 291. Both have a characteristic mottled appearaice on fresh surfaces while the
fissile nature of the lava is common to both rock-t} pcs. Some ot’ the trachytcs however
are light weathering and distinctly vesicular on the upper parts. of individual flows a
feature not seen in the Kisumu phonolitcs. Thin sections of various trachyte flows show
little variation in the lavas except that the groundmass felspars vary from short. stubby
crystals to fine laths in different specimens. Phenocrysts of sanidine twinned on the
Carlsbad and Manebach laws are set in a line—grained matrix consisting mainly of
abundant lathy or prismatic orthoclase with interstitial micro-ophitic aegirine, kata-
phorite. cossyrite and magnetite. ln specimen 50:393. the texture is typically trachytic.
The kataphorite has strong pleochroism from yellow—green to brown or pinkish-brown
while the cossyrite also displays pleochroic colours. chestnut brown to black. The rocks
may be compared with the kataphorite—trachyte of Campbell Smith (1931. p. 225} and
are identical with those described by Baker (1958. p. 18}. The average of six analyses
of alkali-trachytes from the neighbouring Magadi area is quoted on page 3?.

t3) PEBBLE Bans «so Ssxos
In the South-Magadi Area. Baker (1963.. p. 14) has shown that unconsolidated

pebble—beds and sands overlie the Kirikiti platform in the Pagasi area. five miles north—
east of the north-west corner of Lake Natron (36' 02’ F... 2'“ 03’ SJ. These pebble sheets
extend westwards into the present area where they become indistinguishable from the
hill—wash and alluvial fans that conceal the base of the Nguruman escarpment. The latter
deposits have accumulated at the base of precipitous slopes as a result of rapid erosion
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of the escarpment. Good sections can be examined, however, in the Pagasi river to the
east of the present area where boulders of quartzite (and occasionally Kirikiti Basalt)
are seen to form the greater proportion of the deposits (plate IlIa).
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Fig. 6-Diagrammatic c:ross-section to show the relationship between the Lengitoto Trachytes
and the Kirikiti Basalts at Kipnrses.
(a) The warped snb-Miocene peneplain bevels Basement System rocks. Nephelinites

banked np against the peneplain were then down-fanlted to the east.
(b) After a period of erosion the nephelinites east of the fault were covered by

Kirikiti Basalts.
(c) Further erosion and the layinl( down of sediments on the Kirikiti Basalts is

followed by a period of extrusion of Lengitoto Trachytes.
(d) The section as seen at the present time. Renewed fanlting aIonl the Kipnrses

fanlt has downthrown Lengitoto Trachytes to the east.
Recent erosion has partly separated the nephelinites of Kishalduga from

the upper trachytes of Naitiami.
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of the escarpment. Good sections can be examined, however, in the Pagasi river to the
east of the present area where boulders of quartzite (and occasionally Kirikiti Basalt)
are seen to form the greater proportion of the deposits (plate IlIa).
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Fig. 6-Diagrammatic c:ross-section to show the relationship between the Lengitoto Trachytes
and the Kirikiti Basalts at Kipnrses.
(a) The warped snb-Miocene peneplain bevels Basement System rocks. Nephelinites

banked np against the peneplain were then down-fanlted to the east.
(b) After a period of erosion the nephelinites east of the fault were covered by

Kirikiti Basalts.
(c) Further erosion and the layinl( down of sediments on the Kirikiti Basalts is

followed by a period of extrusion of Lengitoto Trachytes.
(d) The section as seen at the present time. Renewed fanlting aIonl the Kipnrses

fanlt has downthrown Lengitoto Trachytes to the east.
Recent erosion has partly separated the nephelinites of Kishalduga from
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of the escarpment. Good sections can be examined. however. in the Pagasi river to the
east of the present area where boulders of quartzite (and occasionally Kirikiti Basait)
are seen to form the greater proportion of the deposits {Plate Illa}.

w t:

Fig. 6—Diagrammatie cross-section to show the relationship between the Lengitoto Trachytes
and the Kirikiti Basalts at Kipurses.
{a} The warped sub-Miocene peneplain hevels Basement System rocks. Nephelioites

banked up against the peneplairt were then down-faulted to the east.
(b) After a period of erosion the nephelinites east of the fault were covered by

Kirikiti Baa-alts.
(c) Further erosion and the laying down of sediments on the Kirikiti Basalts is

followed by a period of extrusion of Lengitoto Traehytes.
(d) The section as seen at the present time. Renewed faulting along the Kipurses

fault has downthrown Leogitoto Trachytes to the east.
Recent erosion has partly separated the nephelinites of Kishaiduga from

the upper traehytes of Naitiami.
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(4) TUFFS

Tuffs were mapped along the northern border of the area, no'rth and west of
Narosura and in stream sections south of this village. They generally lie north of the
river Saengatuny valley in which they are seen to overlie the Kishalduga metanephelinite
while a number of minor outcrops occur in valleys east of Narosura and as far south
as the river Mbwageta. At the last-named locality thin agglomerate bands are inter-
bedded in the tuffs. The tuffs attain their maximum development on the eastern side
of the outcrop where it is estimated they are nearly 150 ft. thick (west of the confluence
of the Saengatuny and Sugura rivers). Rapid thinning of the volcanic rocks occurs west-
wards and a little more than 10 ft. of tuff was measured near Narosura. West of the
main Narok road the tuffs form only ,a thin covering over the Basement System rocks
and rare boulders scattered over the surface particularly at Goitigo and Dasati suggest
the nearly complete removal of volcanic rocks that probably covered a much greater
area in the past. Four miles east of Goitigo, Basement System rocks now exposed in
patches indicate where the tuffs have been stripped by erosion from the interfluves.
A small tuff band outcropping in the river Irpoori, west of Naigara, is associated with
iron-stained gravels of late Tertiary age.

The tuffs vary in colour, usually from light grey to blue-grey, though maroon-
coloured rocks were noted in the southern part of the Lengitoto valley. Fragments which
are small, the largest measuring less than an inch, are mostly elongated parallel to the
bedding contacts. Some sections in the river Narosura show the tuffs to be more massive,
enabling the rock to be quarried as building-stone. Thin sections disclose fragments up
to 2.5 mm. embedded in an iron-stained matrix, while in specimen 50/290 from Naro-
sura microscopic banding is visible. Light coloured fragments include pumice, ignimbrite
and phenocrysts of orthoclase. Quartz is present though never abundant, although when
occurring in silicified tuffs is of later origin. Many kinds of tuff are recognized, including
vitric, lithic and crystallo-lithic varieties. A single exposure of ignimbrite (specimen
50/271) is associated .with the tuffs at Goitigo. The tuffs, which are younger than the
lavas at Kishalduga, are thought to be deposits derived from the Loisiumurto vents and
are probably contemporary in age with the ignimbrites of that area.

(5) IGNIMBRITES

The Lengitoto valley section south-east of Narosura displays good outcrops of
ignimbrite. The rocks are typically grey-blue, flinty and unbedded. Some surfaces show
lighter streaks orientated approximately parallel to each other, suggesting fluidity during
formation and simulating flow lineations in lava. Other specimens, such as those collec-
ted from the valley of the river Olkejulormungushi resemble dense basalts, while a small
band interbedded in tuffs at Goitigo is grey and greasy in appearance. A thin section
of the latter rock, 50/271, is <typical of the ignimbrites and reveals fragments of large
"phenocrysts" set in a fine matrix of glass shards and pumiceous material (Fig. 5 (c)).
The groundmass has a fluidal texture due to contorted, curved and flattened wisps of
clear glass and Y-shaped streaks. A characteristic feature of the rock is the discontinuity
of these flattened shards. Scattered fragments of pumice and felspar crystals up to 2 mm.
in length are the main lithic portions of the ignimbrites, though hornblende, olivine
grains, quartz and trachyte chips, also flakes of biotite were noted in various specimens.
In specimen 50/294 from Kipirtilo, microlites with a tendency to spherulitic texture are
present in clumps in a nearly isotropic base. The ignimbrites are rarely silicified or
calcified.

The ignimbrites are considered to be the products of explosive activity at the
Loisiumurto vents and must have originated as a nuee ardente that avalanched down
the north-eastern slopes of the volcanoes spreading north and south .and inundating part
of the eroded Lengitoto vaney that developed long after the extrusion of the Lengi<toto
Trachytes, the base of which stands above the top of the ignimbrites. The deposits are
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(4) TUFFS

Tuffs were mapped along the northern border of the area, no'rth and west of
Narosura and in stream sections south of this village. They generally lie north of the
river Saengatuny valley in which they are seen to overlie the Kishalduga metanephelinite
while a number of minor outcrops occur in valleys east of Narosura and as far south
as the river Mbwageta. At the last-named locality thin agglomerate bands are inter-
bedded in the tuffs. The tuffs attain their maximum development on the eastern side
of the outcrop where it is estimated they are nearly 150 ft. thick (west of the confluence
of the Saengatuny and Sugura rivers). Rapid thinning of the volcanic rocks occurs west-
wards and a little more than 10 ft. of tuff was measured near Narosura. West of the
main Narok road the tuffs form only ,a thin covering over the Basement System rocks
and rare boulders scattered over the surface particularly at Goitigo and Dasati suggest
the nearly complete removal of volcanic rocks that probably covered a much greater
area in the past. Four miles east of Goitigo, Basement System rocks now exposed in
patches indicate where the tuffs have been stripped by erosion from the interfluves.
A small tuff band outcropping in the river Irpoori, west of Naigara, is associated with
iron-stained gravels of late Tertiary age.

The tuffs vary in colour, usually from light grey to blue-grey, though maroon-
coloured rocks were noted in the southern part of the Lengitoto valley. Fragments which
are small, the largest measuring less than an inch, are mostly elongated parallel to the
bedding contacts. Some sections in the river Narosura show the tuffs to be more massive,
enabling the rock to be quarried as building-stone. Thin sections disclose fragments up
to 2.5 mm. embedded in an iron-stained matrix, while in specimen 50/290 from Naro-
sura microscopic banding is visible. Light coloured fragments include pumice, ignimbrite
and phenocrysts of orthoclase. Quartz is present though never abundant, although when
occurring in silicified tuffs is of later origin. Many kinds of tuff are recognized, including
vitric, lithic and crystallo-lithic varieties. A single exposure of ignimbrite (specimen
50/271) is associated .with the tuffs at Goitigo. The tuffs, which are younger than the
lavas at Kishalduga, are thought to be deposits derived from the Loisiumurto vents and
are probably contemporary in age with the ignimbrites of that area.

(5) IGNIMBRITES

The Lengitoto valley section south-east of Narosura displays good outcrops of
ignimbrite. The rocks are typically grey-blue, flinty and unbedded. Some surfaces show
lighter streaks orientated approximately parallel to each other, suggesting fluidity during
formation and simulating flow lineations in lava. Other specimens, such as those collec-
ted from the valley of the river Olkejulormungushi resemble dense basalts, while a small
band interbedded in tuffs at Goitigo is grey and greasy in appearance. A thin section
of the latter rock, 50/271, is <typical of the ignimbrites and reveals fragments of large
"phenocrysts" set in a fine matrix of glass shards and pumiceous material (Fig. 5 (c)).
The groundmass has a fluidal texture due to contorted, curved and flattened wisps of
clear glass and Y-shaped streaks. A characteristic feature of the rock is the discontinuity
of these flattened shards. Scattered fragments of pumice and felspar crystals up to 2 mm.
in length are the main lithic portions of the ignimbrites, though hornblende, olivine
grains, quartz and trachyte chips, also flakes of biotite were noted in various specimens.
In specimen 50/294 from Kipirtilo, microlites with a tendency to spherulitic texture are
present in clumps in a nearly isotropic base. The ignimbrites are rarely silicified or
calcified.

The ignimbrites are considered to be the products of explosive activity at the
Loisiumurto vents and must have originated as a nuee ardente that avalanched down
the north-eastern slopes of the volcanoes spreading north and south .and inundating part
of the eroded Lengitoto vaney that developed long after the extrusion of the Lengi<toto
Trachytes, the base of which stands above the top of the ignimbrites. The deposits are
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[4) TUFFS

Tufts were mapped along the northern border of the area, north and west of
l\'arosura and in stream sections south of this village. They generally lie north Of Th0
river Saengatuny valley in which they are seen to overlie the Kishalduga melanephelinite
while a number of minor outcrops occur in valleys east of Narosura and as far south
as the river Mbwageta. At the last—named locality thin agglomerate bands are inter—
bedded in the tutls. The tutl's attain their maximum development on the eastern side
of the outcrop where it is estimated they are nearly 15.0 ft. thick (west of the confluence
of the Saengaruny and Sugura rivers}. Rapid thinning of the volcanic rocks occurs West—
wards and a little more than it) ft, of turf was measured near Narosura. West of the
main Narok road the tutl‘s form only a thin covering over the Basement System rocks
and rare boulders scattered over the surface particularly at Goitigo and Dasati suggest
the nearly complete removal of volcanic rocks that probably covered a much greater
area in the past. Four miles east of Goitigo. Basement System rocks now exposed in
patches indicate where the tulls have been stripped by erosion from the interfluves.
A small lull band outcropping in the river Irpoori. west of Naigara. is associated with
iron-stained gravels of iate Tertiary age.

The tutl‘s vary in colour. usually from light grey to blue-grey. though maroon—
coloured rocks were noted in the southern part of the Lengitoto valley. Fragments which
are small. the largest measuring less than an inch. are mostly elongated parallel to the
bedding contacts. Some sections in the river Narosura show the tut‘ts to be more massive
enabling the rock to be quarried as building-stone. Thin sections disclose fragments up
to 2.5 mm. embedded in an iron-stained matrix, while in specimen 50.!290 from Naro-
sura microscopic banding is visible. Light coloured fragments include pumice, ignimbrite
and phenocrysts of orthoclase. Quartz is present though never abundant. although when
occurring in silicifrcd tulfs is of later origin. Many kinds of tutf are recognized, including
vitric. lithic and crystallo-lithic varieties A single exposure of ignimbrite tspecimen
50,271} is associated with the tutts at Goitigo. The tufts, which are younger than the
lavas at Kishalduga. are thought to be deposits derived from the Loisiumurto vents and
are probably contemporary in age with the ignimbrites of that area.

[5.] lGNtMeRrrLs

The Lengitoto valley section south-east of Narosura displays good outcrops u}
ignimhrite. The rocks are typically grey—blue. fiinty and unbedded. Some surfaces shout
lighter streaks orientated approximately parallel to each other. suggesting fluidity during
formation and simulating flow lineations in lava. Other specimens. such as those collec»
red from the valley of the river Olkejulormungushi resemble dense basalts. while a small
band interbeddcd in tufts at Goitigo is grey and greasy in appearance. A thin section
of the latter rock. SUIZTL is typical of the ignimbrites and reveals fragments of large
"phenocrysts" set in a line matrix of glass shards and pumiceous material (Fig. 5 (Cl).
The groundmass has a fluidal texture due to contorted. curved and flattened wisps of
clear glass and Y—shaped streaks. A characteristic feature of the rock is the discontinuity
of these flattened shards. Scattered fragments of pumice and i‘clspar crystals up to 2 mm,
in length are the main lithic portions of the ignimbrites. though hornblende. olivine
grains. quartz and trachyte chips. also {takes of biotite were noted in various specimens.
In specimen EDIE—1 from Kipirtiio. niicrolites with a tendency to spherulitfc texture are
present in clumps in a nearly isotropic base. The ignimhritcs are rarely silicified or
calcified.

The ignimbrites are considered to be the products of explosive activity at the
Loisiumurto vents and must have originated as a rme’e air-dents that avalanched dovvn
the north—eastern slopes of the volcanoes spreading north and south and inundating part
of the eroded Lengitoto valley that developed long after the extrusion of the [.cngitoto
Trachytes. the base of which stands above the top of the ignimbrites. The deposits are
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over eight miles long and more than one mile wide, while the thickest section measured
west of 01 Doinyo Leanda revealed pver 150 feet of ignimbrite overlain by a thin
tuff bed.

A number of other ignimbrites were mapped in the western part of the area, at
Osarara on Usubugo, at Ririjoshoro .and in the valleys of the riversOrngaeenet, Lairaka
and Orido. Their scattered but limited distribution and proximity to fault-zones suggest
that they have been derived from explosive vents situated 3It cross-fractures. In all but
the Usubugo occurrences they overlie the sub-Miocene peneplain while streams eroding
the Miocene deposits near Naigara contain numerous boulders of ignimbrite in their
courses. It is likely, therefore, that the deposits are relics of more extensive but isolated
outcrops and are comparable in age with similar rocks at Loisiumurto. The specimens
from these localities contain more fragmental material than ,those of Loisiumurto and
in many instances are underlain by thin tuffaceous bands.

(6) OLIVINE MELANEPHELINITES OF LOISIUMURTO

Four ancient eroded vents aligned NE.-SW. were recognized at Loisiumurto. The
tuffs and ignimbrites of the northern and north-eastern parts of the area are considered
to have beeen derived from them, and it is not improbable that some of the Kishalduga
flows were also products of earlier volcanic activity associated with the same volcanoes.
The deposits and lavas overlie the sub-Miocene peneplain and are younger than the
horizontal Pleistocene trachytes outcropping to the east. An estimate of age can also
be based on physiographic evidence: The tilted lavas of Kishalduga are eroded forming
rounded outlines on interfluves in the lower part of the Narosura river. Further the
rivers in this region had cut through the Lengitoto Trachyte and the melanephelinites at
Kishalduga before the ignimbrite flow filled part of the Lengitoto valley. The vents
have been completely eroded thus revealing plugs of olivine melanephelinite. The olivine
melanephelinites filling these necks are different from those found among the early lava
flows. They present craggy and bouldery surfaces, the highest vent being situated at an
altitude of about 6,600 feet. A typical specimen 50/295 is dark grey, slightly vesicular
with scattered phenocrysts of olivine up to 2 mm. Ex'amination of thin sections shows
small olivine and pyroxene microphenocrysts set in a holocrystalline groundmass
(Fig. 5 (b)). The sub-idiomorphic olivines are pale-brown or nearly colourless and are
rarely fresh, showing evidence of resorption and >alteration to orange-coloured iddingsite
round the crystal margins. Pale augite is not so common as olivine. Rare plagioclase of
the groundmass is a calcic-labradorite An70associated with small olivines, greenish-brown
pyroxene, nepheline and magnetite. The magnetite forms numerous small octahedra in
the groundmass where it is frequently concentrated round the edges of altered olivines.
Vesicles are commonly filled with calcite, sometimes spherulitic, which also occurs
interstitially in the groundmass. This rock differs from the olivine melanephelinite of
Kishalduga in its abundance of olivine, rare plagioclase, and its lack of large augite
phenocrysts.

(7) OL DOINYOSAMBUVOLCANICS

The northern slopes of the impressive volcano of 01 Doinyo Sambu (Plate III),
rising to about 6,600 feet in Tanganyika, form part of the south-eastern corner of the
area. The mountain is a composite volcanic cone which consists of accumulations of
well-stratified tuffs, agglomerates and lavas, the lavas being conspicuous due to their
greater resistance to weathering. A deep gorge dissects the northern end of the volcano
thus displaying a magnificent section showing the deposits rising gradually eastwards to
the edge of the Rift Valley where a north-south fault has bisected the mountain, the
eastern down-faulted portion now lying buried beneath the sediments of Lake Natron.
The works of Bailey Willis (1936), and Uhlig and Jaeger (1942) both show illustrations
of 01 Doinyo Sambu rising abruptly 4,600 feet from the Rift Valley floor. That part
of the mountain which lies in the Loita Hills area is seen to overlie Basement System
quartzites and is older than Upper Pleistocene deposits of the Pagasi area. The volcano
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over eight miles long and more than one mile wide, while the thickest section measured
west of 01 Doinyo Leanda revealed pver 150 feet of ignimbrite overlain by a thin
tuff bed.

A number of other ignimbrites were mapped in the western part of the area, at
Osarara on Usubugo, at Ririjoshoro .and in the valleys of the riversOrngaeenet, Lairaka
and Orido. Their scattered but limited distribution and proximity to fault-zones suggest
that they have been derived from explosive vents situated 3It cross-fractures. In all but
the Usubugo occurrences they overlie the sub-Miocene peneplain while streams eroding
the Miocene deposits near Naigara contain numerous boulders of ignimbrite in their
courses. It is likely, therefore, that the deposits are relics of more extensive but isolated
outcrops and are comparable in age with similar rocks at Loisiumurto. The specimens
from these localities contain more fragmental material than ,those of Loisiumurto and
in many instances are underlain by thin tuffaceous bands.

(6) OLIVINE MELANEPHELINITES OF LOISIUMURTO

Four ancient eroded vents aligned NE.-SW. were recognized at Loisiumurto. The
tuffs and ignimbrites of the northern and north-eastern parts of the area are considered
to have beeen derived from them, and it is not improbable that some of the Kishalduga
flows were also products of earlier volcanic activity associated with the same volcanoes.
The deposits and lavas overlie the sub-Miocene peneplain and are younger than the
horizontal Pleistocene trachytes outcropping to the east. An estimate of age can also
be based on physiographic evidence: The tilted lavas of Kishalduga are eroded forming
rounded outlines on interfluves in the lower part of the Narosura river. Further the
rivers in this region had cut through the Lengitoto Trachyte and the melanephelinites at
Kishalduga before the ignimbrite flow filled part of the Lengitoto valley. The vents
have been completely eroded thus revealing plugs of olivine melanephelinite. The olivine
melanephelinites filling these necks are different from those found among the early lava
flows. They present craggy and bouldery surfaces, the highest vent being situated at an
altitude of about 6,600 feet. A typical specimen 50/295 is dark grey, slightly vesicular
with scattered phenocrysts of olivine up to 2 mm. Ex'amination of thin sections shows
small olivine and pyroxene microphenocrysts set in a holocrystalline groundmass
(Fig. 5 (b)). The sub-idiomorphic olivines are pale-brown or nearly colourless and are
rarely fresh, showing evidence of resorption and >alteration to orange-coloured iddingsite
round the crystal margins. Pale augite is not so common as olivine. Rare plagioclase of
the groundmass is a calcic-labradorite An70associated with small olivines, greenish-brown
pyroxene, nepheline and magnetite. The magnetite forms numerous small octahedra in
the groundmass where it is frequently concentrated round the edges of altered olivines.
Vesicles are commonly filled with calcite, sometimes spherulitic, which also occurs
interstitially in the groundmass. This rock differs from the olivine melanephelinite of
Kishalduga in its abundance of olivine, rare plagioclase, and its lack of large augite
phenocrysts.

(7) OL DOINYOSAMBUVOLCANICS

The northern slopes of the impressive volcano of 01 Doinyo Sambu (Plate III),
rising to about 6,600 feet in Tanganyika, form part of the south-eastern corner of the
area. The mountain is a composite volcanic cone which consists of accumulations of
well-stratified tuffs, agglomerates and lavas, the lavas being conspicuous due to their
greater resistance to weathering. A deep gorge dissects the northern end of the volcano
thus displaying a magnificent section showing the deposits rising gradually eastwards to
the edge of the Rift Valley where a north-south fault has bisected the mountain, the
eastern down-faulted portion now lying buried beneath the sediments of Lake Natron.
The works of Bailey Willis (1936), and Uhlig and Jaeger (1942) both show illustrations
of 01 Doinyo Sambu rising abruptly 4,600 feet from the Rift Valley floor. That part
of the mountain which lies in the Loita Hills area is seen to overlie Basement System
quartzites and is older than Upper Pleistocene deposits of the Pagasi area. The volcano
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over eight miles long and tnore than one mile wide. while the thickest section measured
west of Ol Doinyo Leanda revealed over 150 feet of ignimbrite overlain by a thin
tui'l' bed.

A number of other ignimbrites were mapped in the western part of the area. at
Osarara on Usubugo. at Ririioshoro and in the valleys of the rivers Orngacenet. Lairalta
and Orido. Their scattered but limited distribution and proximity to fault—zones suggest
that they have been derived from explosive vents situated at cross-fractures. In all but
the Usubugo occurrences they overlie the sub-Miocene peneplain while streams eroding
the Miocene deposits near Naigara contain numerous boulders of ignimbrite in their
courses. It is likely. therefore. that the deposits are relics of more extensive but isolated
outcrops and are comparable in age with similar rocks at Loisiumurto. The specimens
l'rom these localities contain more tragmcntal material than those of Loisiumurto and
in many instances are underlain by thin tuliaceous bands.

tot OLI\I.\L‘ MEL-\XLIPHELINH'ES OF Lotsit'vitato

Four ancient eroded vents aligned NE.—SW. were recognired at Loisiumurto. The
tutts and ignimbrites of the northern and north—eastern parts ot‘ the area are considered
to have beecrt derived from them. and it is not improbable that some of the Kishaitluga
flows were also products of earlier volcanic activity associated with the same volcanoes.
The deposits and lavas overlie the sub—.‘vlic-eene peneplain and are )ounger than the
horizontal Pleistocene trachytes outcropping to the east. An estimate of age can also
be based on physiographic 'e\idence: The tilted lavas ot‘ Kishalduga are eroded forming
rounded outlines on interfluves in the lower part of the i\arosura river. further the
rivers in this region had cut through the Lcngitoto Trachytc and the melanephelinites at
Kishalduga before the ignimhrite flow tilled part ot‘ the lengitoto valley. The vents
have been crmtpletely eroded thus revealing plugs of olivine melanephelinite. The olivine
melanephelinites filling these necks are different from those found among the early lava
tlows. They present craggy and boulder). surfaces. the highest ven'. being situated at an
altitude of about (3.600 fee A A typical specimen 50195 is dark grey. slightly vesicular
with scattered phenocrysts of olivine up to 2 mm. Examination of thin sections shows
small olivine and pyroxene microphcnocrvsts set in a holocrystallinc groundmass
(Fig. 5. {fit}. The sub-idiomorphic oliVincs are pale-brown or nearly colourless and are
rarely fresh. showing evidence of resorption and alteration to orange—coloured iddingsite
round the crystal margins. Pale augite is not so common as olivine. Rare plagioclase of
the groundmass is a ealcie—labradorite AnT. associated with small olivincs. greenish—brown
pyroxene. nepheline and magnetite. The magnetite forms numerous small oetahedra in
the grt'iundmass where it is frequently concentrated round the edges of altered olivines.
Vesicles are commonly iilled with calcite. sometimes spherulitic. which also occurs
interstitially in the groundmass, This rock differs from the olivine melanephclinite ot'
Kishalduga in its abundance of olivine. rare plagioelase. and its lack of large augite
phenoct'ysts.

(Tl OL DOINYO SAMBL' V'orcosirts

The northern slopes of the impressive volcano of 01 Doinyo Sambu (Plate IlIl.
rising to about 6.6t feet in Tanganyika. form part ot‘ the south~eastern corner of the
area. The mountain is a composite volcanic cone which consists of accumulations of
well-stratified tufi's. agglomerates and lavas. the lavas being conspicuous due to their
greater resistance to weathering. A deep gorge dissects the northern end of the volcano
thus displaying a magnificent section showing the deposits rising gradually eastwards to
the edge of the Rift Valley where a north—south fault has bisected the mountain. the
eastern down-faulted portion now lying buried beneath the sediments of Lake Natron.
The works of Bailey Willis H.936). and L'hlig and Jaeger (1942) both show illustrations
of 01 Doinyo Sambu rising abruptly 4.600 feet from the Rift Valley floor. That part
of the mountain which lies in the Loita Hills area is seen to overlie Basement System
quartzites and is older than Upper Pleistocene deposits of the Pagasi area. The volcano
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erupted along an early rift fault, and was subsequently faulted, probably in the middle
Pleistocene, and may be equivalent in age to the 01 Doinyo Nyegi volcanics of the
Magadi area.

Descending the side of 01 Doinyo Sambu from Olomboneg a number of highly
vesicular blue-black basaltic lavas are seen to comprise the upper flows including that
forming the shelf at Mirna. This succession of over 850 feet consists of olivine-andesine-
basalts interbedded with light-coloured agglomerates and tuffs. Specirnen 57/5 is typical
of these lavas and comes from the uppermost flow at Mirna. The rock is grey to purple,
with a typical holocrystalline porphyritic texture and contains scattered phenocrysts of
plagioclase, pale-brown augite and olivine (Fig. 7 (c)). Some phenocrysts over 3 em. in
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Fig. 7-Miscroscope drawings of thin sections of 01 Doinyo Sambu volcanics.

(a) 57/12. Olivine micro-gabbro. Phenocrysts of olivine and pyroxene in a matrix
of plagioclase, augite, altered olivine and magnetite.

(b) 57/11. Olivine basalt. Microphenocrysts of olivine and plaJdoclase in a coarse
matrix of feIspar, pyroxene and magnetite.

(c) 57/5. Olivine-andesine basalt. Phenocrysts of pyroxene, plagioclase and small
olivines in a matrix of the same minerals.

length were observed in hand-specimens. The plagioclase is andesine (An~) in long
tabular crystals measuring up to 2.5 rom., occasionally ophitically intergrown with the
pyroxene. The olivine has beeen completely altered to orange-brown iddingsite. The
groundmass is composed of la,ths of andesine (An36)' augite, serpentinized olivine and
abundant magnetite. The felspar laths are sometimes disposed in radiating or branching
groups though usually they are associated with the pyroxene in a sub-ophitic relation-
ship. In specimen 57/6 the rock is finer-grained and some glass is present as meso stasis.

The lavas comprising the lower flows are mainly fissile, dark blue or grey olivine
basalts, their textures suggesting the trachy-basalts of some authors. They are fine-
grained rocks containing microphenocrysts of felspar, olivine and more rarely augite
set in a very fine-grained base charged with felspar, pyroxene and magnetite (Fig. 7 (b)).
The felspar varies in different thin sections (57/8,57/10,57/11, 57/13) from AnS3 to
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erupted along an early rift fault, and was subsequently faulted, probably in the middle
Pleistocene, and may be equivalent in age to the 01 Doinyo Nyegi volcanics of the
Magadi area.

Descending the side of 01 Doinyo Sambu from Olomboneg a number of highly
vesicular blue-black basaltic lavas are seen to comprise the upper flows including that
forming the shelf at Mirna. This succession of over 850 feet consists of olivine-andesine-
basalts interbedded with light-coloured agglomerates and tuffs. Specirnen 57/5 is typical
of these lavas and comes from the uppermost flow at Mirna. The rock is grey to purple,
with a typical holocrystalline porphyritic texture and contains scattered phenocrysts of
plagioclase, pale-brown augite and olivine (Fig. 7 (c)). Some phenocrysts over 3 em. in
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Fig. 7-Miscroscope drawings of thin sections of 01 Doinyo Sambu volcanics.

(a) 57/12. Olivine micro-gabbro. Phenocrysts of olivine and pyroxene in a matrix
of plagioclase, augite, altered olivine and magnetite.

(b) 57/11. Olivine basalt. Microphenocrysts of olivine and plaJdoclase in a coarse
matrix of feIspar, pyroxene and magnetite.

(c) 57/5. Olivine-andesine basalt. Phenocrysts of pyroxene, plagioclase and small
olivines in a matrix of the same minerals.

length were observed in hand-specimens. The plagioclase is andesine (An~) in long
tabular crystals measuring up to 2.5 rom., occasionally ophitically intergrown with the
pyroxene. The olivine has beeen completely altered to orange-brown iddingsite. The
groundmass is composed of la,ths of andesine (An36)' augite, serpentinized olivine and
abundant magnetite. The felspar laths are sometimes disposed in radiating or branching
groups though usually they are associated with the pyroxene in a sub-ophitic relation-
ship. In specimen 57/6 the rock is finer-grained and some glass is present as meso stasis.

The lavas comprising the lower flows are mainly fissile, dark blue or grey olivine
basalts, their textures suggesting the trachy-basalts of some authors. They are fine-
grained rocks containing microphenocrysts of felspar, olivine and more rarely augite
set in a very fine-grained base charged with felspar, pyroxene and magnetite (Fig. 7 (b)).
The felspar varies in different thin sections (57/8,57/10,57/11, 57/13) from AnS3 to
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erupted along an early rift fault, and was subsequently faulted, probably in the middle
Pleistocene. and may be equivalent in age to the Ol Doinyo Nyegi volcanics of the
Magadi area.

Descending the side of 01 Doinyo Eantbu from Olomboneg a number of highly
vesicular blue-black basaltic lavas are seen to comprise the upper flows including that
forming the shelf at Mima. This succession of over 850 feet consists of olivine-antlesine-
basalts interbedded with light-coloured agglomerales and tuffs. Specimen 575 is typical
of these lavas and comes from the uppermost flow at Mirna. The rock is grey to purple.
with a typical holrmrystalline porphyritie texture and contains scattered phenocrysts oi'
plagioelase, pale-brown augite and olivine (Fig. 7 (0). Some phenocrysts over 3 cm. in

Fig. TwA-‘Iiscroscope drawings of thin sections of 01 Doinyo Sambu volcanics.

(a) 57-12. Olivine miero-gabhro. Phenocrysts of olivine and pyroxene in a matrix
of plagioclase, augite, altered olivine and magnetite.

(h) 57,-"11. Olitine basalt. Microphenocrysts of olivine ant! plagioclase in a coarse
matrix of felspar, pyroxene and magnetite.

{c} 5155. Olivine—andesine basalt. Phenocrysts of pyroxene. plagioclase and small
olivines in a matrix of the same minerals.

length were observed in hand—specimens. The plagioelase is andesinc [AnHl in long
tabular crystals measuring up to 2.5 mm.. occasionally ophitically intergrown with the
pyroxene. The olivine has bceen completely altered to orange—brown iddingsite. The
groundmass is composed of laths of andesine (An...) augite, serpentinized olivine and
abundant magnetite. The felspar laths are sometimes disposed in radiating or branching
groups though usually they are associated with the pyroxene in a sub—ophitic relation-
ship. In specimen Silo the rock is finer—grained and some glass is present as niesoslasis.

The lavas comprising the lower flows are mainly fissile. dark blue or grey olivine
basalts. their textures suggesting the trachy—basalts of some authors. They are fine—
grained rocks containing microphcnocrysts of felspar, olivine and more rarely augite
set in a very fine-grained base charged with felspar. pyroxene and magnetite (Hg. 7 (bill.
The fclspar varies in different thin sections {SI-"8. 57s'l0. 57.51], 573131 from An.“ to
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An70 indicating a more calcic plagioclase than that in the upper flows. In the ground-
mass felspar laths and microlites are fluxion ally orientated and associated with titan-
augite, magnetite and small olivines usually altered to pale-green or yellowish serpentine
but occasionally to iddingsite and antigorite.

Early German writers refer to trachy-dolerites of 01 Doinyo Sambu, presumably
the equivalent of the basalts described from the present area. An analysis of a trachy-
dolerite given by Finckh (1903, p. 50l) and quoted by Krenke! (1925, p. 252) is re-quoted
together with an alkali basalt of Kirikiti type (Campbell Smith, 1931, p. 162) and other
lavas. Early writers observed that many of the rocks from 01 Doinyo Sambu are
similar to those found on Kilimanjaro where they are referred to as Mawenzi-type
trachy-basalts and rhomb-porphyries.

SiOz ..
Alz03
FeZ03
FeO ..
MgO
CaO ..
NazO
KzO ..
HzO ..
HzO-
TiOz ..
PzOs
MnO..
COz ..
S ..
S03 ..
Cl

TOTALS..

A. Ankaratrite, 51/731,from the base of the Nguruman Escarpment at the river Oloibortoto
(Saggerson and Williams, 1964).Anal.: Min. Res. Div., Overseas GeologicalSurveys.

B. Alkali-basalt (GN 640) from the upper Nguruman escarpment west of Lake Magadi
(Campbell Smith, 1931, p. 252). Anal.: W. H. Herdsman.

C. Averageof six alkali trachytes from the Magadi area (Campbell Smith, 1931,p. 227 and
Baker, 1958,p. 20).

D. Trachy-doleritefrom 01Doinyo Sambu, Krenkel, 1925,p. 252(after Finckh, 1903,p. 501).

Kunzli (1901, p. 159) described an amygdaloidal picrite-porphyrite collected by
Kaiser (1898) from the Nguruman escarpment. The specimen was probably obtained
from 01 Doinyo Sambu. Similar rocks 57/9 and 57/12 identified as olivine micro-
gabbros were obtained from 400 feet above the base of the volcano during the present
survey. They are coarse-grained, heavy black rocks with phenocrysts of olivine and
pyroxene in a matrix of felspar, pyroxene, magnetite and altered olivine (Fig. 7 (a)).The
'phenocrysts are large subhedral crystals up to 5 mm. in diameter. The olivine is
colourless and fairly fresh but shows some alteration to serpentine, while the augite,
which is partly chloritized, shows twinning and prominent zoning emphasized by

* TlUs includes 0.07 oxygen for S which should be subtraored from !the rotJa!.
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39,24 44.25 60.88 48,47
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An70 indicating a more calcic plagioclase than that in the upper flows. In the ground-
mass felspar laths and microlites are fluxion ally orientated and associated with titan-
augite, magnetite and small olivines usually altered to pale-green or yellowish serpentine
but occasionally to iddingsite and antigorite.

Early German writers refer to trachy-dolerites of 01 Doinyo Sambu, presumably
the equivalent of the basalts described from the present area. An analysis of a trachy-
dolerite given by Finckh (1903, p. 50l) and quoted by Krenke! (1925, p. 252) is re-quoted
together with an alkali basalt of Kirikiti type (Campbell Smith, 1931, p. 162) and other
lavas. Early writers observed that many of the rocks from 01 Doinyo Sambu are
similar to those found on Kilimanjaro where they are referred to as Mawenzi-type
trachy-basalts and rhomb-porphyries.
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(Saggerson and Williams, 1964).Anal.: Min. Res. Div., Overseas GeologicalSurveys.

B. Alkali-basalt (GN 640) from the upper Nguruman escarpment west of Lake Magadi
(Campbell Smith, 1931, p. 252). Anal.: W. H. Herdsman.

C. Averageof six alkali trachytes from the Magadi area (Campbell Smith, 1931,p. 227 and
Baker, 1958,p. 20).

D. Trachy-doleritefrom 01Doinyo Sambu, Krenkel, 1925,p. 252(after Finckh, 1903,p. 501).

Kunzli (1901, p. 159) described an amygdaloidal picrite-porphyrite collected by
Kaiser (1898) from the Nguruman escarpment. The specimen was probably obtained
from 01 Doinyo Sambu. Similar rocks 57/9 and 57/12 identified as olivine micro-
gabbros were obtained from 400 feet above the base of the volcano during the present
survey. They are coarse-grained, heavy black rocks with phenocrysts of olivine and
pyroxene in a matrix of felspar, pyroxene, magnetite and altered olivine (Fig. 7 (a)).The
'phenocrysts are large subhedral crystals up to 5 mm. in diameter. The olivine is
colourless and fairly fresh but shows some alteration to serpentine, while the augite,
which is partly chloritized, shows twinning and prominent zoning emphasized by

* TlUs includes 0.07 oxygen for S which should be subtraored from !the rotJa!.
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A B C D

% % % %
39,24 44.25 60.88 48,47
9'58 17.05 12'06 15'31
8,72 3-15 4.51 6,69
5.47 9,98 3,45 6,36
9.52 5.28 0.79 3.60

15'35 11'04 2'06 8.14
3.18 3,05 5,72 4.49
1'07 1-16 4,64 1.67
3'62 0'26

} 2.47
-

0.16 0'75 1.65
3.02 3.30 0,76 2.23
0'57 0'50 1.06 0'52
0.21 0.11 0.41 trace
0.16 n.d. 0,58 0.26
- n.d. - 0.14
- - 0.12 I -
- -

I

0.023

I

-

100.32 99,88 99,533 99,53*
I I I
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AnTo indicating a more caleic plagioclase than that in the upper flows. In the ground»
mass felspar laths and mierolites are fluxionally orientated and associated with titan—
augite, magnetite and small olivines usually altered to pale-green or yellowish serpentine
but occasionally to iddingsite and antigorite.

Early German writers refer to trachy-Llolerites of 01 Doinyo Sambu. presumably
the equivalent of the basalts described from the present area. An analysis of a trachy-
dolerite given by b'inckh (1903. p. 501) and quoted by Krenkel [1925. p. 2521 is ire—quoted
together with an alkali basalt of Kirikiti type (Campbell Smith, 1931, p. 162) and other
lavas. Early writers observed that many of the rocks from 01 Doinyo Sambu are
similar to those found on Kilimanjaro where they are referred to as Mawenzi—type
trachy-basalts and rhomb—porphyries.

A B C D

9-3 ”/3 3:1
Sit)2 .. .. 39-24 44-25 60-88 48-47
A1203 .. 9-58 17-05 12-06 15-31
F0305 .. 8-72 3-15 4-51 6-69
FeO .. .. 5-47 9-98 3-45 6-36
MgO .. 9-52 5-28 0-79 3-60
CaO .. .. 15-35 11-04 2-06 8-14
N830 . . 3-18 3-05 5-72 4-49
K20 .. .. 1-07 1-16 4-64 1-67
1120 .. .. 3-62 0-26 4 2‘42 —_
19130- . . 0-16 0-75 _,1 ’ 1-65
T102 .. .. 3-02 3-30 0-76 2-23
P205 .. 0-57 0-50 1-06 0-52
MnO .. .. (1-21 0'11 041 trace
C02 .. .. 0-16 n.d. 0-58 026
S .. .. - — I‘Ld. — 014
so; .. .. — — 0-12 —
C1 .. .. — — 0023

99-88 99-533 9953*ToTALs .. ; 100-32

A. Ankararrite. 515731. from the base of the Nguruman Escarpment at the river Oloibortoto
(Saggcrson and Williams, 1964). Anal: Min. Res. Div., Overseas Geological Surveys.

B. Alkali-basalt (ON 640) from the upper Ngurumart escarpment west of Lake Magadi
(Campbell Smith, 1931, p. 252). Anal: W. H. Herdsman.

C. Average of six alkali trachytes from the Magadi area (Campbell Smith. 1931. p, 227 and
Baker, 1958, p. 20).

D. Trachy—dolerite from 01 Doinyo Sambu, Krcnkcl, 1925. p, 252(a1ter Finekh. 1903, p. 501).

Kunzli {1901, p. 159'} described an amygdaloidal picrite—porphyrite collected by
Kaiser {1898) from the Nguruman escarpment. The specimen was probably obtained
from 01 Doinyo Sambu. Similar rocks 57,39 and 57,112 identified as olivine micro-
gabbros were obtained from 400 feet above the base of the volcano during the present
survey. They are coarse-grained. heavy black rocks with phenoerysts of olivine and
pyroxene in a matrix of felspar. pyroxene. magnetite and altered olivine (fig. 7 (61)). The
:phenocrysts are large subhedral crystals up to 5 mm. in diameter. The olivine is
colourless and fairly fresh but shows sotne alteration to serpentine. v1 hi1e the augite.
Which is partly ehloritized. shows twinning and prominent zoning emphasized by

“ This includes CI]? oxygen for S which shoa'd be subtracted from the LCMai.
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granules of magnetite. The felspar is andesine (AnsJ occurring in broad laths associated
with brown augite, serpentinized olivine and linear magnetite granules. Limonite is
present as an alteration product. The rock has affinities with masafuerite (Johannsen,
1938, Vol. III, p. 334).

An interesting specimen (57/15) was collected from a dry stream bed at the foot
of 01 Doinyo Sambu. It is a grey-green pale weathering rock, characterized by abun-
dant phenocrysts (1.5 mm.) of pale nepheline. The nepheline is altered to analcime
and calcite and occurs in a dark, iron-stained groundmass in which aegirine-augite,
nepheline and rare laths of plagioclase felpar were recognized. The rock is a nepheline
tephrite close to nephelinite in composition. A tephrite described by Miss Neilson
(in Gregory, 1921, p. 404) was colleoted by Gregory (specimen number 637) and also
came from 01 Doinyo Sambu.

At the north-west tip of Lake Natron a number of small hills composed of
blocks of lavas (Plate VI) similar to those found in the flows comprising 01 Doinyo
Sambu, are thought to have originated in a small agglomerate vent that erupted along
the line of the Old Doinyo Sambu fault. Saline springs emerge from beneath the
agglomerate boulders at the southern end of the outcrops. (plate III (b))

(8) LAKE BEDS

No actual outcrops of High Magadi Beds (Baker, 1958, p. 37) were seen during
the survey but there is little doubt that lacustrine silts and clays underlie the wind-
blown sands, fine-grained alluvial silts and grey-brown dusty soils of the Uaso Nyiro
plain, north of lJake Natron. Baker (1963, p. 16) reports beach levels on Melil hill
near the north shore of the lake while a survey of the plain north of Lake Natron
revealed the presence of brown silts that are probably poorly exposed members of
the High Magadi Beds. Pebble sheets and silts standing four feet above the level of
the Lake Natron fla>tsand forming the edge of the lake in the present area probably
represent an old beach level.

4. Recent Deposits

The Recent deposits may be classified as black-cotton soils, grey soils, red-brown
soils and quartz sands, pebble sheets and alluvial deposits, forest loams, volcanic soils
and alluvium. Black cotton soils are among the most extensive of the Recent deposits
and cover large parts of the plains to the west of the Loita hills. The soils are found
on most interfluves, in poorly drained areas and on top of Usubugo, they frequently
contain numerous calcareous concretions and support a characteristic thorn-scrub
vegetation. In many parts of Kenya black-cotton soils are generally associated with
areas of poor drainage, but here they occur on westerly or southerly sloping plains
that are dissected by numerous stream courses.

Related to the previous soils are the grey soils of 01 Mesutie, Morijo and
the north-west Naigara area. They are better drained and consist of a mixture of
black-cotton soil and sandy soil derived from hill slopes. In a stream section two miles
east of Morijo Loita, gravels overlying 5-8 feet of grey-brown clay-like mudstones,
are Quaternary deposits that may be Pleistocene in age.

Red-brown sandy soils cover small portions of the area and are derived mainly
from the weathering of the quartzites. They occur in localities (such as hill tops)
where drainage is good and rainfall is just sufficient to permit their formation under
semi-arid conditions. With these may be classified the quartz sands that have accu-
mulated in and around quartzite ridges and hills as a result of disintegration of
metamorphosed grits. Such accumulations have a low humus content and support a
sparse vegetation of grass and a few low bushes. Brown loams protected by dense
forest cover the slopes of the central part of the Loita hills and the Nguruman
escarpment.
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granules of magnetite. The felspar is andesine (AnsJ occurring in broad laths associated
with brown augite, serpentinized olivine and linear magnetite granules. Limonite is
present as an alteration product. The rock has affinities with masafuerite (Johannsen,
1938, Vol. III, p. 334).

An interesting specimen (57/15) was collected from a dry stream bed at the foot
of 01 Doinyo Sambu. It is a grey-green pale weathering rock, characterized by abun-
dant phenocrysts (1.5 mm.) of pale nepheline. The nepheline is altered to analcime
and calcite and occurs in a dark, iron-stained groundmass in which aegirine-augite,
nepheline and rare laths of plagioclase felpar were recognized. The rock is a nepheline
tephrite close to nephelinite in composition. A tephrite described by Miss Neilson
(in Gregory, 1921, p. 404) was colleoted by Gregory (specimen number 637) and also
came from 01 Doinyo Sambu.

At the north-west tip of Lake Natron a number of small hills composed of
blocks of lavas (Plate VI) similar to those found in the flows comprising 01 Doinyo
Sambu, are thought to have originated in a small agglomerate vent that erupted along
the line of the Old Doinyo Sambu fault. Saline springs emerge from beneath the
agglomerate boulders at the southern end of the outcrops. (plate III (b))

(8) LAKE BEDS

No actual outcrops of High Magadi Beds (Baker, 1958, p. 37) were seen during
the survey but there is little doubt that lacustrine silts and clays underlie the wind-
blown sands, fine-grained alluvial silts and grey-brown dusty soils of the Uaso Nyiro
plain, north of lJake Natron. Baker (1963, p. 16) reports beach levels on Melil hill
near the north shore of the lake while a survey of the plain north of Lake Natron
revealed the presence of brown silts that are probably poorly exposed members of
the High Magadi Beds. Pebble sheets and silts standing four feet above the level of
the Lake Natron fla>tsand forming the edge of the lake in the present area probably
represent an old beach level.

4. Recent Deposits

The Recent deposits may be classified as black-cotton soils, grey soils, red-brown
soils and quartz sands, pebble sheets and alluvial deposits, forest loams, volcanic soils
and alluvium. Black cotton soils are among the most extensive of the Recent deposits
and cover large parts of the plains to the west of the Loita hills. The soils are found
on most interfluves, in poorly drained areas and on top of Usubugo, they frequently
contain numerous calcareous concretions and support a characteristic thorn-scrub
vegetation. In many parts of Kenya black-cotton soils are generally associated with
areas of poor drainage, but here they occur on westerly or southerly sloping plains
that are dissected by numerous stream courses.

Related to the previous soils are the grey soils of 01 Mesutie, Morijo and
the north-west Naigara area. They are better drained and consist of a mixture of
black-cotton soil and sandy soil derived from hill slopes. In a stream section two miles
east of Morijo Loita, gravels overlying 5-8 feet of grey-brown clay-like mudstones,
are Quaternary deposits that may be Pleistocene in age.

Red-brown sandy soils cover small portions of the area and are derived mainly
from the weathering of the quartzites. They occur in localities (such as hill tops)
where drainage is good and rainfall is just sufficient to permit their formation under
semi-arid conditions. With these may be classified the quartz sands that have accu-
mulated in and around quartzite ridges and hills as a result of disintegration of
metamorphosed grits. Such accumulations have a low humus content and support a
sparse vegetation of grass and a few low bushes. Brown loams protected by dense
forest cover the slopes of the central part of the Loita hills and the Nguruman
escarpment.
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granules of magnetite. The felspar is andcsirte [Ann] occurring in broad laths associated
with brown augite, serpentinized olivine and linear magnetite granules. Limonite is
present as an alteration product. The rock has affinities with masafuerite (Johannsen.
l938. Vol. III. p. 334).

An interesting specimen t [15} was collected from a dry stream bed at the foot
of GI Doinyo Sambu. it is a grey—green pale weathering rock. characterized by abun—
dant phenocrysts (1.5 mm.) of pale nepheline, The nephcline is altered to analcime
and calcite and occurs in a dark. iron-stained groundmass in which acgirinc-augitc.
nephclinc and rare laths of plagioclase felpar were recognized. The rock is a nepheline
tephrite close to nephelinite in composition. A tephrite deseribed by Miss Neils-on
{in Gregory. 1921. p. 40—31 was collected by Gregory (specimen number (53H and also
came front 01 Doinyo Samba.

At the north—west tip of Lake Natron :1 number of small hills composed of
blocks of lavas (Plate VI} similar to those found in the flows comprising Ol Doinyo
Sambu. are thought to have originated in a small agglomerate \"cn: that erupted along
the line of the Old Doinyo Sambu fault. Saline springs emerge from beneath the
agglomerate boulders at the southern end of the outcrops. (Plate lll [b]?-

tS'! Lske BeDs

No actual outcrops of High Magadi Beds rBaker. 1958. p. 57] \tere seen during
the survey bttt there is little doubt that lacustrine silts and clays underlie the wind
blown sands. fine—grained alluvial silts and grey~brovvn dusty soils of the Llaso Nyiro
plain. north of Lake .Natron, Baker {1%}. p. 16] reports beach levels on Melil hill
near the north shore of the lake While a survey of the plain north of Lake l\'tttron
revealed the presence of brown silts that are probably poorly exposed members of
the High Magadi Beds. Pebble sheets and silts standing four feet above the level of
the Lake N-atron flats and forming the edge of the lake in the present area probably
represent an old beach level.

4. Recent Deposits

'l he Recent deposits may be classified as black—cotton soils. grey soils. :‘ed—hroyyn
soils and quartz sands. pebble sheets and alluvial deposits. forest loants. Volcanic soils
and alluvium. Black carton soils are among the most extettsite of the Recent deposits
and cover large parts of the plains to the west of the Loita hills. The soils are found
on most intertluves. in poorly drained areas and on top of Usubugo. they frequently
contain numerous calcareous concretions and support a characteristic thorn-scrub
vegetation. In many parts of Kenya black—cotton soils are generally associated with
at as of poor drainage. but here they occur on westerly or southerly sloping plains
that are dissected by nutnerous stream courses.

Related to the previous soils are the grey soils of 01 Mesutie. Morijo and
the north—west Naigara area. They are better drained and consist of a mixture of
black—cotton soil and sandy soil derived from hill slopes. in a stream section two miles
east of Morijo Lotta. gravels overlying its? feet of grey-brown clay-like mttdstoncs.
are Quaternary deposits that may be Pleistocene in age.

Red—bratty: sturdy mils cover small portions of the area and are derived mainly
from the weathering of the quartzites. They occur in localities [such as hill [Ops]
where drainage is good and rainfall is just sufficient to permit their formation under
semi-arid conditions. With these may be classified the qtmrr; solids that have accu—
mulated in and around quartzite ridges and hills as a result of disintegration of
metamorphosed grits. Such accumulations have a low humus content and support a
sparse vegetation of grass and a few low bushes. Brown foams protected by denSe
forest cover the slopes of the central part of the Loita hills and the Nguruman
escarpment.
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The volcanic soils are found in the eastern parts of the area where they form
a thick capping to some of the basalts and trachytes. These soils which are dark
red-brown, laterized and well-drained earths support a thick scrub vegetation or good
grassland. Although water-supplies are far distant in these areas the Masai prefer to
graze their herds over volcanic country because of the better vegetation.

Along a number of river courses are dark soils classified as alluvium. These are
accumulations of' black earths and sands in the Olngakualala swamp and on small
alluvial flats flanking the larger valleys near 01 Mesutie. Occasionally these areas
are subject to flooding. In many of the river courses, in particular those to the west
of the Loita hills, are accumulations of sands, gravel and boulders which occasionally
are cemented giving the appearance of a Recent conglomerate. Many of the beds
of loose sand show excellent current-bedding and other features of sedimentary
deposition and are a result of seasonal flooding. Alluvial boulder fans, hill wash and
screes occur at the base of the Nguruman escarpment. They include coarse fluviatile
deposits, found where rivers and streams with steep gradients and heavy loads descend
the escarpment and debouch upon the relatively flat-floored plains. River courses at
the foot of 01 Doinyo Sambu and Olomboneg expose boulder and gravel beds
without reaching bedrock and some difficulty is found in separating these deposits
from conglomerates of Pleistocene age. Most quartzite ridges have accumulations of
soils and boulders forming their lower slopes. The screes are composed of debris from
the weathering of quartzite ridges, the steeper talus slopes occurring where material
is coarsest. This talus belt is of variable width, ranging from a few score feet on
small hills to over a mile wide at the base of the Naigara range.

Laterite is widespread throughout the area occurring at all levels mainly along
river and stream courses and at volcanic boundaries. The iron-stones are a product
of leaching of iron-rich soils. No large deposits were seen, the iron-stone forming a
bed usually a few inches thick within the soil over Basement System rocks.

During the survey numerous obsidian implements and chippings fashioned by pre-
historic man were found widely scattered throughout the area, on the highest ridges
as well as along river courses. Flakes were most frequently discovered in the north-
eastern part of the area near Narosura at the foot of the Loita range. No obsidian
flows were mapped in the area so it is presumed the rock from which the implements
were derived came from the north-east where similar tools occur abundantly. Pre-
historic man presumably made excursions into the hills or formed small settlements
where abundant supplies of fresh meat were available.

VI-STRUCTURE

1. Structures in the Basement System Rocks
(1) FOLDING

The rocks of the Basement System in the Loita hills area have been intensely
folded and deformed, migmatization and granitization which affected some of the
rocks probably taking place during the early stages in the tectonic history of the area.
The pattern produced by folding in the Basement System rocks indicates that they
have been subjected to two phases of deformation, new folds being superimposed
upon previously folded rocks. The recognition and interpretation of these structures
correspond very closely with the areas to the west and north-west (Williams, 1964)
and the overall picture is more easily understood when both areas are considered
together. A summary of the structural history of this part of south-west Kenya has
been given by Saggerson et al. (1960). The principal structural features of the present
area are shown in Fig. 18 (at end) while Fig. 4 is a simplified geological map that
indicates how the principal rock units have been intricately folded.

The structural data collected from different parts of the area indicate great
structural complexity which will be better understood after more detailed mapping,
beyond the scope of the present report, has been undertaken. Due to the relatively
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The volcanic soils are found in the eastern parts of the area where they form
a thick capping to some of the basalts and trachytes. These soils which are dark
red-brown, laterized and well-drained earths support a thick scrub vegetation or good
grassland. Although water-supplies are far distant in these areas the Masai prefer to
graze their herds over volcanic country because of the better vegetation.

Along a number of river courses are dark soils classified as alluvium. These are
accumulations of' black earths and sands in the Olngakualala swamp and on small
alluvial flats flanking the larger valleys near 01 Mesutie. Occasionally these areas
are subject to flooding. In many of the river courses, in particular those to the west
of the Loita hills, are accumulations of sands, gravel and boulders which occasionally
are cemented giving the appearance of a Recent conglomerate. Many of the beds
of loose sand show excellent current-bedding and other features of sedimentary
deposition and are a result of seasonal flooding. Alluvial boulder fans, hill wash and
screes occur at the base of the Nguruman escarpment. They include coarse fluviatile
deposits, found where rivers and streams with steep gradients and heavy loads descend
the escarpment and debouch upon the relatively flat-floored plains. River courses at
the foot of 01 Doinyo Sambu and Olomboneg expose boulder and gravel beds
without reaching bedrock and some difficulty is found in separating these deposits
from conglomerates of Pleistocene age. Most quartzite ridges have accumulations of
soils and boulders forming their lower slopes. The screes are composed of debris from
the weathering of quartzite ridges, the steeper talus slopes occurring where material
is coarsest. This talus belt is of variable width, ranging from a few score feet on
small hills to over a mile wide at the base of the Naigara range.

Laterite is widespread throughout the area occurring at all levels mainly along
river and stream courses and at volcanic boundaries. The iron-stones are a product
of leaching of iron-rich soils. No large deposits were seen, the iron-stone forming a
bed usually a few inches thick within the soil over Basement System rocks.

During the survey numerous obsidian implements and chippings fashioned by pre-
historic man were found widely scattered throughout the area, on the highest ridges
as well as along river courses. Flakes were most frequently discovered in the north-
eastern part of the area near Narosura at the foot of the Loita range. No obsidian
flows were mapped in the area so it is presumed the rock from which the implements
were derived came from the north-east where similar tools occur abundantly. Pre-
historic man presumably made excursions into the hills or formed small settlements
where abundant supplies of fresh meat were available.

VI-STRUCTURE

1. Structures in the Basement System Rocks
(1) FOLDING

The rocks of the Basement System in the Loita hills area have been intensely
folded and deformed, migmatization and granitization which affected some of the
rocks probably taking place during the early stages in the tectonic history of the area.
The pattern produced by folding in the Basement System rocks indicates that they
have been subjected to two phases of deformation, new folds being superimposed
upon previously folded rocks. The recognition and interpretation of these structures
correspond very closely with the areas to the west and north-west (Williams, 1964)
and the overall picture is more easily understood when both areas are considered
together. A summary of the structural history of this part of south-west Kenya has
been given by Saggerson et al. (1960). The principal structural features of the present
area are shown in Fig. 18 (at end) while Fig. 4 is a simplified geological map that
indicates how the principal rock units have been intricately folded.

The structural data collected from different parts of the area indicate great
structural complexity which will be better understood after more detailed mapping,
beyond the scope of the present report, has been undertaken. Due to the relatively
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The volt-(mic soils are found in the eastern parts of the area where they form
a thick capping to some of the basalts and trachytes. These soils which are dark
red—brown, laterized and Well—drained earths support a thick scrub vegetation or good
grassland. Although water—supplies are far distant in these areas the Masai prefer to
graze their herds over volcanic country because of the better vegetation.

Along a number of river courses are dark soils classified as altm-‘itmi. These are
accumulations of black earths and sands in the Olngakualala swamp and on small
alluvial flats flanking the larger valleys near 01 Mesutie. Occasionally these areas
are subject to flooding. In many of the river courses. in particular those to the west
of the Loita hills. are accumulations of sands. gravel and boulders which occasionally
are cemented giving the appearance of a Recent conglomerate. Many of the beds
of loose sand show excellent current—bedding and other features of sedimentary
deposition and are a result of seasonal flooding. Alloyiai boulder fans. hill wash and
serees occur at the base of the Nguruman escarpment. They include coarse fiuviatile
deposits. found where rivers and streams with steep gradients and heavy loads descend
the escarpment and debouch upon the relatively fiat~fioored plains. River courses at
the foot of 01 Doinyo Sambu and Olomboncg expose boulder and gravel beds
without reaching bedrock and some dit'liculty is found in separating these deposits
from conglomerates of Pleistocene age Most quartzite ridges have accumulations of
soils and boulders forming their lower slopes. The screes are composed of debris from
the weathering of quartzite ridges. the steeper talus slopes occurring where material
is coarsest, This talus belt is of variable width. ranging from a few score feet on
small hills to over a mile wide at the base of the Naigara range.

Laterite is widespread throughout the area occurring at all levels mainly along
river and stream courses and at volcanic boundaries. The iron-stones are a product
of leaching of iron-rich soils. No large deposits were seen. the iron-stone forming a
bed usually a few inches thick within the soil over Basement System rocks.

During the survey numerous obsidian implements and chippings fashioned by pre—
historic man were found widely scattered throughout the area. on the highest ridges
as well as along river courses. Flakes were most frequently discovered in the north
eastern part of the area near Narosura at the foot of the Loita range. No obsidian
flows were mapped in the area so it is presumed the rock from which the implements
were derived came from the north-east where similar tools occttr abundantly. l’re»
historic man presumably made excursions into the hills or formed small settlements
where abundant supplies of fresh meat were available.

VI—STRUCTURE

1. Structures in the Basement System Rocks
{I} FOLDING

The rocks of the Basement System in the Loita hills area have been intensely
folded and deformed. migmatization and granitixation which affected some of the
rocks probably taking place during the early stages in the tectonic history of the area.
The pattern produced by folding in the Basement System rocks indicates that the}
have been subjected to two phases of deformation. new folds being superimposed
upon previously folded rocks. The recognition and interpretation of these structures
correspond very closely with the areas to the west and north-west {Williams 1964:
and the overall picture is more easily understood when both areas are considere
together. A summary of the structural history of this part of south-west Kenya has
been given by Saggerson et at. {1960]. The principal structural features of the present
area are shown in Fig. 18 (at end} while Fig. 4 is a simplified geological map that
indicates how the principal rock units have been intricately folded.

The structural data collected from different parts of the area indicate great
structural complexity which will be better understood after more detailed mapping.
beyond the scope of the present report. has been undertaken. Due to the relatively
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short period of mapping and the large area that had to be covered the detailed study
of small areas was impossible and the data collected therefore limited. Nevertheless
some of the interference patterns produced by the two phases of folding are typical
of many described in the literature and in particular those referred to by Ramsay, 1962,
pp. 466-481. In many parts of the area the structural data collected only discloses
information concerning the second phase of folding and little about the earlier folds.
Because the interference pattern produced, however, indicates two phases of folding
it is necessary to treat each structural unit as a whole rather than analyse first-fold
movements and second-fold movements separately. Indeed in order to understand the
form of the first structures it is essential to analyse first the effects of the later phase
of folding. Because of the lack of detailed information in. numerous small areas it is
not convenient to treat the structures into two distinct generations though structures
of similar style and with similar patterns of preferred orientation are assumed to be of
the same generation (cf. Weiss and McIntyre, 1957, p. 578).

(0) Naigara Syncline

The most important structure is the Naigara syncline and its interpretation is
essential as a key to the solution of the structure of the area as a whole. During the
first of these fold-movements the rocks were recumbently folded about NE-SW.
axes while a second period of folding with approximately NW.-SE. trending axes was
superposed upon the older folds. The syncline plunges to the north-west and has
moderately dipping limbs. Both upper and lower limbs of the first structure are involved

NE.

sw

(a)

NW

(b)

1

Fig. 8-The formation of the Naigara syncline.
(a) Pelitic schists recumbently folded abont a NE.-SW. axis, the fold strncture

closing to the north-west.
(b) The recumbent fold is refolded abont a NW.-SE. axis resnltina in the formation

of a syncline plnnging gently to the north-west.
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short period of mapping and the large area that had to be covered the detailed study
of small areas was impossible and the data collected therefore limited. Nevertheless
some of the interference patterns produced by the two phases of folding are typical
of many described in the literature and in particular those referred to by Ramsay, 1962,
pp. 466-481. In many parts of the area the structural data collected only discloses
information concerning the second phase of folding and little about the earlier folds.
Because the interference pattern produced, however, indicates two phases of folding
it is necessary to treat each structural unit as a whole rather than analyse first-fold
movements and second-fold movements separately. Indeed in order to understand the
form of the first structures it is essential to analyse first the effects of the later phase
of folding. Because of the lack of detailed information in. numerous small areas it is
not convenient to treat the structures into two distinct generations though structures
of similar style and with similar patterns of preferred orientation are assumed to be of
the same generation (cf. Weiss and McIntyre, 1957, p. 578).

(0) Naigara Syncline

The most important structure is the Naigara syncline and its interpretation is
essential as a key to the solution of the structure of the area as a whole. During the
first of these fold-movements the rocks were recumbently folded about NE-SW.
axes while a second period of folding with approximately NW.-SE. trending axes was
superposed upon the older folds. The syncline plunges to the north-west and has
moderately dipping limbs. Both upper and lower limbs of the first structure are involved
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Fig. 8-The formation of the Naigara syncline.
(a) Pelitic schists recumbently folded abont a NE.-SW. axis, the fold strncture

closing to the north-west.
(b) The recumbent fold is refolded abont a NW.-SE. axis resnltina in the formation

of a syncline plnnging gently to the north-west.
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short period of mapping and the large area that had to be covered the detailed study
of small areas was impossible and the data cotlected therefore limited. Nevertheless
some of the interference patterns produced by the two phases of folding are typical
of many described in the literature and in particular those referred to by Ramsay. 1962,
pp. 466—481. In many parts of the area the structural data collected only discloses
information concerning,r the second phase of folding and little about the earlier folds.
Because the interference pattern produced. however. indicates two phases of folding
it is necessary to treat each structural unit as a whole rather than analyse first—fold
movements and second-fold movements separately. Indeed in order to understand the
form of the first structures it is essential to analyse first the effects of the later phase
of folding. Because of the lack of detailed information in numerous small areas it is
not convenient to treat the structures into two distinct generations though structures
of similar Style and with similar patterns of preferred orientation are assumed to be of
the same generation (cf. Weiss and McIntyre. 1957, p. 5T8].

(a) Nafgara Syneline

The most important structure is the Naigara syncline and its interpretation is
essential as a key to the solution of the structure of the area as a whole. During the
lirst of these fold—movements the rocks were recumbently folded about IVE—SW.
axes While a second period of folding with approximately N\-\".~SE. trending axes was
superposed upon the older folds. The syneline plunges to the north-west and has
moderately dipping limbs. Both upper and lower limbs of the first structure are involved

NE

Fig. S—Tlie formation of the Naigam syncline.
(a)PeIitie schists recumbently folded about a NFL-SW. axis, the fold structure

closing to the north-west.
(b) The recumbent fold is refolded about a NW.-SE. axis resulting in the formation

of a synclinc plunging gently to the north-west
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and the outcrop pattern as displayed by pelitic gneisses at Naigara is distinctive and
results from the superposition of open synclinal folding on the nose of the original
recumbent fold. Fig. 8 illustrates the type of structure created.
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and the outcrop pattern as displayed by pelitic gneisses at Naigara is distinctive and
results from the superposition of open synclinal folding on the nose of the original
recumbent fold. Fig. 8 illustrates the type of structure created.
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and the outcrop pattern as diSpIayed by pelitic gneisses at Naigara is distinctive and
results from the superposition of open synclinal folding on the nose of the original
recumbent fold. Fig. 8 illustrates the type of Structure created.
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Folding of the sub-horizontal axial surface of the early recumbent structure is
suggested by the fact that lineations formed as a result of first-folding plunge towards
the axis of the Naigara syncline. The pelitic schists involved in the structure were
traced southwards to the neighbourhood of Entasekera and 01 Mesutie where, despite
the lack of good outcrops, it is concluded that the southerly extension of the inverted
limb of the fold is missing and probably faulted out against the Entasekera fault. The
recumbent fold closes downwards at its northern end near Naigara, and part of the
upper limb is still preserved as a remnant at Narokoluguny. The form of the recumbent
fold is shown in longitudinal cross-section in Fig. 9.

A number of minor folds within the Naigara syncline were seen in quartzites
exposed in the gorge of the Lepolosie river at Ririjoshoro. At the eastern end of the
gorge the folds in hard white quartzite are overturned to the west, the limbs dipping
to the east while a few hundred yards west of this point less competent beds are
vertical. Here and at other localities, the minor folding suggests that the direction of
dominant pressure acted from the east during the second period of folding. Geometrical
analysis of the attitude of foliation indicates apparently simple structures, whereas
the spread of lineations and minor fold-axes on a stereographic plot can be accounted
for in part by the complexity of the structures due to superimposed folding. Fig. 10
shows stereograms prepared for an area that includes the Naigara syncline and the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10-Stereograms showing attitude of lineations and foliations in the Naigara-Usubugo
sub-area.

(a) Stereograpbic projection of 73 lineations. Tbe poles ~l and ~z from (b) are shown.
(b) Stereograpbic projection of 500 poles to foliation planes contoured at:-2, 3, 4, 5, 6

per cent per 1 per cent area. Tbe great circles TII and TIzpassing through the poles
and the poles ~l and ~z to these great circles are also shown.

Usubugo ,anticline as iiar south as a line, 01 Mesutie-Entasekera. The stereo grams
indicate that the axes of the fold trend at 150 west of north and plunge variably
north and south indicating culminations and depressions in a simple fold system.
Stereograms (Fig. 11) prepared for the Usubugooirobi area to east of Usubugo and
as far south as latitude 10 45' S., also indicate that Basement System rocks in the
north-east comer of the area have been folded about the same generally NNW.-SSE.
axes. A swing in the axis of second folding from NNW.-SSE. to north-south, however,
has modified the folds and is suggested in the stereograms.
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Folding of the sub-horizontal axial surface of the early recumbent structure is
suggested by the fact that lineations formed as a result of first-folding plunge towards
the axis of the Naigara syncline. The pelitic schists involved in the structure were
traced southwards to the neighbourhood of Entasekera and 01 Mesutie where, despite
the lack of good outcrops, it is concluded that the southerly extension of the inverted
limb of the fold is missing and probably faulted out against the Entasekera fault. The
recumbent fold closes downwards at its northern end near Naigara, and part of the
upper limb is still preserved as a remnant at Narokoluguny. The form of the recumbent
fold is shown in longitudinal cross-section in Fig. 9.

A number of minor folds within the Naigara syncline were seen in quartzites
exposed in the gorge of the Lepolosie river at Ririjoshoro. At the eastern end of the
gorge the folds in hard white quartzite are overturned to the west, the limbs dipping
to the east while a few hundred yards west of this point less competent beds are
vertical. Here and at other localities, the minor folding suggests that the direction of
dominant pressure acted from the east during the second period of folding. Geometrical
analysis of the attitude of foliation indicates apparently simple structures, whereas
the spread of lineations and minor fold-axes on a stereographic plot can be accounted
for in part by the complexity of the structures due to superimposed folding. Fig. 10
shows stereograms prepared for an area that includes the Naigara syncline and the
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Fig. 10-Stereograms showing attitude of lineations and foliations in the Naigara-Usubugo
sub-area.

(a) Stereograpbic projection of 73 lineations. Tbe poles ~l and ~z from (b) are shown.
(b) Stereograpbic projection of 500 poles to foliation planes contoured at:-2, 3, 4, 5, 6

per cent per 1 per cent area. Tbe great circles TII and TIzpassing through the poles
and the poles ~l and ~z to these great circles are also shown.

Usubugo ,anticline as iiar south as a line, 01 Mesutie-Entasekera. The stereo grams
indicate that the axes of the fold trend at 150 west of north and plunge variably
north and south indicating culminations and depressions in a simple fold system.
Stereograms (Fig. 11) prepared for the Usubugooirobi area to east of Usubugo and
as far south as latitude 10 45' S., also indicate that Basement System rocks in the
north-east comer of the area have been folded about the same generally NNW.-SSE.
axes. A swing in the axis of second folding from NNW.-SSE. to north-south, however,
has modified the folds and is suggested in the stereograms.
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Folding of the sub-horizontal axial surface of the early recumbent structure is
suggested by the fact that lineations formed as a result of first—folding plunge towards
the axis of the Naigara syneline. The pelitie sehists involved in the structure were
traced southwards to the neighbourhood of Entasekera and 01 Mesutie where, deSpite
the lack of good outcrops. it is concluded that the southerly extension of the inverted
limb of the fold is missing and probably faulted out against the Entasekera fault. The
recumbent fold closes downwards at its northern end near Naigara= and part of the
upper limb is still preserved as a remnant at Narokoluguny. The form of the recumbent
fold is shown in longitudinal cross-section in lr'ig. 9.

A number of minor folds within the Naigara syncline Were seen in quartzites
exposed in the gorge of the Lepolosie river at Ririjoshoro. At the eastern end of the
gorge the folds in hard white quartzite are overturned to the west, the limbs dipping
to the east while a few hundred yards west of this point less competent. beds are
vertical. Here and at other localities. the minor folding suggests that the direction of
dominant pressure acted from the east during the second period of folding. Geometrical
analysis of the attitude of foliation indicates apparently simple structures. whereas
the spread of lineations and minor fold—axes on a stereographie plot can be accounted
for in part by the complexity of the structures due to superimposed folding. Fig. 10
shows stereograms prepared for an area that includes the Naigara syncline and the

(b)
Fig. 10—Stereograms shorting attitude of lineations and foliations in the Naigara-Usubugo

Sub-area.

(:1) Stereogmphie projection of 73 lineations. The poles ti. and {52 from (b) are shown.
(b) Stereographie projection of 500 poles to foliat'ion planescontoured at:—2, 3, 4, 5, 6

per cent per 1 per cent area. The great circles 111 and ll; passing through the poles
and the poles {:1 and 33 to these great circles are also shown.

Usuhugo anticline as far south as a line, 01 Mesutie—Entasekera. The stereograms
indicate that the axes of the fold trend at 152' west of north and plunge variably
north and south indicating eulminations and depressions in a simple fold system.
Stereograms (Fig. 11) prepared for the Usubugooirobi area to east of Usubugo and
as far south as latitude 1° 45’ 8., also indicate that Basement System rocks in the
north-east corner of the area have been folded about the same generally NNW.—SSE.
axes. A swing in the axis of second folding from NNW.-SSE. to north~south, however.
has modified the folds and is suggested in the stereograms.
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Fig. l1-Stereograms showing attitude ofJineations and foliations in the Usubugooirobi sub-
area.

(a) Stereograpbic projection of 108 lineations.

(b) Stereograpbic projection of 320 poles to foliation planes; contours 2, 4, 6, 8 per cent
per 1 per cent area. The great circle n passing through the poles and the pole
~ to this great circle are also shown.

(b) Usubugo Anticline

A second major structure, of the second episode is the Usubugo anticline. The
structure extending from the north-west to the Entasekera fault in the south-east is
a large closed fold with its axis parallel to the neighbouring Naigara Syncline and
plunging likewise to the north-west. Deformation has been sufficiently intense to cause
beds to thicken and thin, while the nose of the fold has been considerably disrupted by
faulting. Here the axial traces of first-folds can be correlated with counterparts on the
opposite side of the anticline. Although the rocks forming the limbs of this anticline
are relatively uncomplicated in the Usubugo area, north-west of Naigara between
latitudes 10 30' S. and 10 40' S. the structures in the nose of the fold are complicated
and the pattern again suggests folding about a NW.-SE. axis superimposed upon an
early recumbent !anticline with a NE.-SW. laxis. As was noted in the earlier structure
the limbs of the fold when traced in a south-easterly direction are cut out by the
Entasekera fault. At Limoroki about one mile south of Morijo Loita small folds
disturb the normal NNW.-SSE. foliation pattern and is a relic of the early recumbent
folds with NE.-SW. axis. Fiaulting along axial pLanes of folds in the quartzites represents
movement along shear planes developed in' the apices of the folds. South of 01 Mesutie
on the Tanganyika border folding in quartzites on the hills at Sukudie, Olorbukoi and
Nairebuk was also accompanied by sliding and possibly thrusting. (See Fig. 9.)

(c) Ol Koroi (involute) folds

In the north-west corner of the area quartzites and associated rocks have been
folded about NNE.-SSW. axes. A single white quartzite band provides an excellent
marker horizon and the outcrop pattern indicates the involutions due to continuation
of folding on the trend of the original NE.-SW. fold axis of a first-formed isocline. The
01 Koroi synform closes to the west outside the present area. (Fig. 12.) The synform
now plunges ,to the NNE. though at Enkii, the axial sur1)aces of first-formed fioIds have
been modified by the later NW.-SE. folding, resulting in the formation of arcuate axial-
fold traces at that locality and a plunge depression shown by the older lineations
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Fig. l1-Stereograms showing attitude ofJineations and foliations in the Usubugooirobi sub-
area.

(a) Stereograpbic projection of 108 lineations.

(b) Stereograpbic projection of 320 poles to foliation planes; contours 2, 4, 6, 8 per cent
per 1 per cent area. The great circle n passing through the poles and the pole
~ to this great circle are also shown.

(b) Usubugo Anticline

A second major structure, of the second episode is the Usubugo anticline. The
structure extending from the north-west to the Entasekera fault in the south-east is
a large closed fold with its axis parallel to the neighbouring Naigara Syncline and
plunging likewise to the north-west. Deformation has been sufficiently intense to cause
beds to thicken and thin, while the nose of the fold has been considerably disrupted by
faulting. Here the axial traces of first-folds can be correlated with counterparts on the
opposite side of the anticline. Although the rocks forming the limbs of this anticline
are relatively uncomplicated in the Usubugo area, north-west of Naigara between
latitudes 10 30' S. and 10 40' S. the structures in the nose of the fold are complicated
and the pattern again suggests folding about a NW.-SE. axis superimposed upon an
early recumbent !anticline with a NE.-SW. laxis. As was noted in the earlier structure
the limbs of the fold when traced in a south-easterly direction are cut out by the
Entasekera fault. At Limoroki about one mile south of Morijo Loita small folds
disturb the normal NNW.-SSE. foliation pattern and is a relic of the early recumbent
folds with NE.-SW. axis. Fiaulting along axial pLanes of folds in the quartzites represents
movement along shear planes developed in' the apices of the folds. South of 01 Mesutie
on the Tanganyika border folding in quartzites on the hills at Sukudie, Olorbukoi and
Nairebuk was also accompanied by sliding and possibly thrusting. (See Fig. 9.)

(c) Ol Koroi (involute) folds

In the north-west corner of the area quartzites and associated rocks have been
folded about NNE.-SSW. axes. A single white quartzite band provides an excellent
marker horizon and the outcrop pattern indicates the involutions due to continuation
of folding on the trend of the original NE.-SW. fold axis of a first-formed isocline. The
01 Koroi synform closes to the west outside the present area. (Fig. 12.) The synform
now plunges ,to the NNE. though at Enkii, the axial sur1)aces of first-formed fioIds have
been modified by the later NW.-SE. folding, resulting in the formation of arcuate axial-
fold traces at that locality and a plunge depression shown by the older lineations
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(a) (b)
Fig. IIWStereograms showing attitude of lineations and foliations in the Usubugooirobi sub-

area.
(a) Stereographic projection of 108 lineations.
(b) Stereographic projection of 320 poles to foliation planes; contours 2, 4, 6, 8 per cent

per 1 per cent area. The great circle H passing through the poles and the pole
B to this great circle are also shown.

([7) Usubugo Amieline
A second major structure of the second episode is the Usubugo anticline, The

structure extending from the north-west to the Entasekera fault in the south-east is
a large closed fold with its axis parallel to the neighbouring Naigara Syncline and
plunging likewise to the north—west. Deformation has been sufficiently intense to causa
beds to thicken and thin, while the nose of the fold has been considerably disrupted by
faulting. Here the axial traces of first-folds can be correlated with counterparts on the
opposite side of the anticline. Although the rocks forming the limbs of this anticline
are relatively uncomplicated in the Usubugo area, north-west of Naigara between
latitudes 1“ 30’ S. and 1° 40’ S. the structures in the nose of the fold are complicated
and the pattern again suggests folding about a NW.—SE. axis superimposed upon an
early recumbent anticline with a NE.—SW. axis. As was noted in the earlier structure
the limbs of the fold when traced in a southweasterly direction are cut out by the
Entasekera fault. At Limoroki about one mile south of Morijo Loita small folds
disturb the normal NNW.—SSE. foliation pattern and is a relic of the early recumbent
folds with NE.~SW. axis. Faulting along axial planes of folds in the quartzites represents
movement along shear planes developed in the apices of the folds. South of 01 Mesutie
on the Tanganyika border folding in quartzites on the hills at Sukudie, Olorbukoi and
Nairebuk was also accompanied by sliding and possibly thrusting. (See Fig. 9.)

(c) 01 Karat ('z'ni'olure) folds

In the north-west corner of the area quartzites and associated rocks have been
folded about NNE.-SSW. axes. A single white quartzite band provides an excellent
marker horizon and the outcrop pattern indicates the inV'olutions clue to continuation
of folding on the trend of the original NE.~SW. fold axis of a first-formed isocline. The
Ol Koroi synform closes to the west outside the present area. (Fig. 12.) The synform
now plunges to the NNE. though at Enkii. the axial surfaces of first—formed folds have
been modified by the later NW.—SE. folding, resulting in the formation of arcuate axial—
fold traces at that locality and a plunge depression shown by the older lineations
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along the axis of the Naigara syncline. Within the synform a single synclinal fold
exhibits a folded axial surface and at Lengarani now gives an impression of an
overturned anticline plunging north. Since folding of the axial surface is coaxial with
the original fold axis the lineation pattern remains homogeneous and only the form
taken by the quartzite outcrop suggests the complexity of the major structure. The
trend of the folds is indicated in :a stereographic plot of poles to foliation planes and

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12- The formation of the 01 Koroi synfonn.

(a) Tight folding about NE.-SW. axis.
(b) Continuation of folding about NE.-SW. axis. An orijlinal sync:line has been

refolded about the axis of the synfonn and on the NW.-SE. side takes the
fonn of an anticline.
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along the axis of the Naigara syneline. Within the synform a single synclinal fold
exhibits a folded axial surface and at Lengarani now gives an impression of an
overturned antieiine plunging north. Sinee folding of the axial surface is coaxial with
the original fold axis the lineation pattern remains homogeneous and only the form
taken by the quartzite outcrop suggests the complexity of the major structure. The
trend of the folds is indicated in a stereographic plot of poles to foliation planes and

(b)
Fig. lz—The formation of the 01 Koroi synforrn.

(:1) Tight folding about NE-SW'. axis.
{b} Continuation of folding about NE-SW. axis. An original syncline has been

refolded about the axis of the synform and on the NW.-SI~L side takes the
form of an antieline.
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lineations (Fig. 13). The trend of lineation is approximately N25° E. and plunging
between 10° and 20° to the NNE. The traces of the axial planes of folds between Enkii
and the Lepolosie river suggest they had axes that trend more nearly east-west in this
part of the area.

The scatter shown by the lineation is attributed to later NW.-SE. folding, the
Naigara syncline having affected the rocks of this area as suggested by opposing
directions of lineations near 01 Doinyo Lemujai.
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(b)
Fig. 13--Stereograms of lineation, poles to foliatioB plaDes aDd axes of nrlnor folds in

two sub-areas of the Loita Hills area. The lineations are shown as dots while
the poles to foliation planes have been contoured. The great circles passing through
the poles aDd the poles to these great circles are also shown.

(a) NW. comer of the Loita Hills area. COBtours, 3, 5, 15 per cent per 1 per cent
area.

(b) SE.. comer of the Loita Hills area. Contours, 5, 10, 15 per cent per 1 per cent
area.

(d) Folds south-east of Entasekera

Between Entasekera and the southern border a similar style of folding with involu-
tions similar to that seen in the north-west comer of the area can be demonstrated,
continued folding occurred on both limbs of a recumbent fold with a NE. to SW. axis
closing to the north-west. As the axial planes of the smaller folds are inclined to the
north-west it is probable that the axial plane of the recumbent fold was similarly
inclined in this locality (Fig. 14). If both limbs of the recumbent fold have been affected
by subsequent folding about the same axis, the axial plane of the recumbent fold must,
if it plunges, have a sinuous trace. This is seen in Fig. 4, the quartzites forming both
limbs of the fold having been intricately folded in the area east of Entasekera. The
sinuous trace of the recumbent fold can be traced from Emburkutia to the south-east
where it passes beneath the Tertiary volcanic rocks. West of Olomboneg lineations
associated with the first period of folding plunge towards the axis of the Naigara
syncline, the southerly continuation of which is indicated by a narrow zone of north-
westerly plunging lineations between Langatunyo and Olomboneg. A stereogram of poles
to foliation (Fig. 13) and the attitude of lineations indicate the complex nature of the
structure.
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two sub-areas of the Loita Hills area. The lineations are shown as dots while
the poles to foliation planes have been contoured. The great circles passing through
the poles aDd the poles to these great circles are also shown.

(a) NW. comer of the Loita Hills area. COBtours, 3, 5, 15 per cent per 1 per cent
area.

(b) SE.. comer of the Loita Hills area. Contours, 5, 10, 15 per cent per 1 per cent
area.

(d) Folds south-east of Entasekera

Between Entasekera and the southern border a similar style of folding with involu-
tions similar to that seen in the north-west comer of the area can be demonstrated,
continued folding occurred on both limbs of a recumbent fold with a NE. to SW. axis
closing to the north-west. As the axial planes of the smaller folds are inclined to the
north-west it is probable that the axial plane of the recumbent fold was similarly
inclined in this locality (Fig. 14). If both limbs of the recumbent fold have been affected
by subsequent folding about the same axis, the axial plane of the recumbent fold must,
if it plunges, have a sinuous trace. This is seen in Fig. 4, the quartzites forming both
limbs of the fold having been intricately folded in the area east of Entasekera. The
sinuous trace of the recumbent fold can be traced from Emburkutia to the south-east
where it passes beneath the Tertiary volcanic rocks. West of Olomboneg lineations
associated with the first period of folding plunge towards the axis of the Naigara
syncline, the southerly continuation of which is indicated by a narrow zone of north-
westerly plunging lineations between Langatunyo and Olomboneg. A stereogram of poles
to foliation (Fig. 13) and the attitude of lineations indicate the complex nature of the
structure.
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lineations (Fig. 13). The trend of lineation is approximately N25“ E. and plunging
between 10'” and 20° to the NNE. The traces of the axial planes of folds between Enltii
and the Lepolosie river suggest they had axes that trend more nearly east-west in this
part of the area.

The scatter shown by the lineation is attributed to later Nwi—SE. folding, the
Naigara syncline having affected the rocks of this area as suggested by opposing
directions of lineations near 01 Doinyo Lemujai.

(b)
Fig. ik—Stereogmms of line-alien. poles to foliation planes and axes of minor folds in

two sub-areas of the Loita Hills area. The lineations are shown as dots while
the poles to foliation planes have been contoured. The great circles passing through
the poles and the poles to these great circles are also shown.

[21) NW. corner of the Loita Hills area. Contours. 3. S. 15 per cent per 1 per cent
area.

(11) SE. corner of [he Loita Hills area. Contours, 5, 10; 15 per cent per 1 per cent
area.
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tions similar to that seen in the north-west corner of the area can be demonstrated.
continued folding occurred on both limbs of a recumbent fold with 3. NE. to SW. axis
closing to the north-West. As the axial planes of the smaller folds are inclined to the
north-west it is probable that the axial plane of the recumbent fold was similarly
inclined in this locality (Fig. 14). If both limbs of the recumbent fold have been affected
by subsequent folding about the same axis, the axial plane of the recumbent fold must,
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(e) Folds at Enemisikio

The zone of NE.-SW. folds is continued southwards and at Enemisikio in'the south-
west comer of the area, a system of simple folds on NE.-SW.-trending axial planes with
moderately steep south-westerly plunging axes was recognized in granitized rocks. The
fold-axes appear to terminate sharply near the quartzite ridge at llgeri suggesting a
discordance between the granitized rocks and those to the east. The effect of later
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14-The fonnation of the complex folds near Entasekera.
(a) Overturned folds on both limbs of a recumbent first-fold were formed first. aU

folds having NE.-SW. axes. The limbs of the overtnmed folds dip to the NW.

(b) The recumbent fold (the overturned folds affecting both limbs) is syncliuaUy
folded about a NW.-SE. axis.

folding on these first-fold axial traces is indicated by opposing first lineations in the
limbs of the Ngama anticline (see Williams, 1964, p. 38), and by the sinuous axial
traces of first-folds. Near 01 Mesutie muscovite-rich schists outcrop within an area of
granitized rocks due to the arching of first-folds about the axis of the Ngama anticline.
A swing in lineation near Paraiko and by minor structures throughout the western and
north-western part of the area, are attcibuted to the effect of a second-fold period on
older linear structures, a zone of second NW.-SE.-trending folds being present in
Tanganyika, south of the border, as evidenced by air photographs. A great variety of
minor structures are associated with this second episode and occur in rocks that were
incompetent or show evidence of granitization and migmatization. The migmatites
show small-scale slip-folds and puckered folds in numerous outcrops (plates IV and V).
The development of axial plane foliation parallel to the NE.-SW. folds accompanied by
minor sliding indicates that many of the minor structures are of the shear-folding type.
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north-western part of the area, are attcibuted to the effect of a second-fold period on
older linear structures, a zone of second NW.-SE.-trending folds being present in
Tanganyika, south of the border, as evidenced by air photographs. A great variety of
minor structures are associated with this second episode and occur in rocks that were
incompetent or show evidence of granitization and migmatization. The migmatites
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(e) Folds at Eriemisikio

The zone of NFL-SW. folds is continUed southwards and at Enemisikio in the south—
west corner of the area, a system of simple folds on NE.-SW.—trending axial planes with
moderately steep south-westerly plunging axes was recognized in granitizcd rocks. The
fold—axes appear to terminate sharply near the quartzite ridge at Ilgeri suggesting a
discordance between the granitized rocks and those to the east. The effect of later

lv‘ig. l4—The formation of the complex folds near Entasekera.

(a) Overtnmed folds on both limbs of a recumbent first-fold were formed first, all
folds having DIE-SW. axes. The limbs of the overtumed folds dip to the NW.

(11) The recumbent fold (the overturned folds affecting both limbs) is synclinally
folded about a NW.—SF.. axis.

folding on these first-fold axial traces is indicated by opposing first lineations in the
limbs of the Ngama anticlinc (see Williams. 1964. p. 38)‘ and by the sinuous axial
traces of first—folds. Near Ol Mesutie muscoyite-rich schists outcrop within an area of
granitized rocks due to the arching of first—folds about the axis of the Ngama anticline.
A swing in lineation near Paraiko and by minor structures throughout the western and
north-Western part of the area, are attributed to the effect of a second-fold period on
older linear structures. a zone of second NW.-SEi-trending folds being present in
Tanganyika, south of the border. as eV‘idenced by air photographs. A great variety of
minor structures are associated with this second episode and occur in rocks that were
incompetent or show evidence of granitization and migmatization. The migmatites
show small—scale slip-folds and puckered folds in numerous outcrops (Plates IV and V}.
The development of axial plane foliation parallel to the NE.—SW. folds accompanied by
minor sliding indicates that many of the minor structures are of the shear-folding type.
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In exposures along the river Lemisikio the axial plane foliation is marked by aplitic
patches elongated in the axial direction and pegmatitic lenses occupy shear-planes. In
the valley of the Orngaeenet and its tributaries are frequent occurrences of minor
structures trending approximately parallel to the major folds as shown in Fig. 18.
Quartz-felspar rich material introduced into rocks during the period of migmatization
has itself been subject to deformation (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15-Contortions in Migmatites.

(a) and (b) Contorted quartz-rich bodies in semi-pelitic migmatites in the river
Omgaeenet.

(c) Contortions in banded homblendic migmatite in the river Enenkoiireroi. The
bands represent thin streaks of amphibolite in a biotite"rich host.

(d) A contorted quartzite band in homblendic mi2matite in the river Enenkoiireroi.
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In exposures along the river Lemisikio the axial plane foliation is marked by aplitic
patches elongated in the axial direction and pegmatitic lenses occupy shearfiplanes. In
the valley of the Orngaeenet and its tributaries are frequent occurrences of minor
structures trending approximately parallel to the major folds as shown in Fig. 18,
Quartz-felspar rich material introduced into rocks during the period of migmatization
has itself been subject to deformation (Fig. 151‘

Fig. 15—Contortions in Migmatites.

(a) and (b) Contor‘ted quartz-rich bodies in semhpelitic migmatites in the river
Omgaeenet.

(c) Cantor-(ions in banded homblendic migmatite in the river Enenkniiremi. The
bands represent thin streaks of amphibolite in a biotite-rieh host.

(d) A contorted quartzite band in homblendic migmatite in the river Enenkoiireroi.
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The quartz lenses, streaks, and bands or injections have been contorted producing
bodies of differing widths and irregular shapes in biotite schists and gneisses. The
foliation in the host rock is often obliterated, but the form of the included quartz bodies
suggests that the deformation was not entirely haphazard, for the trend of the migmatitic
(minor) fold axes is approximately parallel to lineations in major structures produced
during the NE.-SW. folding. In all instances the host-rock has been folded with the
veins. It is also to be seen that extreme thickening and thinning of bands occurs in any
section examined, though generally the same asymmetry is preserved in cross-section,
a feature connected with overturning to the west. The form of the minor structures in
these rocks suggests that granitization was contemporary with or slightly earlier than
the period of NE.-SW. first-folding.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16-The fonnation of the Lengitoto Anticline.

(a) Overturned folds on the limb of a recumbent first-fold, all folds bavin& NE...sW.
axes. The limbs of the overturned folds originally dipped to the SE.

(b) All folds arched about an anticlinal north-south axis.

(c) Later erosion has removed the crest of the anticline, so the trace of the axial
planes of the first-folds are now lying sub-parallel to the north-south axis of
the second-fold. As the stmcture plunges north, tbat is into the plane of the
paper, the outcrop on the ground, thus simulates a synclinal fold.
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The quartz lenses, streaks, and bands or injections have been contorted producing
bodies of differing widths and irregular shapes in biotite sehists and gneisses. The
foliation in the host rock is often obliterated, but the form of the included quartz bodies
suggests that the deformation was not entirely haphazard, for the trend of the migmatitic
(minor) fold aXes is approximately parallel to lineations in major structures produCed
during the NE.—SW. folding. in all instances the hostnrock has been folded with the
veins. it is also to be seen that extreme thickening and thinning of bands occurs in any
section examined, though generally the same asymmetry is preserved in cross-section,
a feature connected with overturning to the west. The form of the minor structures in
these rocks suggests that granitlzation was contemporary with or slightly earlier than
the period of NE.—SWV first-folding.

Fig. ltS—The formation of the Lengitoto Antieline.

(a) Overturned folds on the limb of a recumbent first-fold, all folds having NEr-SW.
axes. The limbs of the overturned folds originally dipped to the SE.

(b) All folds arched about an anticlinal north-south axis.

(e) Later erosion has removed the crest of the anticline, so the trace of the axial
planes of the first-folds are new lying sub-parallel to the north-south axis of
the second-fold. As the structure plunges north, that is into the plane of the
paper, the outcrop on the ground thus simulates a synclinal fold.
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(j) Folds at Usubugooirobi. Lengitoto Anticline

At Usubugooirobi a quartzite succession is characterized by the presence of cross-
bedded muscovite quartzites. Mapping in the area and a consideration of the stratigraphy
indicates that the junction between core and envelope is discordant. For example at
latitude 10 40' S. on the eastern border of the area the NE.-SW. trending folds that
plunge steeply to the NE. are transected sharply by the north-south trending bands of
01 Doinyo Leanda. This discordance appears as far south as the Oloibortoto River
and a similar relationship is seen at the northern end of the U subugooirobi block
between Kipirtilo and Loisiumurto. During the second period of folding the axial traces
of first-folds were arched about the Lengitoto anticline (Fig. 16) so that at the northern
end of Usubugooirobi the first-fold traces are fan-shaped about the new fold axis, the
folds now having steeply dipping limbs.

Such a structure has been figured by Ramsay (1962, p. 474) and results from super-
posed folds in which the a direction of the second fold (Lengitoto anticline) makes
a high angle with the axial planes of the first-folds and the axes of the first-folds lie at
moderate to high angles with the axial plane of the second-fold. The resulting interfer-
ence pattern at Usubugooirobi shows similarities to that figured by Ramsay (op. cU.,
p. 480) and probably represents an area of mutual antiformal culmination between two
sets of folds at a wide angle to one another. Thus the quartzite succession at Usubugooi-
robi probably occurs southwards at least as far as Emburkutia and the Lengitoto
anticline passes into the Ormelil antiform, a first-fold structure.

The envelope of rocks passing from Olibeshet through Kipirtilo to 01 Doinyo
Leanda on the east side of Usubugooirobi are arched forming the Lengitoto anticline,
that plunges northwards. A reversal in plunge direction at the southern end of
Usubugooirobi indicates that the rocks are domed, the structure being due to the inter-
ference of two fold directions approximately at right angles. A tectonic profile of this
part of the area is shown.in Fig: 17.

Associated folds that affected rocks of the area between Usubugo and Narosura
are attributed to the same fold-movements. To the east of Morijo Loita, however, the
quartzites between Naeningujet and Alturato also appear to be discordant because at
various localities the quartzites are in contact with different members of the Usubugo
anticline. The effects of erosion have been most severe along this line of discordance,
as indicated for example on the north-west side of the block near Enkoirie where there
occurs a marked gap in the Loita Hills (Plate VIlla).

(g) Other Folds

Between the Usubugo anticline and the Naigara syncline occurs a complicated zone
of highly folded rocks overturned to the east. Involutions such as those at 01 Doinyo
Lormongi, tight synclines south and west of Naigara hill and yet another anticlinal
structure at 01 Doinyo Lomru all occur within this zone. Here the direction of axes
of minor folds and lineations are not uniform and the presence of small-scale slides,
particularly in crumples, together with minor folds in schists and the widespread
development of axial plane foliation, suggests that this part of the area has undergone
intense deformation, accompanied by irregular movements. The strongly deformed mica
schists frequently show structures that are seemingly without any geometrical regularity
and are found locally where the structures of both generations of folding are in juxta-
position, notably at Naigara. Away from this zone the second period of folding has
generally deformed, and in many instances obliterated earlier structures, though the
attitude of a number of lineations are the result of the older movement.

Near Naigara trigonometrical station, disharmonic folding has occurred between
adjacent members of the stratigraphic succession and original bedding surfaces between
differing lithological types were planes of sliding. The small folds that have affected
these rocks represent detached portions of the main Usubugo fold.
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as indicated for example on the north-west side of the block near Enkoirie where there
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attitude of a number of lineations are the result of the older movement.
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(f) Folds at Usubzrgooirobi. Lengitoro Anticlfne

At Usubugooirobi a quartzite succession is characterized by the presence of cross-
bedded muscovite quartzites. Mapping in the area and a consideration of the stratigraphy
indicates that the junction between core and envelope is discordant. For example at
latitude 1C 40’ S. on the eastern border of the area the NE.—SW. trending folds that
plunge steeply to the NE. are transected sharply by the north~south trending bands of
01 Doinyo Leanda. This discordance appears as far south as the Oloibortoto River
and a similar relationship is seen at the northern end of the Usubugooirobi block
between Kipirtilo and Loisiumurto. During the Second period of folding the axial traces
of first—folds were arched about the Lengitoto anticline (Fig. 16) so that at the northern
end of Usubugooirobi the first—fold traces are fan—shaped about the new fold axis, the
folds now having steeply dipping limbs.

Such a structure has been figured by Ramsay (1962. p. 474') and results from super—
posed folds in which the a direction of the second fold (Lengitoto anticline) makes
a high angle with the axial planes of the first-folds and the axes of the first—folds lie at
moderate to high angles with the axial plane of the second-fold. The resulting interfer—
ence pattern at Usubugooirobi shows similarities to that figured by Ramsay (op. cit,
p. 480) and probably represents an area of mutual antiformal culmination between two
sets of folds at a wide angle to one another. Thus the quartzite succession at Usubugooi—
robi probably occurs southwards at least as far as Emburkutia and the Lengitoto
anticline passes into the Orrnelil antiform, a first-fold structure.

The envelope of rocks passing from Olibeshet through Kipirtilo to 01 Doinyo
Leanda on the east side of Usubugooirobi are arched forming the Lengitoto anticline.
that plunges northwards. A reversal in plunge direction at the southern end of
Usubugooirobi indicates that the rocks are domed. the structure being due to the inter—
ference of two fold directions approximately at right angles. A tectonic profile of this
part of the area is shownin Fig. 17.

Associated folds that affected rocks ot‘ the area between Usubugo and Narosura

are attributed to the same fold-movements. To the east of Morijo Loita, however, the

quartzites between Nacningujet and Alturato also appear to be discordant because at
various localities the quartzites are in contact with different members of the Usubugo
anticline. The effects of erosion have been most severe along this line of discordance.
as indicated for example on the north—west side of the block near Enkoirie where there
occurs a marked gap in the Lona Hills (Plate Villa).

lg) Other Folds

Between the Usubugo anticline and the Naigara syncline occurs a complicated zone
of highly folded rocks overturned to the east. lnyolutions such as those at 01 Doinyo
.Lormongi, tight synclines south and west of Naigara hill and yet another anticlinal
structure at 01 Doinyo Lomru all occur within this zone. Here the direction of axes
of minor folds and lineations are not uniform and the presence of small—scale slides.
particularly in crumples, together with minor folds in schists and the wideSpread
development of axial plane foliation‘ suggests that this part of the area has undergone
intense deformation. accompanied by irregular moyrements. The strongly deformed mica
schists frequently show structures that are seemingly without any geometrical regularity
and are found locally where the structures of both generations of folding are in juxta-
position. notably at Naigara. Away from this zone the second period of folding has
generally deformed. and in many instances obliterated earlier structures. though the
attitude of a number of lineations are the result of the older movement.

Near Naigara trigonometrical station. disharmonic folding has occurred between
adjacent members of the stratigraphic succession and original bedding surfaces between
dillering lithological types Were planes of sliding. The small folds that have affected
these rocks represent detached portions of the main Usubugo fold.
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(2) FAULTING

The Basement System rocks of the Loita Hills have been considerably disturbed
and faulting has occurred throughout the various phases of folding. Some faults have
small throws and represent minor adjustments, slickensiding and some brecciation being
associated with them. Many are probably major joints along which movement has taken
place and examples can be seen in the quartzite escarpment at Morijo Loita. Other
faults, however, are major fractures that have affected large blocks of country, the most
important being the NE.-SW. trending Entasekera and Enkoriga faults. Both occur
near major structural discordances though the former is probably a high angle fault
down-throwing to the south-east bounding the high line of hills between Entasekera
and Emboornarok. It coincides with a major break in the fold pattern near
the eastern border of the area, and an apparent culmination in the lineation pattern
separating the northerly plunging Lengitoto structure from the south-westerly plunging
structures at Emburkutia and Entasekera, and probably slices right through the mountain
range, making a large angle with the newer north-south direction of rift-faulting.
Renewed movement along the Enkoriga fault is suggested by a thick brecciated peg-
matite that occupies large sections of the fault-zone. During folding and faulting
tectonic thinning of beds has occurred, for example the Morijo faults that cut the
quartzites of the hill range north-east Qf Morijo Loita (Plate VIII (a)). At Emboornarok,
near the Tanganyika border, quartzite slices have or are thought to have moved against
one another along low-angle slides. It is possible that one of these has cut the quartzites
along the Orpusare river, and has controlled erosion so that a deep gorge now transects
the Nguruman escarpment at latitude 10 58' S. The north-westerly continuation of the
slide is represented by the discordance between NE.-SW. structures of Enemisikio and
the NNW.-SSE. trending bands that form the western limb of the Naigara syncline.
Another prominent fault, the Naigara fault, downthrowing rocks to the east, which
may partly represent a dislocation between adjacent fold belts, bounds the western
edge of the Naigara range, crushed rocks and disturbed beds exposed in river-courses
marking the line of the fault. At its northern end it is displaced by the Enkoriga fault,
its continuation being represented by fault zones between Olenalangitomon and
01 Doinyo Loloponi. Many of the faults are clearly visible on air photographs and
undoubtedly numerous others occur in these more poorly exposed parts of the area.
Blocks of breccia in the valley of the Narosura river suggest that they were derived from
the Narosura fault to the west, which probably extends further north than is shown on
the map but is concealed by a thick soil cover. A highly brecciated rock was found in situ
two miles north-east of Pololet and although indicating a fault of considerable magnitude
it could not be traced for more than a few yards.

(3) TECTONIC SYNTHESIS

The structural data collected from different parts of the area indicate great struc-
tural complexity, which will be better understood after more detailed mapping beyond
the scope of this present report has been undertaken. It is possible to come to some
general conclusions and to propose a sequence of tectonic events that affected the rocks
of the Loita Hills area. Any tectonic interpretation must be valid when applied to
neighbouring areas and possibly over the greater part of western Kenya, already a
considerabe measure of assessment has been reached in a recent synthesis (Saggerson
et al., 1960).

It has been pointed out that migmatization of Basement System rocks of the Loita
Hills area took place during the earlier movement period. Metamorphism was probably
long-continued, however, and culminated in granitization. Pelitic rocks involved in the
deformation have reached a high grade of metamorphism with few or no retrogressive
stages being recognized, which suggests that regional metamorphism occurred throughout
the periods of folding and was not wholly an earlier phenomenon.
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Towards a better understanding of the structure of the area the following simplified
stratigraphical succession is recognized and is shown in more detail on Fig. 4.

Olosolan quartzite.
Usubugo (gritty) quartzite.
Olibeshet quartzite.
Naigara pelitic and semi-pelitic group.
Muscovite quartzites of Usubugooirobi.
Morijo quartzite.
Olemasher (gritty) quartzite.

Consideration of the structure and local succession in different parts of the area
suggest that despite variations in thickness of the original sediments some beds are now
separated by tectonic rather than lithologic breaks. Further, because of the interference
of superposed deformations, beds in one locality are not yet exposed or have been
removed by erosion. Pelitic schists forming part of the limbs of the Naigara syncline
have only been noted at Bitin on the eastern side of the Usubugo anticline and at this
locality mapping strongly suggests discontinuities between adjacent beds due to strong
shearing movements or slip. Elsewhere the pelitic rocks of the Naigara area are probably
the lateral equivalents to similar rocks exposed west of Olomboneg near the Tanganyika
border.

In the south-western part of the area the semi-pelitic rocks of Enemisikio are
considered to be equivalent to those within the pelitic schist envelope at Naigara and
are here associated with quartzites exposed at Pololet and south of 01 Mesutie which
are equivalent to the Morijo quartzite band.

The sequence of events that affected the crystalline rocks of the area may be
summarized as follows:-

(1) Recumbent folding about NE.-SW. axes. Granitization culminating in migma-
tization which was most intense south of Naigara. The principal structure was
probably a single recumbent fold the limbs of which were similarly folded.
The upper limb of the fold is represented by the majority of the rocks of the
area but those outcropping between Pololet and Olomboneg form the lower
limb of the recumbent structure.

(2) Open folding about approximately NW.-SE. axes affected the greater part of the
Loita Hills area. Major structures include othe Naigara syncline, the Usubugo
anticline and the complex fold-system that affeoted the whole of the Usubugoo-
irobi-Emburkutia-Ormelil range. Rotation of the direction of folding and the
development of N.-S. trending folds that include the Narosura syncline, and
the Lengitoto anticline. The formation of the Morijo, Olosolan and Olibeshet
slides. The slight change in direction of the folds from NW.-SE. to N.-S., i.e.
non-parallel folds, is similar to that reported from other orogenic zones where
intersection of fold belts are described.

It should be pointed out at this stage that more detaiJJed work is required to prove
whether the north-westerly closing recumbent folds are synclinal or anticlinal, for if the
axial plane of a recumbent anticline is arched about an axis parallel to tthe axis of
that fold the nose of the recumbent fold will appear to be synclinal. The structural history
suggests that major discordances have resulted from sliding during (disharmonic) folding
while the effects of refolding have been locally intense and in some parts have obscured
the earlier structures. Recumbent folding has been recognized in the neighbouring area
to the west (Williams, 1964) and similar struct1:ureshave recently been mapped in north-
west and south-east Kenya.

Throughout this area and the Mara River-Sianna area to the north-west (Williams,
1964), zones of dominanot first-folds with approximately NE.-SW. axes with alternate
zones of dominant second-folds with approximately NW.-SE. axes result in typical
interference patterns produced by two successive foldings. The presence of numerous
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quartzite bands that can be traced for large distances despite the intricacy of the folding,
have greatly assisted the mapping and subsequent structural interpretation of the Loita
Hills area. The interfering fold-system can have been produced either by a single strain
or by superimposed unrelated strains. The presence of more than one structure does
not mean that they have been necessarily produced during separate orogenies for they
may have been produced simultaneously or represent separate phases of the same
orogeny. Ramsay (1962, p. 473) gives the criteria thaJt might be used to separate fold
patterns produced by one deformation from those produced by two and it is considered
that the structures in the present area are due to the superposition of independent
deformations that were widely separated in time.

Though refolding and cross-folds have been described from other parts of Kenya
and while the trends of fold axes in Ithe Loita Hills area are approximately parallel to
fold axes both in Basement System rocks in areas to the east of the Rift Valley in north-
west Kenya and in rocks of the Nyanzian-Kavirondian System ~to the north-west of
the present area) (e.g. Shackleton, 1946, p. 42) the style of folding and its complexity is
dissimilar from other parts of the country. FUI1thermetamorphic rocks characterized by
a thick succession of quartzites is probably unique in Kenya and though comparisons
may be made between similar rocks in north-west Kenya and the Namanga-Bissel area
of Southern Keny,a (Joubert, 1957) it is possible that the metamorphic rocks of the
present area form a separate series within the Precambrian of Kenya. Whether deforma-
tions that affected the rocks of the Loita Hills area are of similar age to those that
affected other Precambrian rocks elsewhere must for the present remain unsolved.

2. Tertiary and Quaternary Structures

West of Lake Magadi the Gregory or Great Rifit Valley is flanked by the Nguruman
escarpment, a superb fault-scarp part which ~omprises the eastern border of the
Loita Hills area (Plate VII). The escarpment has formed as a result of movement along
north-south trending faults, the evidence suggesting that these are normal faults down-
throwing to the east. Uhlig (1907, p. 489) considered that at its southern end, near 01
Doinyo Sambu, the main fault passed into an overthrust, and dted as evidence quartz-
mica schists overlying volcanics, the schists having been metamorphosed during the
period of thrusting. Bailey Willis (1936, p. 263) discounted the time of metamorphism
of the Basement System rocks, and considered that Uhlig's evidence concerning the
presence of an overthrust "admits of no doubt". )he present author is not in agreement,
and although the exact locality was not visited suggests that the occurrence of schists
2!- km. to the south-east of the main outcrop at Olomboneg indicates an inlier of
Basement System rocks surrounded by volcanics, or that volcanics have been intruded
along bedding planes in volcanics or Basement System rocks that exhibit shearing and
folia:tion typical of the rocks of this area, thus giving the impression of schists overlying
lavas in what looks like a thrust zone.

Regional uplift and peneplanation in Mesozoic and Tertiary times led to the forma-
tion of the end-Cretaceous and sub-Miocene peneplains that were subsequently warped
along an approximately north-south axis from Naigara in the north to Emboornarok
in the south (Fig. 2). The arching probably represents the first movement that led to the
creation of the Rift Valley in this part of Kenya, and is comparable with similar
movements that affected the sub-Miocene peneplain along the shoulders of the Rift in
other parts of the Colony. This arching was followed by a period of volcanic activity
when melanephelinites of Kishalduga and ankaratrites of Olomboneg, probably of
Pliocene age, were extruded from vents and fissures aligned along north-south fractures
and faults. No evidence was seen to indicate that these lavas poured down an old
escarpment as suggested by Dixey (1956, p. 25). This volcanicity was followed by the
first stage of faulting of ,the Nguruman escarpment, and was probably contemporaneous
with the formation of the first Rift faults in southern Kenya. The major fault that forms
the escarpment was named the Sonjo fault by Uhlig (1907), and trends approximately
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a thick succession of quartzites is probably unique in Kenya and though comparisons
may be made bettveen similar rocks in north-west Kenya and the Namanga—Bissel area
of Southern Kenya (Joubert. 1957) it is possible that the metamorphic rocks of. the
present area form a separate series within the Precambrian of Kenya. Whether deforma-
tions that affected the rocks of the Loita Hills area are of similar age to those that
affected other Precambrian rocks elsewhere must for the present remain unsolved.

2. Tertiary and Quaternary Structures

West of Lake Magadi the Gregory or Great Rift Valley is flanked by the Nguruman
escarpment. a superb fault~searp part which comprises the eastern border of the
Loita Hills area (Plate VII). The escarpment has formed as a result of movement along
north—south trending faults. the evidence suggesting that these are normal faults down"
throwing to the east. Uhlig (1.907. p. 489) considered that at its southern end, near 01
Doinyo Sambu. the main fault passed into an overthrust. and cited as evidence quartz-
mica schists overlying volcanics. the schists having been metamorphosed during the
period of thrusting. Bailey Willis (1936. p. 263) discounted the time of metamorphism
of the Basement System rocks. and considered that Uhlig's evidence concerning the
presence of an overthrust “admits of no doubt”. The present author is not in agreement,
and although the exact locality was not visited suggests that the occurrence of schists
2; km. to the south—east of the main outcrop at Olomboneg indicates an inlier of
Easement System rocks surrounded by volcanics. or that volcanics have been intruded
along bedding planes in volcanics or Basement System rocks that exhibit shearing and
foliation typical of the rocks of this area. thus giving the impression of schists overlying
lavas in what looks like a thrust yone.

Regional Uplift and peneplanation in Mesozoic and Tertiary times led to the forma—
tion of the end—CretaceoUs and sub—l‘iocene peneplains that were subsequently warped
along an approximately north—south axis from Naigara in the north to Emboornarok
in the south (Fig. 2). The arching probably represents the first movement that led to the
creation of the Rift Valley in this part of Kenya. and is comparable with similar
movements that affected the sub—Miocene peneplain along the shoulders of the Rift in
other parts of the Colony. This arching was followed by a period of volcanic activity
when melanephclinites of Kishalduga and ankaratrites of Olomboneg. probably of
Pliocene age. were extruded from vents and fissures aligned along north—south fractures
and faults. No evidence was seen to indicate that these lavas poured down an old
escarpment as suggested by [)ixey (1956. p. 25). This voleanicity was followed by the
first stage of faulting of the Nguruman escarpment. and was probably contemporaneOUs
with the formation of the first Rift faults in southern Kenya. The major fault that forms
the escarpment was named the Sonjo fault by Uhlig t1907). and trends approximately
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north-south along the eastern border of the area, where it is concealed by Kirikiti
Basalts, and swings to a south-westerly direction west of 01 Doinyo Sambu (Plate III (a))
to continue into Tanganyika where it bounds the Sonjo scarp. This Sonjo fault
has a maximum throw to the east of nearly 4,000 feet in the south-east comer
of the area, but the throw probably diminishes northwards. It has been noted in an
earlier section (page 30) that the Kipurses fault is a branch of this first major fault and
movement along it was responsible for the westerly dip of the nephelinites at Kishalduga.
A later period (Pliocene) of volcanic activity resulted in the extrusion of Kirikiti Basalts
that covered the lower part of the pre-existing fault scarp (cf. Baker, 1958, p. 16).

In early Pleistocene times a renewal of volcanic activity led to the eruption of the
Lengitoto Trachytes, fissure eruptions that poured out probably along pre-established
north-south fmctures and the associated Kipurses fault, the lavas overlapping onto the
gently tilted nephelinites. A later movement along this fault threw down the trachytes
500 feet to the east, so forming:the scarp that bounds Naitiami and Kipurses (Plate II (a)).
The extravasation of ignimbrites, tuffs and lavas from scattered vents in the northern
part of the area coincided with rthe period of most violent volcanic activity, the vents
being situated at intersections of old faults and fractures in those parts of the area not
immediately adjacent to the Rift Valley. The Naitiami fault probably pre-dated the
main Kirikiti fault (Baker, op. cit., p. 62), easterly branches of which further down-
faulted the trachytes east of the Lengitoto plateau (six miles east of Kipurses). Dis-
placement along this fault-zone may have been accomplished in two distinct movements
for Baker (ibid., p. 62) hras shown that a later movement on the second (Kirikiti-Nguru-
man) fault east of the Sonjo fault but parallel to it gave rise to the Kirikiti platform
(Plate II (b)). The la~as of the platform slope gently southwards benea:th the Pagasi
pebble-beds, which lie at an altitude of about 2,300 feet, and it is possible that part of
the movement on this second fault tilted the lavas thus exaggerating the throw of the
Sonjo fault. That a renewed m()vement occurred on this fault is shown by the preserva-
tion of triangular facets on truncated spurs" of the highly dissected Nguruman escarp-
ment between 01 Doinyo Sambu and Lisudwa, a hill just north of latitude 2° 00' S.
(plate VIII (b)). The Nguruman fault passes to the east of the present area where it
probably dies out near Lake Natron.

A third period of volcanic activity in middle Pleistocene times resulted in the
formation of 01 Doinyo Sambu, a composite volcanic cone that rises majestically from
the.floor of the Rift Valley west of Lake Natron (Plate III). A fault has sliced through
the volcano down-throwing its eastern half to a level beneath Lake Natron (altitude
2,067 feet) (Plate III (b)). The topmost lava of 01 Doinyo Sambu occurs at a height of
about 4,250 feet at Mirna, indicating a minimum throw of 2,150 feet on the 01 Doinyo
Sambu fault. The Basement System rocks which comprise the sub-volcanic metamorphic
foundation must, therefore, lie at least 2,200 feet beneath the lake, though southwards
near the centre of the lake, is probably at a much deeper level. The 01 Doinyo Sambu
fault, named the Ostafrikanische Bruchstufe by Uhlig (1907), dies rapidly to the north
at about latitude 2° 00' S. Rejuvenation of faulting along the 01 Doinyo Sambu fault
or associated north-south faults not exposed is probably responsible for truncation of
spurs along this part of the Nguruman Escarpment (Plate VIII (b)). Both Uhlig (op. cit.,
p. 487 et seq.) and Bailey Willis (1946, p. 260) comment on this striking fault-scarp,
the latter author correctly describing and illustrating (Plate LI) the fautting west of
Lake Natron to be offset en echelon stepping westwards from north to south.

Although the Rift Valley generally follows the Precambrian structures of the
Nguruman escarpment the warping of rthe sub-Miocene peneplain and the presence of
overlying lavas on hill summits that formed part of the pre-rift topography indicates the
initiation of rifting probably in Miocene or lower Pliocene times.

Gregory on the other hand considered the rift faulting to have commenced in pre-
Miocene times (Gregory, 1921, p. 364). It has now been shown that the Miocene Kapiti
Phonolite is affected by the east rift fault, while in the Kisumu area the faults bounding
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to continue into Tanganyika where it bounds the Sonjo scarp. This Sonjo fault
has a maximum throw to the east of nearly 4,000 feet in the south-east corner
of the area, but the throw probably diminishes northwards. It has been noted in an
earlier section (page 30) that the Kipurses fault is a branch of this first major fault and
movement along it was responsible for the Westerly dip of the nephelinites at Kishalduga.
A later period (Pliocene) of volcanic activity resulted in the extrusion of Kirikiti Basalts
that covered the lower part of the pre-csisting fattlt scarp (cf. Baker, 1958, p. 16).

in early Pleistocene times a renewal of volcanic activity led to the eruption of the
Lengitoto Trachytes, fissure eruptions that poured out proban along pre—established
north—south fractures and the associated Kipurses fault, the lavas overlapping onto the
gently tilted nephelinites. A later movement along this fault threw down the trachytes
500 feet to the east, so forming the scarp that bounds Naitiami and Kipurses (Plate it (a)).
The extravasation of ignimbrites. tuffs and lavas from scattered vents in the northern
part of the area coincided with the period of most violent volcanic activity, the vents
being situated at intersections of old faults and fractures in those parts of the area not
immediately adjacent to the Rift Valley. The Naitiami fault probably pre—dated the
main Kirikiti fault (Baker, op. cit. p. 62), easterly branches of which further down-
faulted the tt'achytes east of the Lengitoto plateau (six miles east of Kipurses). Dis—
placement along this fault—zone may have been accomplished in two distinct movements
for Baker (ibid., p. 62) has shown that a later movement on the second (Kirikiti—Nguru—
man) fault east of the Sonjo fault but parallel to it gave rise to the Kirikiti platform
(Plate ll (17)). The lavas of the platform slope gently southwards beneath the Pagasi
pebble—beds, which lie at an altitude of about 2.300 feet. and it is possible that part of
the movement on this second fault tilted the lavas thus exaggerating the throw of the
Sonjo fault. That a renewed movement occurred on this fault is shown by the preserva—
tion of triangular facets on truncated spurs of the highly dissected Nguruman escarp—
ment between 01 Doinyo Sambu and Lisudwa. a hill just north of latitude 26 00’ S.
(Plate V111 ('17)). The Nguruman fault passes to the east of. the present area where it
probably dies out near Lake Natron.

A third period of volcanic activity in middle Pleistocene times resulted in the
formation of Cl Doinyo Sambu, a composite volcanic cone that rises majestically from
the floor of the Rift Valley west of Lake Natron (Plate III). A fault has sliced through
the volcano down-throwing its eastern half to a level beneath Lake Natron (altitude
2.067 feet) (Plate Ill (25)). The topmost lava of 01 Doinyo Sambu occurs at a height of
about 4,250 feet at Mimal indicating a minimum throw of 2.l50 feet on the 01 Doinyo
Sambu fault. The Basement System rocks which comprise the sub—volcanic metamorphic
foundation must. therefore. lie at least 3.200 feet beneath the lake, though southwards
near the centre of the lake. is probably at a much deeper level. The 01 Doinyo Sambu
fault= named the Osrztfrikrmische Bruc/tstttfe by Uhlig (1907). dies rapidly to the north
at about latitude 2" 00’ S. Rejuvenation of faulting along the 01 Doinyo Sambu fault
or associated north-south faults not exposed is probably responsible for truncation of
spurs along this part of the Nguruman Escarpment (Plate V111 (17)). Both Uhlig (op. cit,
p. 487 et seq.) and Bailey Willis (1946. p. 260) comment on this striking fault—scarp.
the latter author correctly describing and illustrating (Plate Ll) the faulting west of
Lake Natron to be offset en echelon stepping westwards from north to south.

Although the Rift Valley generally follows the Precambrian structures of the
Nguruman escarpment the warping of the sub—Miocene pencplain and the presence of
overlying lavas on bill summits that formed part of the pre-rift topography indicates the
initiation of rifting probably in Miocene or lower Pliocene times.

Gregory on the other hand considered the rift faulting to have commenced in pre-
Miocene times (Gregory, 1921, p. 36—1). It has now been shown that the Miocene Kapiti
Phonolite is affected by the east rift fault. while in the Kisumu area the faults bounding
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the Kavirondo Rift Valley were considered by Shackleton (1952, p. 387) to be of post-
sub-Miocene age (Saggerson, 1952, p. 75). The period of rifting was intermittent,
therefore, and faulting with extrusion of lavas took place at intervals from Miocene
times to the present day.

VII-MINERAL DEPOSITS

The inaccessibility of the area and its remoteness from the principal centres of
population precludes the area from being of any immediate economic importance for
mineral production for many years to come. Although a number of different minerals
and rocks were observed they are of scientific interest only. Mineral occurrences are
indicated on the coloured geological map.

1. Quartzite

A large proportion of the Basement System rocks of the area are composed of
quartzites many of which are heavily iron-stained or contain impurities that render
them unsuitable for ceramic purposes. Some bands, however, consisting of dense white
quartz of low iron content, might prove suitable for the manufacture of glass and
refractories but such bands tend to be exceedingly hard and uneconomical to crush.
Crushed quartzite can also be used as an abrasive, road-metal, fill or base-course for
heavy-duty roads, aggregate for concrete, building-stone and grinding-mill pebbles, for
which purpose it can easily be obtained at many localities.

2. Building-stone

Grey tuff of pleasing appearance is being extracted from a number of quarries
along the river Narosura, east of the main Narok road. The tuff, which is easy to work,
occurs in bands approximately 16 ft. to 30 ft. "thick and after rough dressing is trans-
ported by road to Narok and Entasekera where it is used for building. At present the
demand is small though the reserves of rock are considerable and will meet the local
needs for many years.

3. Sand

No extensive concentrations of sand are available in the area but numerous small
rivers contain deposits of clean sand suitable for building. These sands originate from
the quartzites of the Loita Hills and are most easily obtainable from those streams that
cross the Narok-Tanganyika road near Narosura. These reserves were noted in the
Report on the Development Committee for 1946 (Vol. 2, p. 67). Sand for building in
Narok is being extracted from these rivers at the present time.

4. Crushed Stone

Supplies of crushed stone suitable for road metal, lightweight aggregate and as
aggregate for insulation of buildings can be readily obtained from the outcrops of tuff
and lava in the north-eastern part of the area.

5. Kyanite and Sillimanite

Kyanite and sillimanite occur in numerous bands in the western half of the area,
also four miles south-east of Narosura and in the south-eastern corner of the area.
Although kyanite is occasionally concentrated in lenses, often forming more than
30 per cent of the rock, the deposits have no economic significance on account of their
remoteness and low kyanite content.
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6. Other Minerals

A single occurrence of copper was seen in a breccia outcropping seven miles north-
west of 01 Mesutie in the south-western corner of the area. The copper mineral, bright
green malachite, is sparsely disseminated in the rock and therefore of academic interest
only.

Magnetite occurs in thin streaks and lenses in the quartzites and quartz-muscovite
schists, and forms a major constituent in a thin band of magnetite schist outcropping
in the river Lepolosie south-west of Naigara. The mineral also occurs as small aggregates
in pegmatites. The presence of ilmenite was confirmed in a number of localities and it
is possible that this mineral may be intergrown with the magnetite as well as occurring
independently.

Tourmaline frequently occurs in schists and gneisses of pelitic origin, a quartz-
muscovite schist in the river Lairaka near Ririjoshoro being notable. Tourmaline "suns"
and aggregates, with crystals often measuring up to 2 in., are found in quartzites and
pegmatites. All the tourmaline examined in the area was the black variety (schorl) and
therefore of no economic importance.

Asbestijorm amphibole occurs in hornblende-rich gneisses two miles south of
Naigara. The poor quality of the fibre and restricted occurrence preclude the mineral
from being of economic interest.

Fe/spar and mica are frequently concentrated in pegmatites, particularly in the
western part of the area. Usually the mica occurs in small books and rarely of sufficient
size or purity to warrant detailed prospecting.

A single lens of wollastonite was discovered in the river Olkejuasur two miles south
of Naigara. The mineral forms more than 50 per cent of the rock.

Garnet is present in small quantities in a few isolated occurrences. Large boulders
of garnetiferous rock 9 in. in diameter were seen in the bed of the river Lekuruki, two
miles north-east of Olosolan. The boulders, which are massive, probably represent
portions of eroded garnetiferous boudins.

Lateritic ironstone (murram) forms a capping to Basement System rocks near stream
courses where movement of surface and groundwater is at a maximum. No deposits of
sufficient size suitable for quarrying as road-metal were seen during the survey.

Altered mica-schists at Osarara on Usubugo and kyanite schists and gneisses in the
river Orpusare are altered to mu1ti-coloured soft, friable rock and clay that contain
well-developed crystals of kaolin. Little use can be made of these deposits due to their
relative inaccessibility.

No radio-active minerals were discovered during the survey but a slight increase
in radio-activity was noticed generally over the granitized rocks between Naigara and
Ririjoshoro.

(

7. Water-supplies

Unlike many other parts of Kenya, the Loita Hills area has few water-supply
problems. Many streams and rivers have a permanent or near-permanent flow and only
where these discharge onto the plains do they become seasonal water-courses.

The few hundreds of Masai present in the area maintain themselves and their cattle
without moving great distances even during periods of drought. Thick forests on steep
slopes prevent a rapid run-off thereby regulating the discharge of water at springs and
providing a constant supply of water to streams rising in the forests. A number of softer
muscovite quartzites and pelitic rocks interbanded in the harder quartzites also provide
good aquifers. The quartzites are broken by numerous faults, fractures and joints that
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of garnetiferous rock 9 in. in diameter were seen in the bed of the river Lekuruki, two
miles north-east of Olosolan. The boulders, which are massive, probably represent
portions of eroded garnetiferous boudins.

Lateritic ironstone (murram) forms a capping to Basement System rocks near stream
courses where movement of surface and groundwater is at a maximum. No deposits of
sufficient size suitable for quarrying as road-metal were seen during the survey.

Altered mica-schists at Osarara on Usubugo and kyanite schists and gneisses in the
river Orpusare are altered to mu1ti-coloured soft, friable rock and clay that contain
well-developed crystals of kaolin. Little use can be made of these deposits due to their
relative inaccessibility.

No radio-active minerals were discovered during the survey but a slight increase
in radio-activity was noticed generally over the granitized rocks between Naigara and
Ririjoshoro.

(

7. Water-supplies

Unlike many other parts of Kenya, the Loita Hills area has few water-supply
problems. Many streams and rivers have a permanent or near-permanent flow and only
where these discharge onto the plains do they become seasonal water-courses.

The few hundreds of Masai present in the area maintain themselves and their cattle
without moving great distances even during periods of drought. Thick forests on steep
slopes prevent a rapid run-off thereby regulating the discharge of water at springs and
providing a constant supply of water to streams rising in the forests. A number of softer
muscovite quartzites and pelitic rocks interbanded in the harder quartzites also provide
good aquifers. The quartzites are broken by numerous faults, fractures and joints that
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6. Other Minerals

A single occurrence of copper W‘ ‘ seen in a breccia outcropping seven miles north—
west of 01 Mesutie in the south—western corner of the area. The copper mineral, bright
green malachite. is sparsely disseminated in the rock and therefore of academic interest
only.

.-'Wugrzcn'te occurs in thin streaks and lenses in the quartzites and quartz-muscovite
schists. and forms a major constituent. in a thin band of magnetite schist outcropping
in the river Lepolosie southwest of i\'aigara. The mineral also occurs as small aggregates
in pegmatites. The presence of i/mcnite was confirmed in a number of localities and it
is possible that this mineral may be inter-grown with the magnetite as well as occurring
independently.

Tourmaline frequently occurs in schists and gncisses of pelitie origin, a quartz—
muscovite schist in the river Lair-aka near Ririjoshoro being notable. 'l'ourmalinc ”suns"
and aggregates. with crystals often measuring up to 2 in.. are found in qzmrrzites and
pegmatites. All the tourmaline examined in the area was the black variety tschorl) and
therefore of no economic importance.

Arbestifcmn amphibole occurs in hornblende—rich gneisses two miles south of
Naigara. The poor quality of the fibre and restricted occurrence preclude the mineral
from being of economic interest.

Fer/spar and mica are frequently concentrated in pegmatites, particularly in the
western part of the area. Usually the mica occurs in small books and rarely of sullicient
size or purity to warrant detailed prospecting.

A single lens of wol/ustonitc was discovered in the rixer Olkejuasur two miles south
of Naigara. The mineral forms more than 50 per cent of the rock.

Garnet is present in small quantities in a few isolated occurrences. Large boulders
of garnetil‘erous rock 9 in. in diameter Were seen in the bed of the river Lekuruki, two
miles north~east of OlOsolan. The boulders. which are massive. probably represent
portions of eroded garnetiferous bonding.

Later-fife from-tone (murram) forms a capping to Basement System rocks near stream
courses where movement of surface and groundwater is at a maximum. No deposits of
sufficient si/e suitable for quarrying as road—metal were seen during the survey.

Altered mica—schists at Osarara on Usubugo and kyanite schists and gneisses in the
river Orpusare are altered to multi-coloured soft. friable rock and clay that contain
well—developed crystals of kaolin. Little use can be made of these deposits due to their
relative inaccessibility.

No radio-active minerals were discovered during the surVey but a slight increase
in radio—activity was noticed generally over the granitized rocks between Naigara and
Ririjoshoro.

7. Water-supplies

Unlike many other parts of Kenya. the Loita Hills area has few water—supply
problems. Many streams and rivers have a permanent or near—permanent flow and only
where these discharge onto the plains do they become seasonal water—courses.

The few hundreds of Masai present in the area maintain themselves and their cattle
without moving great distances even during periods of drought. Thick forests on steep
slopes prevent a rapid run-off thereby regulating the discharge of water at springs and
providing a constant supply of water to streams rising in the forests. A number of softer
muscovite quartzites and pelitic rocks interbanded in the harder quartzites also provide
good aquifers. The quartzites are broken by numerous faults. fractures and joints that
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freely transmit water, so providing a nearly constant flow as at Narosura, Naigara and
Entasekera. Another excellent aquifer is the junction of the volcanic with the underlying
Basement System rocks, which were considerably weathered before the deposition of
the tuffs and lavas. This is best developed at Narosura. Streams and rivers are constantly
replenished by water leakage from the underground reservoir through numerous springs
and seepages. Ground-water leaving the forest region of Usubugooirobi emerges in large
streams that flow east and west either down the Nguruman escarpment or into the
Olngakualala swamp. Those streams flowing eastwards to the Rift Valley include the
rivers Narosura, Orkejulengitoto land neighbouring streams), Endosapia, Oloibortoto
and Endooma, with a plentiful water-supply in their upper reaches, but become dry
river-courses a few hundred yards from the foot of the escarpment. The flow of the
river Narosura where the main road crosses the river was measured as 3.2 cusecs during
a dry period in 1959. The lack of water in the lower parts of the river-courses suggests
that the rivers replenish the groundwater in the alluvial cover at the base of the hills.
A large proportion of water discharging into the Olngakualala swamp either as ground-
water or as surface water is lost by evapo-transpiration, though groundwater leakage
probably recharges the headwaters of the east-flowing Oloibortoto and Orkejuasur
rivers, the latter being a principal tributary of the Orkejulesai near Entasekera. The
flow from the springs feeding the Orkejuasur river during a dry period in 1959 was
measured as 0.5 cusecs. The swamp has the appearance of a small area of inland
drainage but the absence of salts indicates a sub-surface loss of water.

The heavy rains during the months of April and May cause the permanent rivers
such as the Orido and Orngaeenet and their tributaries to flood westwards. This seasonal
flooding diminishes rapidly and is completely absorbed within a few miles of the hill
regions where it disappears beneath the alluvium. Many rivers have a constant flow
except during the monsoon periods when the flow becomes variable. Only after long
periods of exceptionally dry weather, such as during 1952-54, do these rivers become
almost dry.

The absence of boreholes in the area is due to the adequacy of surface waters,
and even in the driest years it is possible to obtain supplies in the larger rivers. A bore-
hole (CI751) was drilled at Morijo Loita by the African Land Utilization Survey. A
seepage of water was struck at 75 ft., and further drilling to a depth of 302 ft. without
success necessitated abandonment of the borehole. A near-by spring now provides the
needs for a school and is a cattle-watering centre for the surrounding area.

Many springs were seen during the survey and without doubt others exist, particu-
larly along the bases of hills or in close proximity to fault-zones. Water-holes on the
plains and small, natural rock-catchments in the hills serve the needs of Masai cattle
and the indigenous animals for limited periods of the year. Two large water-holes at
Alturato, south-east of Morijo Loita, the largest one 1,000 ft. in length, provide more
permanent supplies.

A number of tepid and nearly cold saline spring seepages near the line of the
01 Doinyo Sambu fault occur at the north-west end of Lake Natron where the water
from these springs forms saline efftorescences on the barren mud flats (plate III (b)). The
waters of these springs are clear at their point of emergence but are alkaline judging
from their taste and smell. Like those in the Magadi area (Baker, 1958, pp. 51-55),
coloured algae are common around the small pools at the spring sources.

Most of the river waters of the area were found to be suitable for drinking and
pleasing in appearance. In a few cases the water is discoloured and of these (e.g. Morijo
Loita) some are slightly iron-stained, which does not affect the potability. No reports
of undrinkable saline water in the area have been received except for the temporary
stream near the north-western corner of Lake Natron. Even the waters from the hot-
springs situated in the river Orkejulesai near Emboornarok have a pleasing taste,
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freely transmit water, so providing a nearly constant flow as at Narosura, Naigara and
Entasekera. Another excellent aquifer is the junction of the volcanic with the underlying
Basement System rocks, which were considerably weathered before the deposition of
the tuffs and lavas. This is best developed at Narosura. Streams and rivers are constantly
replenished by water leakage from the underground reservoir through numerous springs
and seepages. Ground-water leaving the forest region of Usubugooirobi emerges in large
streams that flow east and west either down the Nguruman escarpment or into the
Olngakualala swamp. Those streams flowing eastwards to the Rift Valley include the
rivers Narosura, Orkejulengitoto land neighbouring streams), Endosapia, Oloibortoto
and Endooma, with a plentiful water-supply in their upper reaches, but become dry
river-courses a few hundred yards from the foot of the escarpment. The flow of the
river Narosura where the main road crosses the river was measured as 3.2 cusecs during
a dry period in 1959. The lack of water in the lower parts of the river-courses suggests
that the rivers replenish the groundwater in the alluvial cover at the base of the hills.
A large proportion of water discharging into the Olngakualala swamp either as ground-
water or as surface water is lost by evapo-transpiration, though groundwater leakage
probably recharges the headwaters of the east-flowing Oloibortoto and Orkejuasur
rivers, the latter being a principal tributary of the Orkejulesai near Entasekera. The
flow from the springs feeding the Orkejuasur river during a dry period in 1959 was
measured as 0.5 cusecs. The swamp has the appearance of a small area of inland
drainage but the absence of salts indicates a sub-surface loss of water.

The heavy rains during the months of April and May cause the permanent rivers
such as the Orido and Orngaeenet and their tributaries to flood westwards. This seasonal
flooding diminishes rapidly and is completely absorbed within a few miles of the hill
regions where it disappears beneath the alluvium. Many rivers have a constant flow
except during the monsoon periods when the flow becomes variable. Only after long
periods of exceptionally dry weather, such as during 1952-54, do these rivers become
almost dry.

The absence of boreholes in the area is due to the adequacy of surface waters,
and even in the driest years it is possible to obtain supplies in the larger rivers. A bore-
hole (CI751) was drilled at Morijo Loita by the African Land Utilization Survey. A
seepage of water was struck at 75 ft., and further drilling to a depth of 302 ft. without
success necessitated abandonment of the borehole. A near-by spring now provides the
needs for a school and is a cattle-watering centre for the surrounding area.

Many springs were seen during the survey and without doubt others exist, particu-
larly along the bases of hills or in close proximity to fault-zones. Water-holes on the
plains and small, natural rock-catchments in the hills serve the needs of Masai cattle
and the indigenous animals for limited periods of the year. Two large water-holes at
Alturato, south-east of Morijo Loita, the largest one 1,000 ft. in length, provide more
permanent supplies.

A number of tepid and nearly cold saline spring seepages near the line of the
01 Doinyo Sambu fault occur at the north-west end of Lake Natron where the water
from these springs forms saline efftorescences on the barren mud flats (plate III (b)). The
waters of these springs are clear at their point of emergence but are alkaline judging
from their taste and smell. Like those in the Magadi area (Baker, 1958, pp. 51-55),
coloured algae are common around the small pools at the spring sources.

Most of the river waters of the area were found to be suitable for drinking and
pleasing in appearance. In a few cases the water is discoloured and of these (e.g. Morijo
Loita) some are slightly iron-stained, which does not affect the potability. No reports
of undrinkable saline water in the area have been received except for the temporary
stream near the north-western corner of Lake Natron. Even the waters from the hot-
springs situated in the river Orkejulesai near Emboornarok have a pleasing taste,
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freely transmit water, so providing a nearly constant flow as at Narosura. Naigara and
Entasekera. Another excellent aquifer is the junction of the volcanic with the underlying
Basement System rocks. which were considerably weathered before the deposition of
the wits and lavas. This is best deyeloped at Narosura. Streams and rivers are constantly
replenished by water leakage from the underground reservoir through numerous springs
and seepages. Ground—water leaving the forest region of L.:'subugooirobi emerges in large
streams that flow east and west either down the Nguruman escarpment or into the
('Jlngakualala swamp. 'l'hose streams flowing eastwards to the Rift Valley include the
rivers i\'arosura. Orkejulengitoto {and neighbouring streams}. Endosapia. Oloibortoto
and Endooma. with a plentiful water—supply in their upper reaches, but become dry
river—courses a few hundred yards From the foot of thc escarpment. The flow of the
river l‘s'arosttra where the main road crosses the riter was measured as 3.2 cusces during
a dry period in l959. The lack of water in the lower parts of the river—courses suggests
that the rivers replenish the groundwater in the alluvial cover at the base ot‘ the hills.
A large proportion of water discharging into the Olngakualala swamp either as ground—
water or as surface water is lost by eyapo—transpiration. though groundwater leakage
probably recharges the headwaters of the east-flowing Oloibortoto and Orkejuasur
rivers. the latter being a principa] tributary of the Orkejulesai near Entasekcra. The
flow from the springs feeding the Orkejuasur river during a dry period in [959 was
measured as 0.5 eusecs. The swamp has the appearance of a small area of inland
drainage but the absence of salts indieates a sub-surface loss of water.

The heavy rains during the months ot‘ April and May cause the permanent rivers
such as the Orido and Orngaeenet and their tributaries to flood westwards, This seasonal
flooding diminishes rapidly and is completely absorbed within a few miles of the hill
regions where it disappears beneath the alluvium. Many rivers have a constant flow
except during the monsoon periods when the flow becomes variable. Only after long
periods of exceptionally dry weather. such as during 1952-54. do these rivers become
almost dry. -

The absence of boreholes in the area is due to the adequacy of surface waters.
and even in the driest years it is possible to obtain supplies in the larger rivers. A bore—
hole tCl'i'Slt was drilled at Morijo Loita by the African [and Utilization Survey. A
seepage of water was struck at 7'5 ft.. and further drilling to a dapth of 302 ft. without
success necessitated abandonment of the borehole. A near-by spring now provides the
needs for a school and is a cattle—watering centre for the surrounding area.

Many springs were seen during the survey and without doubt others exist. particu—
larly along the bases of hills or in close proximity to fault—zones. Water-holes on the
plains and small, natural rock-catchments in the hills serve the needs of Masai cattle
and the indigenous animals for limited periods of the year. Two large water-holes at
Alturato. south—east of Morijo Loita. the largest one 1.000 ft. in length. provide more
permanent supplies.

A number of tepid and nearly cold saline spring seepages near the line of the
01 Doinyo Sambu fault occur at the north-west end of Lake Natron where the water
from these springs forms saline efflorescences on the. barren mud flats (Plate 111 (27)). The
waters of these springs are clear at. their point of emergence but are alkaline judging
from their taste and smell. Like those in the Magadi area (Baker, E958. pp. 51-55}.
coloured algae are common around the small pools at the spring sources.

Most of the river waters of the area Were found to be suitable for drinking and
pleasing in appearance. In a few cases the water is discoloured and of these leg. Morijo
Loita) some are slightly iron—stained. which does not alTeet the potahility. No reports
of undrinkable saline water in the area have been received except for the temporary
stream near the north-western corner of Lake Natron. Even the waters from the hot-
springs situated in the river Orkejulesai near Emboornarok have a pleasing taste.
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suggesting the presence of small quantities of carbon dioxide. The strong and excellent
appearance of the teeth, even in the older members of the Masai tribe, suggests that
the waters have no deleterious effect.

An analysis of water taken from the river Orkejuasur at Entasekera gave:-

Alkalinity (as CaCo3)
Carbonate. .
Bicarbonate. .

Ammonia (saline)
Chlorides as Cl ..
Sulphates as S04..
Nitrites
Nitrates
Iron
Silica
Total hardness
Carbon dioxide. .
Total solids
Fluorides. .
pH

Parts per 100,000,
except the fluorine

figures which are parts
per million

Nil
3.4
trace
0.3
trace

present
Nil

0.16
2.0
2.0

present
12'0
0'7
6.5

Analyst: Government Chemist, Kenya.

This analysis indicates a water highly suitable for drinking purposes.

Schemes for irrigating the land or damming streams to give a ready and constant
water-supply have not been found necessary. A number of small vegetable plots sited
along permanent river-courses are to be seen at Narosura and near Emboornarok but
these are in partial disuse mainly due to the lack of sufficient local demands for
vegetables and maize.

The area appears to have agricultural potential and would be particularly suited
to ranching, while close to certain river-courses crops could be grown to provide food.
The generally poor soil, however, would hinder any large-scale projects. More wide-
spread water-supplies would be necessary, but if required little difficulty is envisaged
in providing these.
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suggesting the presence of small quantities of carbon dioxide. The strong and excellent
appearance of the teeth, even in the older members of the Masai tribe, suggests that
the waters have no deleterious effect.

An analysis of water taken from the river Orkejuasur at Entasekera gave:-

Alkalinity (as CaCo3)
Carbonate. .
Bicarbonate. .

Ammonia (saline)
Chlorides as Cl ..
Sulphates as S04..
Nitrites
Nitrates
Iron
Silica
Total hardness
Carbon dioxide. .
Total solids
Fluorides. .
pH

Parts per 100,000,
except the fluorine

figures which are parts
per million

Nil
3.4
trace
0.3
trace

present
Nil

0.16
2.0
2.0

present
12'0
0'7
6.5

Analyst: Government Chemist, Kenya.

This analysis indicates a water highly suitable for drinking purposes.

Schemes for irrigating the land or damming streams to give a ready and constant
water-supply have not been found necessary. A number of small vegetable plots sited
along permanent river-courses are to be seen at Narosura and near Emboornarok but
these are in partial disuse mainly due to the lack of sufficient local demands for
vegetables and maize.

The area appears to have agricultural potential and would be particularly suited
to ranching, while close to certain river-courses crops could be grown to provide food.
The generally poor soil, however, would hinder any large-scale projects. More wide-
spread water-supplies would be necessary, but if required little difficulty is envisaged
in providing these.
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suggesting the presence of small quantities of carbon dioxide. The strong and excellent
appearance of the teeth. even in the older members of the Masai tribe. suggests that
the waters have no deleterious effect.

An analysis 01‘ water taken from the river Orkejuasur at Entasckera gave:—

Parrs per |U0,UUU,
except the fluorine

pares its-"rich are parts
per million

Alkalinity (as 01033)
Carbonate .. . . . . _. _ . Nil
Bicarbonate .. .. . . .. . . 3‘4

Ammonia (saline) . . . . . . . . trace
Chlorides as C1 . . __ . . .. . . 0'3
Sulphate: as 804. . _. .. __ . . trace
Nitrites .. . . . . . . . . . . present
Nitrates .. .. .. .. .. .. Nil
Iron .. .. .. .. ., .. 0'16
Silica .. .. .. .. _. .. 20
Total hardness . . . . . . . . . _ 2-D
Carbon dioxide . , ,. . . . . . . present
Total solids ._ .. .. .. .. 12‘0
Fluorides .. .. __ .. .. ., 0‘?
nil . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-5

Analyst; Government Chemist. Kenya.

This analysis indicates a water highly suitable for drinking purposes.
Schemes for irrigating the land or darnming streams to give a ready and constant

water—supply have not been found necessary, A number of small vegetable plots sited
along permanent river—courses are to be seen at Narosura and near Emboornarok but
these are in partial disuse mainly due to the lack of sufficient local demands for
vegetables and maize.

The area appears to have agricultural potential and Would be particularly suited
to ranching, while close to certain river-courses crops could be grown to provide food.
The generally poor soil. however. Would hinder any large-scale projects. More wide—
spread water-supplies would be necessary, but if required little ditliculty is envisaged
in providing these.
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